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Summary

This thesis studies a number of topics in network information theory. Four channel

models in a wireless network, including the interference channel with common

information (ICC), the interference channel with degraded message sets (IC-DMS),

the interference channel with perfect feedback (ICF), and the relay channel with

generalized feedback, are investigated. Three major challenging issues in a wireless

network, correlated sources, interference, and feedback, are involved in these models.

New coding schemes are developed for each channel model, based on the existing

coding techniques: superposition coding, collaborative coding (also referred to as

rate splitting), Gel’fand-Pinsker coding, decode-and-forward (DF), and compress-

and-forward (CF). Corresponding new achievable rates/rate regions are obtained

for these channels.

Specifically, a cascaded superposition coding scheme for the ICC is proposed,

and a new achievable rate region is obtained for the channel. The new achievable

rate region offers strict improvements over one existing rate region for the channel,

which is demonstrated using a Gaussian example. The new rate region is also

shown to be tight for a class of deterministic ICCs (DICCs) by establishing an

outer-bound of the capacity region that meets the inner bound defined by our new

rate region. For the IC-DMS, collaborative coding, Gel’fand-Pinsker coding, and

superposition coding are applied collectively to develop a new coding scheme for

the channel, which allows the senders and the receivers to collaborate in combating

against the interference, and also allows one sender to help the other through

cooperation. The obtained achievable rate region also offers strict improvements

over the existing results, which is shown by using Gaussian examples.

Causal perfect feedback and generalized feedback are then considered for the

interference channel and relay channel, respectively. For the ICF, partially-decode-

vi



SUMMARY

and-forward together with the collaborative coding is applied to exploit the feed-

back and induce cooperation between the senders. With the proposed block Markov

coding scheme, a new achievable rate region is obtained for this channel in the dis-

crete memoryless case. The relay channels with generalized feedback investigated

include two cases: 1) the source and the relay both operate in full duplex mode; 2)

the relay and the destination both operate in full duplex mode. Coding schemes

based on the ideas of DF and CF are developed for each case, aiming to fully ex-

ploit the feedback to improve the transmission rates between the source and the

destination. It is shown that the new achievable rates obtained for the first case

include the existing results on the relay channel with perfect feedback as special

cases, and the new achievable rates for the second case are asymptotically tight for

the extreme case.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Wireless communication devices, ranging from mobile phones to laptops and other

hand-held devices, have gradually become ubiquitous in our modern daily life.

The unprecedented convenience and mobility brought by these devices are built on

various wireless networks, such as the GSM or 3G network, as well as wireless local

area networks. Although these wireless networks have been widely deployed and

used, it is generally an open question whether the current design of the network

is optimum in terms of either power efficiency or data transmission rate. Network

information is being developed with the aim to answer this question. On the other

hand, information theoretic study provides constructive insights on the design of

various coding strategies to achieve the limit and unleash the potential of a network.

This thesis investigates several topics in network information theory, including

the interference channel with common information (ICC), the interference chan-

nel with degraded message sets (IC-DMS), the interference channel with perfect

feedback (ICF), and the relay channel with generalized feedback. Several coding

schemes for these models are developed. With these coding schemes, achievability

results serving as the lower or inner bounds of the capacity or capacity regions

are derived. Moreover, the capacity region for a class of deterministic ICCs is

established.
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1.1 Preliminary Background

1.1 Preliminary Background

In general, a network consists of multiple source nodes that have certain informa-

tion to transmit, and multiple destination nodes to which the information from the

source nodes are to be conveyed. Moreover, between the source nodes and desti-

nation nodes, there may exist a number of relay nodes that can aid the intended

transmissions between source nodes and destination nodes. The long standing

open problem in network information theory is how to characterize and determine

the fundamental performance limit of a general network. Efforts and advance-

ments have been consistently made by information theorists towards addressing

this problem.

Primary focuses are on relatively simple network models, including the two-way

channel (TWC) [1], the multiple access channel (MAC) [2], the broadcast channel

(BC) [3], the relay channel (RC) [4], and the interference channel (IC) [5], which

are typically considered to be the fundamental building blocks of a network.

6

5

1

4

2

3

Figure 1.1: A simple wireless network of six nodes.

A generic two-user MAC consists of three nodes: two senders and one common

receiver. Both senders wish to convey certain information to the common receiver.

As depicted in Fig. 1.1, when both node 1 and node 4 wish to send certain in-

formation to node 3, the three nodes form such a MAC. To date, amongst the

five elementary channels, the MAC is the most thoroughly studied one with the

2



1.1 Preliminary Background

capacity regions being found for both the generic case [2, 6] and most of its vari-

ants including the MAC with common information (MACC) [7], the MAC with

conferencing encoders [8], the Gaussian MAC with perfect feedback [9], and so on.

One of the remaining challenging open problem regarding the MAC is to find the

capacity region of the general discrete memoryless MAC with perfect feedback, for

which only achievable rate regions have been obtained in [10] and [11].

In contrast to the MAC, a generic two-user BC also consists of three nodes: one

sender and two receivers. In Fig. 1.1, node 3, node 2, and node 5 form a two-user

BC, when node 3 wants to simultaneously transmit two different messages to node

2 and node 5. For the general BC, the capacity region has remained open for many

years since the introduction of this channel [12] in 1972. The best achievable rate

region for the general BC was obtained by Marton in [13]. Capacity regions have

been established only for several special cases including the degraded BC [14, 15],

the BC with degraded message sets [16], etc. One of the very recent breakthroughs

is made on the Gaussian Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO) BC. Sum-rate

capacity for the MIMO BC has been found in [17, 18, 19], while the entire capacity

region has been established in [20].

Referring to Fig. 1.1, a simple RC is formed by node 4, node 3, and node 5,

when node 4 wishes to send certain information to node 5 with the aid from node

3. In such a three-node RC, node 4, node 3, and node 5 are usually termed as the

source, relay, and destination, respectively. Similar to the BC, the capacity of the

general RC has also remained an open problem for long since its invention [4] in

1971. Nevertheless, many results have been obtained on this channel. In particular,

two well-known coding strategies, the decode-and-forward (DF) strategy and the

compressed-and-forward (CF) strategy, were introduced in [21] for RC. A hybrid

of these two strategies leads to the best achievable rate for the generic RC [21, 22].

Both strategies have also been extended to large networks consisting of multiple

relays [23, 24]. Capacity results have been established for some special cases, e.g.,

the degraded RC and reversely degraded RC [21], the semi-deterministic RC [25],

3



1.2 Motivations and Challenges

the RC with phase fading [23], etc.

In Fig. 1.1, when node 3 and node 4 simultaneously transmit some information

to node 5 and node 6 respectively, they form a simple two-user IC. The two simul-

taneous transmissions would interfere with each other due to broadcasting nature

of wireless networks. The capacity region of the general IC is also not found, while

capacity regions have been characterized for a number of special cases, e.g., the

strong IC (SIC) [26, 27, 28, 29, 30], a class of discrete additive degraded ICs [31],

and a class of deterministic ICs [32], etc. For the general case, various inner and

outer bounds of the capacity region have been obtained [28, 33, 34]. In particular,

the achievable rate region obtained in [28, 34] is by far the largest one, or the

tightest as an inner bound of the capacity region for the IC.

Notably, Gupta, and Kumar investigated the throughput and delay of a wireless

network consisting of a large number of randomly distributed but immobile nodes

[35] (a large scale wireless network) , which paves the way to a new research area

in network information theory. Following their seminal work, considerable research

attention has been received on the large scale wireless network (see [36, 37, 38, 39]

and references therein).

This thesis will present our work on subjects in the domain of the conventional

network information theory rather than the new direction on the large scale wireless

networks. Specifically, several variants of the IC and the RC are investigated from

the conventional information theoretic perspective.

1.2 Motivations and Challenges

As mentioned earlier, the fundamental limit of a wireless network is the ultimate

question to be answered by information theoretic studies. Towards answering such a

question, three major challenging issues have to be addressed: 1) correlated sources,

2) interference, and 3) feedback [40]. As basic building blocks of a network, the

simple network models introduced in the previous section usually involve only one

or none of the three issues, i.e., the IC explicitly involves the issue of inference,

4



1.2 Motivations and Challenges

while the MAC does not involve any of the three. Nevertheless, it is indeed a

common phenomenon to have two or three issues involved altogether in wireless

networks, especially the wireless sensor networks (WSN).

Emerged as one of the hottest research topics in recent years, the WSN [41]

refers to a type of wireless network consisting of a large number of small sensor

nodes that are equipped with three basic functions: sensing, data processing, and

wireless networking. The sensor nodes are usually randomly located. Each node

monitors its own nearby environment to capture the events in the monitored area,

and then conveys the information about the captured events to some other nodes or

a fusion center. These special characteristics make all the three challenging issues

prominent in a WSN, which urges us to consider following sensor network scenarios

and the related questions.

First, as the sensors are randomly located, it is likely that two neighboring

sensors are near enough such that the events or source messages that they captured

or obtained are correlated. Efficient schemes need to be designed to explore the

correlation and convey the correlated information through the channel.

Due to the inherent broadcasting nature of wireless channels, every node that

has a receiver will be affected by any signals that are being transmitted on the

air. For example, when two sensor nodes has two different messages to send to

two different receiver nodes, each receiver will suffer certain interference from the

non-pairing transmitting senor node. This is, in fact, the generic IC when the two

messages are statistically independent. This type of interference is the most com-

mon one in a wireless network, while in some other cases, the interference caused

by one transmitting node can be non-causally known at another transmitting node.

It is necessary to design coding schemes to allow the interfered receiving node to

reduce the effect of the interference to a certain extent, or allow the pairing sender

of the interfered receiving node to effectively utilize the non-causally known inter-

ference.

When some senor nodes are full duplex nodes, which can simultaneously trans-

5



1.3 Contributions and Organization of the Thesis

mit and receive signals, each of them will receive real-time feedback from the chan-

nel while they are trying to send certain information to other nodes in the network.

We term this type of feedback the passive feedback, as the transmitting sensor nodes

are passively receiving the feedback from the channel. The other type of feedback

is termed the active feedback, as a data collecting node or destination node can

actively send certain feedback to the nodes that are trying to convey information

to it. How to effectively exploit the passive feedback signals, how to design active

feedback schemes, and what information to be carried by the active feedback, are

interesting questions to be studied.

A detailed description of the problems motivated by the WSN and our respective

contributions are given the next section.

1.3 Contributions and Organization of the Thesis

The main contributions of this thesis can be summarized as developing new coding

strategies for various wireless channel models using some existing coding techniques

to effectively deal with the correlation, interference, and feedback, with the objec-

tive to achieve better transmission rates than existing ones.

1

2

4

3
E1

E2

E0

Figure 1.2: A four-node WSN scenario: a common event is captured by two source
nodes.

In Chapter 2, we investigate a four-node network, where two sensor nodes mon-

itor the environment and capture the events in the respective monitored region,

6



1.3 Contributions and Organization of the Thesis

and try to send the information of the captured events to the respective destination

node. This communication scenario is shown in Fig. 1.2. We can see that node 1

detects two events E0 and E1, while node 2 detects E0 and E2. Both nodes have

captured a common event E0 besides the individual private event E1 or E2. Node

1 is required to deliver the information about the events that it has captured to its

pairing destination node, node 3. Node 2 needs perform a similar task. In other

words, node 1 and node 2 need to send certain correlated information to node 3

and node 4, while the correlation is in the form of common information. We term

this type of channel as the interference channel with common information (ICC).

In Chapter 2, we first develop a cascaded superposition coding scheme for the

ICC, and obtain an achievable rate region for the channel in the general discrete

memoryless case.

The coding scheme effectively deals with the common information by allowing

the two source nodes to fully cooperate to send the common information. On top

of that, the coding scheme also allows the destination nodes to partially decode the

private information from the non-pairing source nodes, which aims to reduce the

effective interference suffered by each destination node. The corresponding achiev-

able rate region is shown to reduce to several known ones under the respective

channel settings. We also investigate two special classes of this channel, including

a class of channels where one sender has no private information to send, and a

class of deterministic channels. For the first special case, we obtain an achievable

rate region with simple description, and this rate region has been shown to be the

capacity region in a recent paper [42]. For the second special case, we establish

the converse for our achievable rate region, resulting a full characterization of the

capacity region of this class of channels. We also extend our achievable rate re-

gion from the discrete memoryless case to the Gaussian case, and we are able to

demonstrate strict improvement of our rate region over the existing result using a

numerical example.

In Chapter 3, we also investigate a four-node network, but the scenario is differ-

7



1.3 Contributions and Organization of the Thesis

1

2

4

3E1

E2

Figure 1.3: A four-node WSN scenario: the event captured by one source node is
completely captured by the other source node.

ent. First, there is no common event captured by both node 1 and node 2, so the

two destination nodes need to decode E1 or E2 only. Second, node 2 is assumed

to be powerful enough such that it not only can capture the event E2, but also

can capture the event E1. A graphical model of this communication scenario is

presented in Fig. 1.3. Assume that both node 1 and node 2 would apply block

coding on the information to be sent through the channel, and assume that the

codebooks are revealed to all the nodes. We can observe that, although the signals

transmitted from node 1 would interfere the signal reception at node 4 (the pairing

destination node of node 2), node 2 has a priori knowledge of the interference that

node 4 would suffer from. At the same time, node 3 would also suffer the inter-

ference from node 2 which is trying to convey its intended information to node 4.

We refer to this type of channel as the interference channel with degraded message

sets (IC-DMS), which is also known as the cognitive radio channel or Genie-aided

cognitive radio channel [43]. In such a channel, two kinds of interference coex-

ists. We develop a coding scheme which are based on Gel’fand-Pinsker coding,

collaborative coding (or rate splitting), and superposition coding for the channel.

With resort to this coding scheme, we obtain a new achievable rate region for the

discrete memoryless IC-DMS, which generalizes several existing regions. We also

extend the new achievable rate region to the Gaussian case. One of the existing

8
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rate regions has been proven to be the capacity region for certain class of channels,

i.e., the weak IC-DMS or the IC-DMS in the low-interference-gain regime. Never-

theless, our achievable rate region offers strict improvement over those regions in

the high-interference-gain regime, which is demonstrated using Gaussian numerical

examples.

Having investigated the aspects of correlation (in the form of common informa-

tion) and interference in a four-node WSN model, we further study the situations

of perfect feedback and generalized feedback in a four-node network model and a

three-node network model in Chapters 4 and 5.

Specifically, we first study a four-node case with perfect feedback in Chapter 4.

Two sensor nodes monitor the nearby environment and send the information about

the detected events to their respective destination node, while we assume that the

two destination nodes are able to causally send the received channel outputs back

perfectly to their respective source node. This is termed as the interference channel

with perfect feedback (ICF). We develop a block Markov coding scheme based on

rate splitting and the DF coding strategy for the channel. The coding scheme

allows the senders to perform cross decoding of the information sent by each other

in one block, such that the two senders can fully cooperate to transmit the crossly

decoded information in the next block. We derive a corresponding new achievable

rate region for the discrete memoryless ICF.

A three-node wireless network, namely the RC, with generalized feedback is

considered in Chapter 5. We consider two difference feedback configurations. We

first assume that the source of the RC is a full duplex node, which not only can

transmit signals to other nodes, but can simultaneously receive signals induced by

transmissions in the channel. We develop several coding schemes for this configura-

tion which allow us to exploit the feedback received at the source node. The coding

schemes are mainly based on the ideas of DF and CF coding strategies developed

for the generic RC. Corresponding achievable rates are derived with the respective

coding schemes. We show that the derive achievable rates for this generalized feed-

9



1.3 Contributions and Organization of the Thesis

back setting reduce to the existing results for the perfect feedback setting under

the specific channel assumptions.

We then consider a different scenario, where the destination is assumed to be

a full duplex node. The destination can now actively send feedback to the relay.

For this configuration, we construct coding schemes based on the DF and CF

strategies as well. The achievable rates are shown to be asymptotically optimal,

i.e., our achievable rates become the capacity for the extreme case.

In Chapter 6, we summarize our contributions, and point out some of the pos-

sible extensions of the work in this thesis.

Notation: Throughout the thesis, we apply the notations described as follows.

Random variables and their realizations are denoted by upper case letters and lower

case letters respectively, e.g., X and x. Bold fonts are used to indicate vectors, e.g.,

X and x. Sets are denoted by calligraphic letters, e.g., X.

10



Chapter 2

Interference Channels With

Common Information

In this chapter, the ICC, in which two senders need deliver not only private mes-

sages but also certain common messages to their corresponding receivers, is inves-

tigated. An achievable rate region for such a channel is obtained by applying a

superposition coding scheme that consists of successive encoding and simultaneous

decoding. It is shown that the derived achievable rate region includes or extends

several existing results for the ICs with or without common information. The rate

region is then specialized to a class of ICCs in which one sender has no private

information to transmit, and a class of deterministic interference channels with

common information (DICCs). In particular, the derived rate region is found to

be the capacity region for this class of DICCs. Lastly, the achievable rate region

derived for the discrete memoryless ICC is extended to the Gaussian case, in which

a numerical example is provided to illustrate the improvement of our rate region

over an existing result.

2.1 Introduction

The generic IC is one of the fundamental building blocks in communication net-

works, in which the transmissions between each sender and its corresponding re-

11



2.1 Introduction

ceiver (each sender-receiver pair) take place simultaneously and interfere with each

other. The information-theoretic study of such a channel was initiated by Shan-

non [1], and has been continued by many others [5, 26, 44, 45, 27, 46, 31, 28, 29,

32, 30, 47, 33, 48, 34]. So far, the capacity region of the general IC remains un-

known except for some special cases, such as the IC with strong interference (SIC)

[26, 27, 28, 29, 30], a class of discrete additive degraded ICs [31], and a class of

deterministic ICs [32]. However, various achievable rate regions serving as inner

bounds on the capacity region have been derived for the general IC [46, 45, 28, 48].

Notably, Carleial [46] obtained an achievable rate region for the discrete mem-

oryless IC by employing a limited form of the superposition coding scheme [3],

successive encoding and decoding. Subsequently, Han and Kobayashi [28] estab-

lished the best achievable rate region known to date by applying the superposition

coding scheme comprising of simultaneous encoding and decoding. Indeed, the im-

provement of the Han-Kobayashi (HK) region [28] over the Carleial region [46] is

primarily due to the use of the simultaneous decoding. This has been validated in

[48, 34], in which Chong et al. obtained a so called Chong-Motani-Garg (CMG)

rate region identical with the HK region but with a much simplified description, by

using a hybrid of the successive encoding and simultaneous decoding. Moreover,

Carleial [46] introduced the notion of the partial cross-observability of each sender’s

private information, which means that each receiver is able to decode part of the

private information sent from its non-pairing sender. The derivation of the HK

region and the CMG region followed this notion but Chong et al. have made the

important observation that the decoding errors of the crossly observed information

can be excluded in computing the probability of error [48]. With an introduction

of the partial cross-observability, the IC can be viewed as a compound channel con-

sisting of two associated MACs (strictly speaking, MAC-like channels), and thus

its achievable rate region can be obtained by exploiting existing techniques used

for MACs. However, the converse for either the HK region or the CMG region

has not been established. Very recently, a notable variant of the IC, namely the

12



2.1 Introduction

IC-DMS [43, 49, 50, 51, 52], has attracted considerable research attention due to its

applicability to model certain realistic communication scenarios in cognitive radio

networks or wireless sensor networks. From an information-theoretic viewpoint,

the IC-DMS is fundamentally different from the IC since the capacity regions of

IC and IC-DMS, if any, do not necessarily imply each other. In fact, we will also

investigate this channel in Chapter 3.

Most of the prior work on the ICs assumes the statistical independence of the

source messages [5, 26, 44, 45, 27, 46, 31, 29, 28, 32, 30, 47, 33, 48, 34]. However,

the assumption becomes invalid in an IC where the senders need transmit not only

the private information but also certain common information to their corresponding

receivers. Such a scenario is generally modeled as the ICC [53, 54, 55]. The ICC was

first studied by Tan in his original work [53], where inner and outer bounds on the

capacity region have been derived. In particular, when no common information is

present, the inner bound (the achievable rate region) in [53] reduces to the Carleial

region in [26]. More recently, Maric et al. [54] derived the capacity region for a

special case of the ICC, the strong interference channel with common information

(SICC), and showed that the derived capacity result includes the capacity region

of the strong interference channel (with no common information) [30] as a special

case. Parallel to the case of the IC, the study of the ICC is closely related to

the previous work on the MAC with common information (MACC) that has been

thoroughly studied by Slepian and Wolf [7] and Willems [56]. As an example, an

achievable rate region for the SICC is an intersection of the rate regions for its two

corresponding MACCs, and the capacity region of the SICC is the union of all such

achievable rate regions.

In this chapter, we begin with studying the general two-user ICC problem. We

propose an encoding scheme that extends the idea of the Carleial’s successive en-

coding for the ICC. With this encoding scheme, we allow the senders’ common

information to be conveyed through the channel in a cooperative manner. Exploit-

ing the proposed encoding scheme along with the simultaneous decoding scheme
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2.2 Channel Models and Preliminaries

[28, 48], we derive a new achievable rate region for the discrete memoryless ICC.

We show that the derived achievable rate region contains the one in [53] as a proper

subregion under some specific setting, and reduces to the CMG region [48] as well

as the capacity region of the SICC [54] in their respective channel settings. We

further investigate a class of DICCs, which can be viewed as a generalization of

the class of deterministic ICs in [32]. We show that under certain assumptions, our

achievable rate region is the capacity region for this class of the DICCs.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 2.2, we introduce the

channel models. In Section 2.3, we present the achievable rate region for the general

discrete memoryless ICC in both implicit and explicit forms. In Section 2.4, we

discuss the relations between our achievable rate region and several existing results

in [53, 54, 48, 57]. In Section 2.5, we investigate two special cases of the ICC. In

Section 2.6, we extend our achievable rate region for the discrete memoryless ICC

to the Gaussian case. Lastly, we conclude the chapter in Section 2.7.

2.2 Channel Models and Preliminaries

In this section, we present the channel models of the ICC, including the general

ICC and a modified ICC. The modified ICC serves to reveal the information flow

through its associated ICC, and facilitates the derivation of the achievable rate

region for the associated ICC.

2.2.1 Discrete Memoryless Interference Channel With Com-

mon Information

A discrete memoryless IC is usually defined by a quintuple (X1, X2, P, Y1, Y2), where

Xt and Yt, t = 1, 2, denote the finite channel input and output alphabets respec-

tively, and P denotes the collection of the conditional probabilities p(y1, y2|x1, x2)

on (y1, y2) ∈ Y1 × Y2 given (x1, x2) ∈ X1 × X2. The channel is memoryless in the
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2.2 Channel Models and Preliminaries

sense that for n channel uses, we have

p(y1,y2|x1,x2) =

n
∏

i=1

p(y1i, y2i|x1i, x2i),

where xt := (xt1, ..., xtn) ∈ Xn
t and yt := (yt1, ..., ytn) ∈ Yn

t for t = 1, 2. The

marginal distributions of y1 and y2 are given by

p1(y1|x1, x2) =
∑

y2∈Y2

p(y1, y2|x1, x2),

p2(y2|x1, x2) =
∑

y1∈Y1

p(y1, y2|x1, x2).

Encoders

Channel

Decoders

w1

w2

w0

x1(w0, w1)

x2(w0, w2)

P

y1

y2

f1

f2

g1

g2

(ŵ0, ŵ1)

(ŵ0, ŵ2)

Figure 2.1: Interference channel with common information.

Building upon an IC, we depict an ICC in Fig. 2.1. Sender t, t = 1, 2, is to send

a private message wt ∈ Mt := {1, 2, ..., Mt} together with a common message w0 ∈

M0 := {1, 2, ..., M0} to its pairing receiver. All the three messages are assumed to

be independently and uniformly generated over their respective ranges.

Let C denote the discrete memoryless ICC defined above. An (M0, M1, M2, n, Pe)

code exists for the channel C, if and only if there exist two encoding functions

f1 : M0 ×M1 → Xn
1 , f2 : M0 ×M2 → Xn

2 ,
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and two decoding functions

g1 : Yn
1 →M0 ×M1, g2 : Yn

2 →M0 ×M2,

such that max{P (n)
e,1 , P

(n)
e,2 } ≤ Pe, where P

(n)
e,t , t = 1, 2, denotes the average decoding

error probability of decoder t, and is computed by one of the following expressions:

P
(n)
e,1 =

1

MProd

∑

w0,w1,w2

Pr((ŵ0, ŵ1) 6= (w0, w1)|(w0, w1, w2)),

P
(n)
e,2 =

1

MProd

∑

w0,w1,w2

Pr((ŵ0, ŵ2) 6= (w0, w2)|(w0, w1, w2)),

where MProd := M0M1M2.

A non-negative rate triple (R0, R1, R2) is achievable for the channel C if for any

given 0 < Pe < 1, and for any sufficiently large n, there exists a (2nR0, 2nR1, 2nR2, n,

Pe) code.

The capacity region for the channel C is defined as the closure of the set of all

the achievable rate triples, while an achievable rate region for the channel C is a

subset of the capacity region.

2.2.2 Modified Discrete Memoryless Interference Channel

With Common Information

Channel

Encoders Decoders

(n1, l1)

(n2, l2)

n0

x1(n0, n1, l1)

x2(n0, n2, l2)

P

y1

y2

f1

f2

g1

g2

(n̂0, n̂1, l̂1)

(n̂0, n̂2, l̂2)

Figure 2.2: Modified interference channel with common information.
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The modified ICC, as depicted in Fig. 2.2, inherits the same channel character-

istics from its associated ICC, but it has five streams of messages instead of three in

the associated ICC. The five streams of messages n0, n1, l1, n2, and l2 are assumed

to be independently and uniformly generated over the finite sets N0 := {1, ..., N0},

N1 := {1, ..., N1}, L1 := {1, ..., L1}, N2 := {1, ..., N2}, and L2 := {1, ..., L2}, re-

spectively. Denote the modified ICC by Cm.

An (N0, N1, L1, N2, L2, n, Pe) code exists for the channel Cm if and only if there

exist two encoding functions

f1 : N0 ×N1 × L1 → Xn
1 , f2 : N0 ×N2 × L2 → Xn

2 ,

and two decoding functions

g1 : Yn
1 → N0 ×N1 × L1, g2 : Yn

2 → N0 ×N2 × L2,

such that max{P (n)
e,1 , P

(n)
e,2 } ≤ Pe, where the average probabilities of decoding error

denoted by P
(n)
e,1 and P

(n)
e,2 are computed as

P
(n)
e,1 =

1

NProd

∑

n0,n1,l1,n2,l2

Pr((n̂0, n̂1, l̂1) 6= (n0, n1, l1)|(n0, n1, l1, n2, l2)),

P
(n)
e,2 =

1

NProd

∑

n0,n1,l1,n2,l2

Pr((n̂0, n̂2, l̂2) 6= (n0, n2, l2)|(n0, n1, l1, n2, l2)),

where NProd := N0N1L1N2L2.

A non-negative rate quintuple (R0, R12, R11, R21, R22) is achievable for the chan-

nel Cm if for any given 0 < Pe < 1 and any sufficiently large n, there exists a

(2nR0 , 2nR12 , 2nR11, 2nR21 , 2nR22, n, Pe) code for the channel Cm.

Remark 2.1 It should be noted that compared with Fig. 2 in [28], our modified

channel depicted in Fig. 2.2 does not include the index n̂2 (or n̂1) in the decoded

message vector at decoder 1 (or decoder 2). This is due to the observation made in

[48] that, although receiver 1 (or receiver 2) attempts to decode the crossly observ-
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2.3 Discrete Memoryless ICC

able private message n2 (or n1), it is not necessary to include decoding errors of

such information in calculating probability of error at the respective receiver. This

is also the reason why we term the two associated channels of an ICC as MACC-like

channels instead of MACCs.

The following lemma is a straightforward consequence of the definitions of the

rate triple (R0, R1, R2) and the rate quintuple (R0, R12, R11, R21, R22).

Lemma 2.1 If (R0, R12, R11, R21, R22) is achievable for the channel Cm, then (R0, R12+

R11, R21 +R22) is achievable for the associated ICC.

Remark 2.2 With the aid of Lemma 2.1, an achievable rate region for the modified

ICC can be easily extended to one for the associated ICC.

2.3 Discrete Memoryless ICC

In this section, we derive a new achievable rate region for the discrete memoryless

ICC introduced in Section 2.2. The derived rate region is presented in both implicit

and explicit forms.

2.3.1 An Achievable Rate Region for the Discrete Memo-

ryless ICC

We first introduce three auxiliary random variables U0, U1, and U2 that are defined

over arbitrary finite sets U0, U1, and U2, respectively. Denote by P∗ the set of all

joint probability distributions p(·) that factor as

p(u0, u1, u2, x1, x2, y1, y2) = p(u0)p(u1|u0)p(u2|u0)

· p(x1|u1, u0)p(x2|u2, u0)p(y1, y2|x1, x2). (2.1)
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Let Rm(p) denote the set of all non-negative rate quintuples (R0, R12, R11, R21, R22)

such that

R11 ≤ I(X1; Y1|U0, U1, U2), (2.2)

R12 + R11 ≤ I(X1; Y1|U0, U2), (2.3)

R11 + R21 ≤ I(X1, U2; Y1|U0, U1), (2.4)

R12 + R11 + R21 ≤ I(X1, U2; Y1|U0), (2.5)

R0 + R12 + R11 + R21 ≤ I(U0, X1, U2; Y1); (2.6)

R22 ≤ I(X2; Y2|U0, U2, U1), (2.7)

R21 + R22 ≤ I(X2; Y2|U0, U1), (2.8)

R22 + R12 ≤ I(X2, U1; Y2|U0, U2), (2.9)

R21 + R22 + R12 ≤ I(X2, U1; Y2|U0), (2.10)

R0 + R21 + R22 + R12 ≤ I(U0, X2, U1; Y2), (2.11)

for some fixed joint probability distribution p(·) ∈ P∗. Note that each of the mutual

information terms is computed with respect to the given fixed joint distribution.

Lemma 2.2 Any element (R0, R12, R11, R21, R22) ∈ Rm(p) is achievable for the

modified ICC Cm for a fixed joint probability distribution p(·) ∈ P∗.

Remark 2.3 The lengthy proof is relegated to Appendix A.1. Lemma 2.2 lays a

foundation for us to establish an achievable rate region for the general ICC. One can

interpret this achievable rate region as an intersection between the achievable rate

regions of the two associated MACC-like channels. Specifically, inequalities (2.2)–

(2.6) depict an achievable rate region for one MACC-like channel, and inequalities

(2.7)–(2.11) depict one for the other.

Theorem 2.1 The rate region Rm is achievable for the channel Cm with

Rm :=
⋃

p(·)∈P∗

Rm(p).
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Remark 2.4 Theorem 2.1 is a direct extension of Lemma 2.2. The proof is straight-

forward and thus omitted. Note that the rate region Rm is convex, and therefore

no convex hull operation or time sharing is necessary. The proof of the convexity

is given in Appendix A.2.

Let us fix a joint distribution p(·) ∈ P∗, and denote by Rimpl(p) the set of all the

non-negative rate triples (R0, R1, R2) such that R1 = R12 +R11 and R2 = R21 +R22

for some (R0, R12, R11, R21, R22) ∈ Rm(p).

Theorem 2.2 Rimpl is an achievable rate region for the channel C with

Rimpl :=
⋃

p(·)∈P∗

Rimpl(p).

Proof: It suffices to prove that Rimpl(p) is an achievable rate region for C for any

fixed joint probability distribution p(·) ∈ P∗, while the achievability of any rate

triple (R0, R1, R2) ∈ Rimpl(p) follows immediately from Lemma 2.1 and Lemma

2.2. �

Remark 2.5 The main idea, as mentioned before, is that we allow the common

information (of rate R0) to be cooperatively transmitted by the two senders, on top

of which we treat the private information at each sender as two parts. One part

(of rate R12 or R21) of the private information at each sender is crossly observable

to the non-pairing receiver, but not the other part (of rate R11 or R22)
1. However,

for each receiver, the crossly observed information is not required to be decoded

correctly [48]. Details can be found in the proof of Lemma 2.2 in Appendix A.1.

1After finishing the work in this chapter, we learned of independent work by Cao et al. [58].
The achievable rate region in [58] is essentially the same as ours, even though, compared with
the one presented in [58], the description of our achievable rate region is more compact in view
of the number of constraints involved.
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Remark 2.6 One can observe that the rate of the common information, R0, is

bounded by only one inequality at each decoder. This is similar to the case of the

MACC [7, 56], where the rate of the common information is bounded by only one

inequality. This is due to the perfect cooperation of the two senders in transmitting

the common information, and the simultaneous decoding. Details are illustrated in

the proof of Lemma 2.2.

Remark 2.7 The region Rimpl is also convex, which can be proven by following the

same procedure in the proof of the convexity of Rm in Appendix A.2.

2.3.2 Explicit Description of the Achievable Rate Region

In order to reveal the geometric shape of the region Rimpl depicted in Theorem

2.2, we derive an explicit description of the region by applying Fourier-Motzkin

elimination [59, 48, 57].

Let R(p) denote the set of all non-negative rate triples (R0, R1, R2) such that

R1 ≤ I(X1; Y1|U0, U2), (2.12)

R2 ≤ I(X2; Y2|U0, U1), (2.13)

R0 + R1 ≤ I(U0, X1, U2; Y1), (2.14)

R0 + R2 ≤ I(U0, X2, U1; Y2), (2.15)

R1 + R2 ≤ I(X1, U2; Y1|U0, U1) + I(X2, U1; Y2|U0, U2), (2.16)

R1 + R2 ≤ I(X1; Y1|U0, U1, U2) + I(X2, U1; Y2|U0), (2.17)

R0 + R1 + R2 ≤ I(X1; Y1|U0, U1, U2) + I(U0, X2, U1; Y2), (2.18)

R1 + R2 ≤ I(X2; Y2|U0, U1, U2) + I(X1, U2; Y1|U0), (2.19)

R0 + R1 + R2 ≤ I(X2; Y2|U0, U1, U2) + I(U0, X1, U2; Y1), (2.20)

2R1 + R2 ≤ I(X1; Y1|U0, U1, U2) + I(X1, U2; Y1|U0) + I(X2, U1; Y2|U0, U2),

(2.21)
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R0 + 2R1 + R2 ≤ I(X1; Y1|U0, U1, U2) + I(U0, X1, U2; Y1) + I(X2, U1; Y2|U0, U2),

(2.22)

R1 + 2R2 ≤ I(X2; Y2|U0, U1, U2) + I(X2, U1; Y2|U0) + I(X1, U2; Y1|U0, U1),

(2.23)

R0 + R1 + 2R2 ≤ I(X2; Y2|U0, U1, U2) + I(U0, X2, U1; Y2) + I(X1, U2; Y1|U0, U1),

(2.24)

for some fixed joint distribution p(·) ∈ P∗, and define R :=
⋃

p(·)∈P∗ R(p).

Corollary 2.1 The rate region R is achievable for the channel C, and R = Rimpl.

Remark 2.8 The proof of this corollary is given in Appendix A.3. In fact, the ex-

plicit rate region obtained by applying Fourier-Motzkin elimination on (2.2)–(2.11)

contains two extra constraints:

R1 ≤ I(X1; Y1|U0, U1, U2) + I(X2, U1; Y2|U0, U2),

R2 ≤ I(X2; Y2|U0, U1, U2) + I(X1, U2; Y1|U0, U1).

However, these two constraints are redundant and thus are excluded. This is shown

in the second part of Appendix A.3 by applying the technique introduced in [34].

The close tie between the explicit CMG region and the capacity region of a class

of deterministic ICs in [32] was pointed out in [59]. Similarly, we will disclose that

the explicit region for the ICC is also closely related to the capacity region of a class

of DICCs investigated in Section 2.5.2.

2.4 Relations between Rimpl and Some Existing

Results

In this section, we discuss the relations between the achievable rate region derived

in the preceding section and several previously known results [53][54][48].
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2.4.1 Achievable Rate Region for the ICC by Tan

We show that the achievable rate region Rimpl includes the one given in [53, The-

orem 1] as a subregion. Note that a similar result is presented in [58, Corollary

1].

Let P∗
Tan denote the set of all the joint distributions p(·) that factors as

p(u0,u1, u2, x1, x2, y1, y2) = p(u0)p(u1|u0)p(u2|u0)p(x1|u1)p(x2|u2)p(y1, y2|x1, x2).

Let Ri
Tan(p), i = 1, 2, 3, 4, denote the set of all non-negative rate triples (R0, R1, R2)

satisfying

R1 ≤ I(X1; Y1|U1, U2) + si,

R2 ≤ I(X2; Y2|U1, U2) + ti,

R0 + R1 +
ti

I(X2; Y2|U1, U2) + ti
R2 ≤ I(U2, X1; Y1),

R0 + R2 +
si

I(X1; Y1|U1, U2) + si

R1 ≤ I(U1, X2; Y2);

where si and ti are computed as

s1 = min{I(U1; Y1|U0), I(U1; Y2|U0)},

t1 = min{I(U2; Y1|U0, U1), I(U2; Y2|U0, U1)},

s2 = min{I(U1; Y1|U0, U2), I(U1; Y2|U0, U2)},

t2 = min{I(U2; Y1|U0), I(U2; Y2|U0)},

s3 = min{I(U1; Y1|U0), I(U1; Y2|U0, U2)},

t3 = min{I(U2; Y1|U0, U1), I(U2; Y2|U0)},

s4 = min{I(U1; Y1|U0, U2), I(U1; Y2|U0)},

t4 = min{I(U2; Y1|U0), I(U2; Y2|U0, U1)},

for a joint distribution p(·) ∈ P∗
Tan.
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Denote the closed convex hull operation1 by co(·), and define

RTan(p) := co

(

4
⋃

i=1

Ri
Tan(p)

)

.

In the following, we restate the achievable result obtained by Tan [53, Theo-

rem 1], and further show that our achievable rate region includes this result as a

subregion.

Corollary 2.2 ([53, Theorem 1]) Any rate triple

(R0, R1, R2) ∈ RTan :=
⋃

p(·)∈P∗
Tan

RTan(p)

is achievable for the ICC, i.e., RTan ⊆ Rimpl.

Proof: It suffices to show that each Ri
Tan(p), i = 1, 2, 3, 4, is achievable for any

joint distribution p(·) ∈ P∗
Tan. Let Ri

sub(p) be the set of all rate triples (R0, R1, R2)

such that R1 = R12 + R11 and R2 = R21 + R22 with non-negative rate quadruples

(R12, R11, R21, R22) satisfying

R11 ≤ I(X1; Y1|U0, U1, U2),

R22 ≤ I(X2; Y2|U0, U1, U2),

R12 ≤ si,

R21 ≤ ti,

R0 + R12 + R11 + R21 ≤ I(U0, X1, U2; Y1),

R0 + R21 + R22 + R12 ≤ I(U0, X2, U1; Y2),

for a joint distribution p(·) ∈ P∗.

It is easy to check that for each i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}, the rate region Ri
sub(p) is a subset

of our achievable rate region Rimpl(p). Note that P∗
Tan ⊆ P∗. For a distribution

p(·) ∈ P∗
Tan, the rate region Ri

sub(p) reduces to the region with (R12, R11, R21, R22)

1The convex hull of a set S can be described constructively as the set of convex combinations
of finite subsets of points from S.
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2.4 Relations between Rimpl and Some Existing Results

satisfying

R11 ≤ I(X1; Y1|U1, U2),

R22 ≤ I(X2; Y2|U1, U2),

R12 ≤ si,

R21 ≤ ti,

R0 + R12 + R11 + R21 ≤ I(X1, U2; Y1),

R0 + R21 + R22 + R12 ≤ I(X2, U1; Y2).

This is due to the fact that p(·) ∈ P∗
Tan induces a Markov chain U0 → (U1, U2) →

(X1, X2) → (Y1, Y2). It is now clear that Ri
sub(p) = Ri

Tan(p) for any joint distribu-

tion p(·) ∈ P∗
Tan. Therefore, the rate region RTan is achievable, and RTan ⊆ Rimpl.

�

It should be noted that the corollary does not indicate that the inclusion,

RTan ⊆ Rimpl, is strict. Whether this inclusion is strict deserves further investiga-

tion. However under some specific setting, the region Rimpl strictly contains RTan,

which can be justified as follows. In the case of no common information, RTan(p)

reduces to R0(Z) in Corollary 3.1 of [28], while Rimpl(p) reduces to the CMG region

(or the HK region). When the channel is Gaussian and the time-sharing variable

is fixed as a constant, the HK region demonstrates strict inclusion over R0(Z) in

[28]. We will show that under this setting, Rimpl improves RTan similarly in Section

2.6.2.

2.4.2 Strong Interference Channel With Common Informa-

tion

Let Ps denote the set of all joint distributions p(u0, x1, x2, y1, y2) that factor as

p(u0, x1, x2, y1, y2) = p(u0)p(x1|u0)p(x2|u0)p(y1, y2|x1, x2).
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2.4 Relations between Rimpl and Some Existing Results

As defined in [54], an ICC is considered as a SICC if

I(X1; Y1|X2, U0) ≤ I(X1; Y2|X2, U0),

I(X2; Y2|X1, U0) ≤ I(X2; Y1|X1, U0),

for all joint probability distributions p(·) ∈ Ps.

Let Rs(p) denote the set of all non-negative rate triples (R0, R1, R2) such that

R1 ≤ I(X1; Y1|X2, U0), (2.25)

R2 ≤ I(X2; Y2|X1, U0), (2.26)

R1 + R2 ≤ min{I(X1, X2; Y1|U0), I(X2, X1; Y2|U0)}, (2.27)

R0 + R1 + R2 ≤ min{I(X1, X2; Y1), I(X2, X1; Y2)}, (2.28)

for a fixed joint distribution p(·) ∈ Ps.

Corollary 2.3 ([54, Achievability of Theorem 1]) Any rate triple

(R0, R1, R2) ∈
⋃

p(·)∈Ps

Rs(p)

is achievable for the SICC.

Remark 2.9 By setting Ut = Xt, t = 1, 2, and R11 = R22 = 0 in (2.2)–(2.11),

and removing two redundant ones from the resulting inequalities due to the channel

assumptions of the SICC, we can easily obtain (2.25)–(2.28).

Remark 2.10 By letting Ut = Xt, t = 1, 2, we treat the private information at

each sender as a whole instead of two parts. This differs from what was mentioned

earlier in Remark 2.5. In this case the full private information at each sender is

allowed to be crossly observed by the respective non-pairing receivers due to the

strong interference.
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2.4 Relations between Rimpl and Some Existing Results

2.4.3 Interference Channel Without Common Information

We now consider the general IC (without common information) as a special case

of the ICC, and demonstrate that our achievable rate region for the ICC reduces

to the CMG region [48] for the IC.

Let Q denote the time-sharing random variable, and Po denote the set of all

joint distributions that factor as

p(q, u1, u2, x1, x2, y1, y2) = p(q)p(u1|q)p(u2|q)

· p(x1|u1, q)p(x2|u2, q)p(y1, y2|x1, x2).

Define Ro(p) as the set of all rate pairs (R1, R2) such that R1 = R12 + R11 and

R2 = R21 +R22 with any non-negative rate quintuple (R12, R11, R21, R22) satisfying

R11 ≤ I(X1; Y1|U1, U2, Q), (2.29)

R12 + R11 ≤ I(X1; Y1|U2, Q), (2.30)

R11 + R21 ≤ I(X1, U2; Y1|U1Q), (2.31)

R12 + R11 + R21 ≤ I(X1, U2; Y1|Q); (2.32)

R22 ≤ I(X2; Y2|U2, U1, Q), (2.33)

R21 + R22 ≤ I(X2; Y2|U1, Q), (2.34)

R22 + R12 ≤ I(X2, U1; Y2|U2, Q), (2.35)

R21 + R22 + R12 ≤ I(X2, U1; Y2|Q), (2.36)

for a fixed joint distribution p(·) ∈ Po, and define Ro :=
⋃

p(·)∈Po
Ro(p).

Corollary 2.4 ([48, Theorem 3]) Ro is an achievable rate region for the IC.

Remark 2.11 Since no common information is involved, we can set U0 = Q and

R0 = 0 in (2.2)–(2.11), and obtain (2.29)–(2.36). On the other hand, one can

readily obtain the explicit CMG region ([57, Theorem D] and [48, Theorem 4]) by

setting U0 = Q and R0 = 0 in (2.12)–(2.24).
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Figure 2.3: Asymmetric interference channel with common information.

2.5 Two Special Cases of the ICC

In this section, we specialize our achievable results in Section 2.3 to the following

two cases.

2.5.1 Asymmetric Interference Channel With Common In-

formation

We first introduce the channel model of this class of the ICCs, namely the asym-

metric interference channel with common information (AICC), where one sender

does not have private information to transmit. Without loss of generality, we as-

sume that sender 1 only has the common message w0 to be transmitted to receiver

1, while sender 2 needs transmit both the common message w0 and the private

message w2 to receiver 2. Fig. 2.3 depicts the channel model for the AICC, which

we denote by Ca. We follow the definitions introduced in Section 2.2, and define

the capacity region of the channel Ca as the set of all achievable rate pairs (R0, R2)

for this channel.

Let Pa denote the set of all joint distributions that factor as

p(u0, x1, u2, x2, y1, y2) = p(u0, x1)p(u2, x2|u0)p(y1, y2|x1, x2).
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2.5 Two Special Cases of the ICC

Theorem 2.3 Ra :=
⋃

p(·)∈Pa
Ra(p) is an achievable rate region for the channel Ca,

where Ra(p) is the set of all non-negative rate pairs (R0, R2) such that

R0 ≤ I(U0, U2; Y1),

R2 ≤ min{I(X2; Y2|U0), I(U2; Y1|U0) + I(X2; Y2|U2, U0)},

R0 + R2 ≤ min{I(U0, X2; Y2), I(U0, U2; Y1) + I(X2; Y2|U2, U0)},

for some fixed joint distribution p(·) ∈ Pa.

Remark 2.12 1) It is straightforward to obtain Theorem 2.3 from Corollary 2.1 by

letting R1 = 0, U1 = U0, and X1 = U0. 2) The coding strategy for this channel

remains basically the same as the one for the general ICC: both senders first need

cooperate to transmit the common information, while sender 2 treats the private

information as two parts, of which only one part is crossly observable to receiver

1. 3) Although the description of this rate region appears simple, establishing the

converse is still extremely difficult.

In addition, by letting U0 = X1 and U2 = X2, the rate region Ra reduces to the

capacity region for the strong interference channel with unidirectional cooperation

[60, 52].

2.5.2 Deterministic Interference Channel With Common

Information

We next investigate a class of discrete memoryless DICCs as depicted in Fig. 2.4.

The major attributes of the DICCs remain the same as those of an ICC, i.e., the

source messages (w0, w1, w2), the channel input and output alphabets Xt and Yt,

t = 1, 2, the encoding functions (f1(·) and f2(·)) and decoding functions (g1(·) and

g2(·)), the existence of codes, and the achievable rates are defined in the same way

as those for the general ICC. The distinction lies in the channel transition, which
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Figure 2.4: A class of deterministic interference channels with common information.

is governed by the following deterministic functions:

Vt = kt(Xt), t = 1, 2;

Y1 = o1(X1, V2), and Y2 = o2(X2, V1),

where V1 and V2 represent the interference signals caused by X1 and X2 at the

corresponding receivers. Furthermore, we assume that there exist two more deter-

ministic functions, V2 = h1(Y1, X1) and V1 = h2(Y2, X2). We denote this class of

DICCs by Cd.

The channel defined above is similar to the one investigated in [32], but there is

a slight difference. In [32], it is assumed that H(Y1|X1) = H(V2) and H(Y2|X2) =

H(V1) for all product distributions of X1X2. It has also been pointed out in [32]

that this assumption is equivalent to assuming the existence of V2 = h1(Y1, X1) and

V1 = h2(Y2, X2). Nevertheless, we assume the latter rather than the former since

the former is not satisfied in our case. We will demonstrate that V2 = h1(Y1, X1)

and V1 = h2(Y2, X2) are the actual governing conditions for this class of DICCs.

Let Pd denote the set of all joint distributions p(·) that factor as

p(v0, x1, x2) = p(v0)p(x1|v0)p(x2|v0), (2.37)

where v0 is the realization of an auxiliary random variable V0 defined over an
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2.5 Two Special Cases of the ICC

arbitrary finite set V0. Let Rd(p) denote the set of all non-negative rate triples

(R0, R1, R2) such that

R1 ≤ H(Y1|V0, V2), (2.38)

R2 ≤ H(Y2|V0, V1), (2.39)

R0 + R1 ≤ H(Y1), (2.40)

R0 + R2 ≤ H(Y2), (2.41)

R1 + R2 ≤ H(Y1|V0, V1) + H(Y2|V0, V2); (2.42)

R1 + R2 ≤ H(Y1|V0) + H(Y2|V0, V1, V2), (2.43)

R0 + R1 + R2 ≤ H(Y1) + H(Y2|V0, V1, V2); (2.44)

R1 + R2 ≤ H(Y1|V0, V1, V2) + H(Y2|V0), (2.45)

R0 + R1 + R2 ≤ H(Y1|V0, V1, V2) + H(Y2); (2.46)

2R1 + R2 ≤ H(Y1|V0) + H(Y1|V0, V1, V2) + H(Y2|V0, V2), (2.47)

R0 + 2R1 + R2 ≤ H(Y1) + H(Y1|V0, V1, V2) + H(Y2|V0, V2); (2.48)

R1 + 2R2 ≤ H(Y2|V0) + H(Y2|V0, V1, V2) + H(Y1|V0, V1), (2.49)

R0 + R1 + 2R2 ≤ H(Y2) + H(Y2|V0, V1, V2) + H(Y1|V0, V1), (2.50)

for some fixed joint distribution p(·) ∈ Pd.

Theorem 2.4 The capacity region of the channel Cd is the closure of
⋃

p(·)∈Pd
Rd(p).

Proof: 1) [Achievability.] It suffices to show that Rd(p) is achievable for the chan-

nel Cd for a fixed joint distribution p(·) ∈ Pd. As the joint distribution p(·) ∈ Pd

does not involve V1 and V2, it appears difficult to directly apply the superposition

coding strategy developed for the general ICC to this channel. Nevertheless, be-

cause the interferences V1 and V2 are determined by the channel inputs X1 and X2,

we can extend the joint distribution in the form of (2.37) to one containing V1 and
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2.5 Two Special Cases of the ICC

V2 as

p(v0,x1, x2, v1, v2) = p(v0)p(x1|v0)p(x2|v0)δ(v1 − k1(x1))δ(v2 − k1(x2)), (2.51)

where δ(·) is the Kronecker delta function. Since X1 and X2 are conditionally

independent given V0, the interferences V1 and V2 also become conditionally inde-

pendent given V0. Therefore, the extended joint distribution (2.51) can be factored

as

p(v0,x1, x2, v1, v2) = p(v0)p(v1|v0)p(v2|v0)p(x1|v1, v0)p(x2|v2, v0),

and the achievability of the region Rd(p) follows readily from Corollary 2.1.

2) [Converse.] We first prove that for any non-deterministic (stochastic)

(M0, M1, M2, n, P ∗
e ) code for the channel, there exists a deterministic (M0, M1, M2,

n, Pe) code such that Pe ≤ P ∗
e . We then upper bound the rates of any deterministic

code having Pe → 0 as n→∞. The detailed steps of the derivations are presented

in Appendix A.4.

The upper bound meets with the inner bound (or the achievable rate region),

and thus the theorem follows. �

As mentioned earlier, we assume that there exist h1(·, ·) and h2(·, ·) such that

V2 = h1(Y1, X1) and V1 = h2(Y2, X2). With this assumption, we have two equalities,

H(V n
2 |W0) = H(Y n

1 |W0, W1) and H(V n
1 |W0) = H(Y n

2 |W0, W2). As can be observed

from the converse part of the proof in Appendix A.4, these two equalities are crucial

for us to establish the converse. Moreover, in the absence of common information

our assumptions reduce to those made in [32]. In this sense, our assumption is

slightly more general compared with the one made in [32]. It is also noteworthy

that in the case of no common information, the capacity region of this class of

DICCs reduces to the one obtained in [32].
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2.6 Gaussian Interference Channel With Common Information

2.6 Gaussian Interference Channel With Com-

mon Information

In this section, we show how to extend the achievable rate region R derived for

the discrete memoryless ICC to the Gaussian case. We also present a numerical

example to illustrate to what extent our region improves the Tan region in [53,

Theorem 1].

2.6.1 Channel Model for the Gaussian ICC

We consider a Gaussian ICC (GICC) in standard form since any GICC can be

transformed to one in standard form with the capacity region unchanged [46, 59,

49]. As depicted in Fig. 2.5, a GICC in standard form can be mathematically

expressed as

Y1 = X1 +
√

c21X2 + Z1, (2.52)

Y2 = X2 +
√

c12X1 + Z2, (2.53)

where Zi, i = 1, 2, is the additive white Gaussian noise with zero mean and unit

variance, and
√

c21 and
√

c12 are the normalized channel gains of the respective

interference links.

1

1

x1(w0, w1)

x2(w0, w2)

y1

y2

z1

z2

√
c12

√
c21

Figure 2.5: Gaussian interference channel with common information.

In addition, the codewords used for this channel are subject to the average
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2.6 Gaussian Interference Channel With Common Information

power constraint given by
∑n

t=1 ‖xit‖2/n ≤ Pi, i = 1, 2. We only consider Gaussian

codewords Xn
i , i = 1, 2, for the GICC, since it is shown in the Maximum-Entropy

Theorem [40] that Gaussian inputs are optimal for Gaussian channels. Further-

more, we also fix the time-sharing random variable Q as a constant. Regarding

how the choice of Q affects the size of the achievable rate region, interested readers

are referred to [47] for a detailed exposition.

2.6.2 An Achievable Rate Region for the GICC

We first define the following mappings of random variables with respect to the joint

probability distribution (2.1):

M1) W0, W12, W11, W21, and W22, distributed according to N(0, 1),

M2) X1 =
√

α1P1W0 +
√

ᾱ1β1P1W12 +
√

ᾱ1β̄1P1W11,

M3) X2 =
√

α2P2W0 +
√

ᾱ2β2P2W21 +
√

ᾱ2β̄2P2W22,

M4) U0 = (
√

α1P1 +
√

α2P2)W0,

M5) U1 =
√

α1P1W0 +
√

ᾱ1β1P1W12,

M6) U2 =
√

α2P2W0 +
√

ᾱ2β2P2W21,

where αi, βi ∈ [0, 1], ᾱi = 1− αi, and β̄i = 1− βi, for i = 1, 2.

Based on these mappings, and the channel model described by (2.52) and (2.53),

we obtain

Y1 = (
√

α1P1 +
√

c21α2P2)W0 +
√

ᾱ1β1P1W12 +

√

ᾱ1β̄1P1W11 +
√

c21ᾱ2β2P2W21

+

√

c21ᾱ2β̄2P2W22 + Z1, (2.54)

Y2 = (
√

α2P2 +
√

c12α1P1)W0 +
√

ᾱ2β2P2W21 +

√

ᾱ2β̄2P2W22 +
√

c12ᾱ1β1P1W12

+

√

c12ᾱ1β̄1P1W11 + Z2. (2.55)

With the relations between the random variables defined by the mappings,

M1–M6, and the channel input-output relations described by (2.54) and (2.55), we
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2.6 Gaussian Interference Channel With Common Information

evaluate the mutual information terms I(·) in (2.12)–(2.24) as follows:

I(X1; Y1|U0, U2) = γ(ᾱ1P1/(c21ᾱ2β̄2P2 + 1)), (2.56)

I(X2; Y2|U0, U1) = γ(ᾱ2P2/(c12ᾱ1β̄1P1 + 1)), (2.57)

I(U0, X1, U2; Y1) = γ

(

(
√

α1P1 +
√

c21α2P2)
2 + ᾱ1P1 + c21ᾱ2P2

c21ᾱ2β̄2P2 + 1

)

, (2.58)

I(U0, X2, U1; Y2) = γ

(

(
√

α2P2 +
√

c12α1P1)
2 + ᾱ2P2 + c12ᾱ1P1

c12ᾱ1β̄1P1 + 1

)

, (2.59)

I(X1, U2; Y1|U0, U1) = γ((ᾱ1β̄1P1 + c21ᾱ2β2P2)/(c21ᾱ2β̄2P2 + 1)), (2.60)

I(X2, U1; Y2|U0, U2) = γ((ᾱ2β̄2P2 + c12ᾱ1β1P1)/(c12ᾱ1β̄1P1 + 1)), (2.61)

I(X1; Y1|U0, U1, U2) = γ(ᾱ1β̄1P1/(c21ᾱ2β̄2P2 + 1)), (2.62)

I(X2; Y2|U0, U1, U2) = γ(ᾱ2β̄2P2/(c12ᾱ1β̄1P1 + 1)), (2.63)

I(X1, U2; Y1|U0) = γ((ᾱ1P1 + c21ᾱ2β2P2)/(c21ᾱ2β̄2P2 + 1)), (2.64)

I(X2, U1; Y2|U0) = γ((ᾱ2P2 + c12ᾱ1β1P1)/(c12ᾱ1β̄1P1 + 1)), (2.65)

where γ(x) := 1
2
log2(1 + x).

Replacing each mutual information term in (2.12)–(2.24) with its corresponding

one from (2.56)–(2.65), we can obtain the Gaussian counterpart of R, namely G.

We next compare the obtained achievable rate region G, with GTan, the Gaussian

counterpart of RTan, in Fig. 2.6. It is difficult to show the comparison in a three-

dimensional (3D) plot. Thus, we slice the 3D rate regions G and GTan at different

values of R0, and obtain a number of sliced views as shown in Fig. 2.6. As can

be seen from Fig. 2.6, the improvement of G over GTan for R0 = 0.0 is significant,

which matches exactly with the result presented in Fig. 10 of [28]. It can also be

observed that when R0 is relatively high (e.g., R0 = 1.0), the two regions coincide

with each other. This is because most of the power of the two senders is allocated

to transmit the high rate common information, while the remaining power for the

private information becomes relatively small such that the improvement, primarily

gained from allowing cross observation of the private information, diminishes. Note

that a similar example has also been given in [58].
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Figure 2.6: P1 = 6, P2 = 0.5, c21 = 1, c12 = 0.25. The dashed lines characterize
the rate regions of GTan sliced at R0 = 0, 0.4, 0.8, 1, respectively, and the solid lines
characterize the rate regions of G sliced at R0 = 0, 0.4, 0.8, 1, respectively.

2.7 Conclusions

We derived in this chapter a new achievable rate region for the two user discrete

memoryless ICC. We have shown that the derived achievable rate region contains

the one established in [53], and reduces to some other existing results developed for

the ICC or IC. We also investigated two special cases of the ICC. For the first case

in which only one sender has private information to send, we obtained an achievable

rate region with a fairly simple description; while for the second case, a class of

DICCs, we show that our achievable region is the capacity region. Nevertheless, in

a general ICC setting, the tightness of our achievable rate region as an inner bound

of the capacity region is unknown.
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Chapter 3

Interference Channels With

Degraded Message Sets

The IC-DMS refers to a communication model, in which two senders attempt to

communicate with their respective receivers simultaneously through a common

medium, and one sender has complete and a priori (non-causal) knowledge about

the message being transmitted by the other. A coding scheme that collectively has

advantages of cooperative coding, collaborative coding, and dirty paper coding,

is developed for such a channel. By resorting to this coding scheme, achievable

rate regions of the IC-DMS in both discrete memoryless and Gaussian cases are

derived. The derived achievable rate regions generally include several previously

known rate regions as special cases. A numerical example for the Gaussian case

further demonstrates that the derived achievable rate region offers considerable

improvements over these existing results in the high-interference-gain regime.

3.1 Introduction

The interference channel with degraded message sets (IC-DMS) refers to a commu-

nication model, in which two senders attempt to communicate with their respective

receivers simultaneously through a common medium, and one sender has complete

and a priori (non-causal) knowledge about the message being transmitted by the
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other. Such a model generically characterizes some realistic communication sce-

narios taking place in cognitive radio networks or in wireless sensor networks over

a correlated field [43, 49, 50, 51, 52].

From an information-theoretic perspective, the IC-DMS have been investigated

in [43, 51, 49, 50, 52]. Specifically, several achievable results have been obtained

in [43, 51, 49, 50, 52], and the capacity regions for two special cases have been

characterized in [51, 49, 50, 52]. The main achievable rate region in [43, Theorem

1] was obtained by incorporating Gel’fand-Pinsker coding [61] into the well-known

coding scheme applied to the IC [46, 28]. In this coding scheme, each sender splits

its message into two sub-messages, and allows its non-pairing receiver to decode

one of the sub-messages. Knowing the two sub-messages and the corresponding

codewords which sender 1 wishes to transmit, sender 2 applies Gel’fand-Pinsker

coding to encode its own sub-messages by treating the codewords of sender 1 as

known interferences. It has been also shown in [43, Corollary 2] that, an improved

achievable rate region can be attained by time-sharing between the main rate re-

gion [43, Theorem 1] and a so called fully-cooperative rate point achieved by letting

sender 2 use all of its power to transmit messages of sender 1. A different coding

scheme was proposed in [49] and [50], in which neither of the senders splits its

message into sub-messages, and receiver 2 does not decode any transmitted infor-

mation from sender 1. Since sender 2 knows what sender 1 wishes to transmit,

sender 2 is allowed to: 1) apply Gel’fand-Pinsker coding to encode its own mes-

sage; and 2) partially cooperate with sender 1 using superposition coding. It has

been proven in [49, 50] that, this is a capacity-achieving scheme for the Gaussian

IC-DMS (GIC-DMS) in the low-interference-gain regime, in which the normalized

link gain between sender 2 and receiver 1 is less than or equal to 1.

However, in practice, due to the mobility of wireless users or random geo-

graphic distributions of wireless sensors, sender 2 may be located near to receiver

1, as illustrated in Fig. 3.1. It is likely, in such a situation, that the normalized

link gain between sender 2 and receiver 1 is greater than 1, which we term the
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Figure 3.1: An interference channel with degraded message sets in which sender 2
is close to receiver 1.

high-interference-gain regime. In fact, the findings in this chapter reveal that the

achievable rate region that has been proven to be the capacity region in the low-

interference-gain regime in [49] and [50], is strictly non-optimal for the Gaussian

IC-DMS in the high-interference-gain regime.

In this chapter, we develop a new coding scheme for the IC-DMS to improve

existing achievable rate regions. Our coding scheme differs from the one proposed

in [49, 50] in the way that, sender 2 splits its own message into two sub-messages,

and encodes both sub-messages using Gel’fand-Pinsker coding. Moreover, receiver

1 is required to jointly decode the message from sender 1 and one sub-message from

sender 2. Rate splitting is applied to enable receiver 1 to crossly observe partial

information from sender 2, thus reducing the effective interference at receiver 1,

whereas Gel’fand-Pinsker coding is applied to exploit the known interference at

sender 2. With this coding scheme, we derive an achievable rate region for the

discrete memoryless case, which is the main achievable rate result in the chapter.

We further show that our region includes several existing regions as special cases.

Lastly, we extend the obtained regions from the discrete memoryless case to the

Gaussian case, and show by a numerical example that our achievable rate region

strictly improves the existing ones [49, 50] in the high-interference-gain regime.

Recently, a similar coding scheme has been proposed for the IC-DMS in the

independent work [62, 63, 64]. The main differences between the coding scheme

[62, 63, 64] and our coding scheme can be described as follows: 1) rate splitting
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is employed at both senders in [62, 63, 64], whereas in our coding scheme rate

splitting is only employed at sender 2; 2) Gel’fand-Pinsker coding is applied twice

in a successive manner in [62, 63, 64], whereas Gel’fand-Pinsker coding is applied

twice in a parallel manner in our coding scheme. However, it is not clear how the

differences in coding schemes affect achievable rate results.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. In Section 3.2, we introduce

the channel model of the IC-DMS, and the related definitions. In Section 3.3, we

present the main achievable result under the discrete memoryless setting. Detailed

proof is provided for this first theorem only, from which the proofs for other theo-

rems in this chapter can be easily obtained with minor modifications. In Section

3.4, we derive two subregions of our main achievable rate region, and the second

subregion is shown to be sufficient to include some existing results as special cases.

Lastly, in Section 3.5, we extend our results from the discrete memoryless case

to the Gaussian case, and illustrate improvements of the Gaussian rate results by

numerical examples.

3.2 Channel Model

Consider the IC-DMS (also termed as the genie-aided cognitive radio channel in

[43]) depicted in Fig. 3.2, where sender 1 wishes to transmit a message (or a message

index), w1 ∈ M1 := {1, ..., M1}, to receiver 1, and sender 2 wishes to transmit its

message, w2 ∈M2 := {1, ..., M2}, to receiver 2. Typically, the discrete memoryless

IC-DMS is described by a tuple (X1, X2, Y1, Y2, p(y1, y2|x1, x2)), where X1 and X2

are the channel input alphabets, Y1 and Y2 are the channel output alphabets,

and p(y1, y2|x1, x2) denotes the conditional probability of (y1, y2) ∈ Y1 × Y2 given

(x1, x2) ∈ X1 × X2. The channel is discrete memoryless in the sense that

p(y1,t, y2,t|x1,t, x2,t, x1,t−1, x2,t−1, ...) = p(y1,t, y2,t|x1,t, x2,t),

for every discrete time instant t in a synchronous transmission.
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Figure 3.2: Interference channel with degraded message sets.

In view of the channel input-output relationship, the IC-DMS is the same as the

IC. However, in the IC-DMS, sender 2 is able to non-causally obtain the knowledge

of the message w1, which will be transmitted from sender 1. This is the key

difference between the IC-DMS and IC in terms of the information flow. We next

present the following standard definitions with regard to the existence of codes and

achievable rates for the discrete memoryless IC-DMS channel.

Definition 3.1 An (M1, M2, n, P
(n)
e ) code for the discrete memoryless IC-DMS con-

sists of

i) two encoding functions

f1 : M1 → Xn
1 , and f2 : M1 ×M2 → Xn

2 ;

ii) two decoding functions

g1 : Yn
1 →M1, and g2 : Yn

2 →M2;

iii) the average probability of error

P (n)
e := max{P (n)

e,1 , P
(n)
e,2 },

where P
(n)
e,i denotes the average probability of error at decoder i, and is com-
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puted as

P
(n)
e,i =

1

M1M2

∑

w1,w2

Pr(ŵi 6= wi|(w1, w2) sent), i = 1, 2.

Definition 3.2 A non-negative rate pair (R1, R2) is said to be achievable for the

IC-DMS, if there exists a sequence of (M1, M2, n, P
(n)
e ) codes with

R1 ≤
log M1

n
, and R2 ≤

log M2

n
,

such that P
(n)
e approaches zero as n → ∞. The capacity region of the IC-DMS is

the set of all the achievable rate pairs, and an achievable rate region is a subset of

the capacity region.

3.3 An Achievable Rate Region for the Discrete

Memoryless IC-DMS

In this section, we present a new achievable rate region for the discrete memoryless

IC-DMS, which is the primary result in this chapter.

Consider auxiliary random variables W , U , V , and a time-sharing random

variable Q defined on arbitrary finite sets W, U, V, and Q, respectively. Let P

denote the set of all joint probability distributions p(·) that factor in the form of

p(q, w, x1, u, v, x2, y1, y2) = p(q)p(w, x1|q)p(u|w, q)p(v|w, q)

· p(x2|u, v, w, q)p(y1, y2|x1, x2), (3.1)

where w, u, v, and q are realizations of random variables W , U , V , and Q.

Let R(p) denote the set of all non-negative rate pairs (R1, R2) such that the
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following inequalities hold simultaneously

R1 ≤ min{I(W ; U, Y1|Q), I(W, U ; Y1|Q)}, (3.2)

R2 ≤ I(U, V ; Y2|Q) + I(U ; V |Q)− I(U ; W |Q)− I(V ; W |Q), (3.3)

R1 + R2 ≤ I(W, U ; Y1|Q) + I(V ; U, Y2|Q)− I(V ; W |Q); (3.4)

0 ≤ I(U ; Y2, V |Q)− I(U ; W |Q), (3.5)

0 ≤ I(V ; Y2, U |Q)− I(V ; W |Q), (3.6)

for a given joint distribution p(·) ∈ P.

Let C denote the capacity region of the discrete memoryless IC-DMS, and let

R :=
⋃

p(·)∈P

R(p).

Theorem 3.1 The region R is achievable for the discrete memoryless IC-DMS, i.e.,

R ⊆ C.

Coding Scheme Outline: our coding scheme is mainly based on the ideas of

superposition coding [3] and Gel’fand-Pinsker coding [61]. Specifically, sender 1

independently encodes its message w1 as a whole; while sender 2 needs split its

message into two parts, i.e., w2 = (w21, w22), and encode them separately. Both

w21 and w22 are encoded using the Gel’fand-Pinsker coding scheme, but they are

processed differently at the receivers. The message w22 will be decoded by receiver

2 only, while w21 will be decoded by both receivers. Moreover, knowing the message

and the corresponding codeword which sender 1 is going to transmit, sender 2 not

only can apply Gel’fand-Pinsker coding to deal with the known interference, but

also can cooperate with sender 1 to transmit w1 using superposition coding. Let

R21 and R22 denote the rates of w21 and w22 respectively, i.e., w21 ∈ {1, . . . , 2nR21}
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and w22 ∈ {1, . . . , 2nR22}. If receiver 1 can decode w1 and receiver 2 can decode

both w21 and w22 with vanishing probabilities of error, then (R1, R21 + R22) is an

achievable rate pair for the IC-DMS.

In the following proof, we will frequently use the notion of jointly typical se-

quences and joint asymptotic equipartition property [40, Section 14.2].

Proof: To prove that the entire region R is achievable for the channel, it is

sufficient to prove that R(p) is achievable for a fixed joint probability distribution

p(·) ∈ P.

Random Codebook Generation

Consider a fixed joint distribution p(·) ∈ P, and a random time-sharing codeword

q of length n. The codeword q that is revealed to both the senders and receivers,

is assumed to be generated according to
∏n

t=1 p(qt).

Generate 2nR1 independent codewords W(j), j ∈ {1, . . . , 2nR1}, according to

∏n

t=1 p(wt|qt), and for each w(j) generate one codeword X1(j), according to
∏n

t=1

p(x1,t|wi(j), qt). Generate 2n(R21+I(W ;U |Q)+4ǫ) independent codewords U(l1), l1 ∈ {1,

. . . , 2n(R21+I(W ;U |Q)+4ǫ)}, according to
∏n

t=1 p(ut|qt), and generate 2n(R22+I(W ;V |Q)+4ǫ)

independent codewords V(l2), l2 ∈ {1, . . . , 2n(R22+I(W ;V |Q)+4ǫ)}, according to
∏n

t=1

p(vt|qt), where ǫ denotes an arbitrarily small positive number. Lastly, for each

codeword triple (u(l1), v(l2),w(j)), generate one codeword X2(l1, l2, j) according to
∏n

t=1 p(x2,t|ut(l1), vt(l2), wt(j), qt). Now uniformly distribute the 2n(R21+I(W ;U |Q)+4ǫ)

codewords u(l1) into 2nR21 bins indexed by k1 ∈ {1, . . . , 2nR21}, such that each bin

contains 2n(I(W ;U |Q)+4ǫ) codewords, and uniformly distribute the 2n(R22+I(W ;V |Q)+4ǫ)

codewords v(l2) into 2nR22 bins indexed by k2 ∈ {1, . . . , 2nR22} such that each bin

contains 2n(I(W ;V |Q)+4ǫ) codewords. The entire codebook is revealed to both the

senders and receivers.
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Encoding and Transmission

We assume that two senders wish to transmit a message vector (w1, w21, w22) =

(j, k1, k2). Sender 1 simply encodes the message as a codeword x1(j) and sends the

codeword in n channel uses. Let A
(n)
ǫ denote a jointly typical set. Sender 2 first

needs to look for a codeword u(l̂1) in bin k1 such that (u(l̂1),w(j),q) ∈ A
(n)
ǫ , and

a codeword v(l̂2) in bin k2 such that (v(l̂2),w(j),q) ∈ A
(n)
ǫ . If sender 2 finds such

u(l̂1) and v(l̂2) successfully, the codeword x2(l̂1, l̂2, j) is sent through n channel

uses. Otherwise, sender 2 declares an encoding error.

Decoding

Receiver 1 first looks for all the index pairs (ĵ,
ˆ̂
l1) such that (w(ĵ),u(

ˆ̂
l1),y1,q) ∈

A
(n)
ǫ . If ĵ in all the index pairs found are the same, receiver 1 declares w1 = ĵ.

Otherwise, receiver 1 declares a decoding error. Receiver 2 will first look for all

index pairs (
¯̂
l1,

ˆ̂
l2) such that (u(

¯̂
l1),v(

ˆ̂
l2),y2,q) ∈ A

(n)
ǫ . If

¯̂
l1 in all the index pairs

found are indices of codewords u(
¯̂
l1) from the same bin with index k̂1, and

ˆ̂
l2 in

all the index pairs found are indices of codewords v(
ˆ̂
l2) from the same bin with

index k̂2, then receiver 2 declares that the messages (w21, w22) = (k̂1, k̂2) were

transmitted. Otherwise, a decoding error is declared.

Evaluation of Probabilities of Error

We now derive upper bounds for the probabilities of the respective error events

which may happen during the encoding and decoding processes. Due to the sym-

metry of the codebook generation and encoding processing, the probability of error

is not codeword dependent. Without loss of generality, we assume that the mes-

sages (w1, w21, w22) = (1, 1, 1) are encoded and sent. We further assume that the

codewords u(l̂1) and v(l̂2) found in the respective bin 1 during the encoding process

are u(1) and v(1), respectively. Hence, x1(1) and x2(1, 1, 1) are transmitted. We
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next define the following four types of events:

Eu
a,b := (U(a),W(b),q) ∈ A(n)

ǫ ,

Ev
a,b := (V(a),W(b),q) ∈ A(n)

ǫ ,

Ėa,b := (W(a),U(b),Y1,q) ∈ A(n)
ǫ ,

Ëa,b := (U(a),V(b),Y2,q) ∈ A(n)
ǫ .

Let Pe(enc2), Pe(dec1), and Pe(dec2) denote the probabilities of error at the encoder

of sender 2, the decoder of receiver 1, and the decoder of receiver 2, respectively.

[Evaluation of Pe(enc2).] An error is made if 1) the encoder at sender 2 cannot

find u(l̂1) in bin 1 such that (u(l̂1),w(1),q) ∈ A
(n)
ǫ , and/or 2) it cannot find v(l̂2)

in bin 1 such that (v(l̂2),w(1),q) ∈ A
(n)
ǫ . The probability of error at the encoder

of sender 2 is bounded as

Pe(enc2) ≤ Pr
(

⋂

U(l̂1)∈bin 1

(U(l̂1),W(1),q) /∈ A(n)
ǫ

)

+ Pr
(

⋂

V(l̂2)∈bin 1

(V(l̂2),W(1),q) /∈ A(n)
ǫ

)

=
∏

u(l̂1)∈bin 1

(1− Pr(Eu

l̂1,1
)) +

∏

v(l̂2)∈bin 1

(1− Pr(Ev

l̂2,1
))

≤ (1− Pr(Eu
1,1))

2n(I(U;W |Q)+4ǫ)

+ (1− Pr(Ev
1,1))

2n(I(V ;W |Q)+4ǫ)

. (3.7)

As the time-sharing sequence q is predetermined, we have

Pr(Eu
1,1) =

∑

(u,w,q)∈A
(n)
ǫ

Pr(U(1) = u|q)Pr(W(1) = w|q)

≥ 2n(H(U,W |Q−ǫ)2−n(H(U |Q)+ǫ)2−n(H(W |Q)+ǫ)

= 2−n(I(U ;W |Q)+3ǫ).
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Similarly, we can obtain Pr(Ev
1,1) ≥ 2−n(I(V ;W |Q)+3ǫ). From (3.7), we have

Pe(enc2) ≤ (1− 2−n(I(U ;W |Q)+3ǫ))2n(I(U;W |Q)+4ǫ)

+ (1− 2−n(I(V ;W |Q)+3ǫ))2n(I(V ;W |Q)+4ǫ)

,

where the first term can be upper bounded as

(1− 2−n(I(U ;W |Q)+3ǫ))2n(I(U;W |Q)+4ǫ)

= e2n(I(U;W |Q)+4ǫ) ln(1−2−n(I(U;W |Q)+3ǫ))

(a)

≤ e2n(I(U;W |Q)+4ǫ)(−2−n(I(U;W |Q)+3ǫ))

= e−2nǫ

.

Note that (a) follows from the Mercator series of ln(1+x) with x = −2−n(I(U ;W |Q)+3ǫ)

being a negative real number that approaches 0. The same argument was used in

the proof of [65, Lemma 2.1.3]. Hence, we can readily conclude that Pe(enc2)→ 0

as n→∞.

[Evaluation of Pe(dec1).] An error is made if 1) Ėc
1,1 happens, and/or 2) there

exists some ĵ 6= 1 such that Ė
ĵ,

ˆ̂
l1

happens. Note that the error events Ė
1,

ˆ̂
l1

with

ˆ̂
l1 6= 1 are not considered as error events, and are excluded from the computation

of the probability of error, as it is unnecessary for receiver 1 to correctly decode l1.

The probability of error at the decoder of receiver 1 can be upper bounded as

Pe(dec1) ≤ Pr(Ėc
1,1

⋃

∪ĵ 6=1Ėĵ,
ˆ̂
l1
)

≤ Pr(Ėc
1,1) +

∑

ĵ 6=1

Pr(Ė
ĵ,

ˆ̂
l1
)

= Pr(Ėc
1,1) +

∑

ĵ 6=1

Pr(Ėĵ,1) +
∑

ĵ 6=1,
ˆ̂
l1 6=1

Pr(Ė
ĵ,

ˆ̂
l1
)

≤ Pr(Ėc
1,1) + 2nR1Pr(Ė2,1) + 2n(R1+R21+I(U ;W |Q)+4ǫ)Pr(Ė2,2). (3.8)
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The term Pr(Ė2,1) can first be upper bounded as

Pr(Ė2,1) =
∑

(w,u,y1,q)∈A
(n)
ǫ

Pr(W(2) = w|q)Pr(U(1) = u,Y1 = y1|q)

≤ 2n(H(W,U,Y1|Q)+ǫ)2−n(H(W |Q)−ǫ)2−n(H(U,Y1|Q)−ǫ)

= 2−n(I(W ;U,Y1|Q)−3ǫ). (3.9)

Similarly, we obtain

Pr(Ė2,2) =
∑

(w,u,y1,q)∈A
(n)
ǫ

Pr(W(2) = w|q)Pr(U(2) = u|q)Pr(Y1 = y1|q)

≤ 2n(H(W,U,Y1|Q)+ǫ)2−n(H(W |Q)−ǫ)2−n(H(U |Q)−ǫ)2−n(H(Y1|Q)−ǫ)

= 2−n(I(W,U ;Y1|Q)+I(W ;U |Q)−4ǫ). (3.10)

Substituting (3.9) and (3.10) into (3.8), we obtain

Pe(dec1) ≤ ǫ + 2−n(I(W ;U,Y1|Q)−R1−3ǫ) + 2−n(I(W,U ;Y1|Q)−R1−R21−5ǫ).

Since ǫ > 0 can be arbitrarily small, Pe(dec1) tends to zero as n→∞ if

R1 ≤ I(W ; U, Y1|Q), (3.11)

R1 + R21 ≤ I(W, U ; Y1|Q), (3.12)

are satisfied.

[Evaluation of Pe(dec2).] An error is made if 1) Ëc
1,1 happens, and/or 2) there

exists some (
¯̂
l1,

ˆ̂
l2) in which either

¯̂
l1 or

ˆ̂
l2 is not an index of any codeword from

the respective bin 1 such that Ë¯̂
l1,

ˆ̂
l2

happens. The probability of the second case

is upper bounded by the probability of the event, Ë¯̂
l1,

ˆ̂
l2
, for some (

¯̂
l1,

ˆ̂
l2) 6= (1, 1).
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Thus, the probability of error at the decoder of receiver 2 is bounded as

Pe(dec2) ≤ Pr(Ëc
1,1

⋃

∪
(
¯̂
l1,

ˆ̂
l2)6=(1,1)

Ë¯̂
l1,

ˆ̂
l2
)

≤ Pr(Ëc
1,1) +

∑

(
¯̂
l1,

ˆ̂
l2)6=(1,1)

P (Ë¯̂
l1,

ˆ̂
l2
)

= Pr(Ëc
1,1) +

∑

¯̂
l1 6=1

Pr(Ë¯̂
l1,1

) +
∑

ˆ̂
l2 6=1

Pr(Ë
1,

ˆ̂
l2
) +

∑

(
¯̂
l1 6=1,

ˆ̂
l2 6=1)

Pr(Ë¯̂
l1,

ˆ̂
l2
)

≤ Pr(Ëc
1,1) + 2n(R21+I(W ;U |Q)+ǫ)Pr(Ë2,1) + 2n(R22+I(W ;V |Q)+ǫ)Pr(Ë1,2)

+ 2n(R21+R22+I(W ;U |Q)+I(W ;V |Q)+2ǫ)Pr(Ë2,2). (3.13)

Following the same way as we derived upper-bounds of Pr(Ė2,1) and Pr(Ė2,2) in

(3.9) and (3.10), we upper bound Pr(Ë2,1), Pr(Ë1,2), and Pr(Ë2,2) as

Pr(Ë2,1) ≤ 2−n(I(U ;V,Y2|Q)−3ǫ), (3.14)

Pr(Ë1,2) ≤ 2−n(I(V ;U,Y2|Q)−3ǫ), (3.15)

Pr(Ë2,2) ≤ 2−n(I(U,V ;Y2|Q)+I(U ;V |Q)−4ǫ). (3.16)

Substituting (3.14)–(3.16) into (3.13), we conclude that Pe(dec2)→ 0 as n→∞ if

R21 ≤ I(U ; V, Y2|Q)− I(W ; U |Q), (3.17)

R22 ≤ I(V ; U, Y2|Q)− I(W ; V |Q), (3.18)

R21 + R22 ≤ I(U, V ; Y2|Q) + I(U ; V |Q)− I(W ; U |Q)− I(W ; V |Q), (3.19)

are satisfied.

If (3.11)–(3.12) and (3.17)–(3.19) are satisfied, the average probabilities of error

at both decoders diminish as n→∞. We hence conclude that a (2nR1 , 2n(R21+R22),

n, P
(n)
e ) code with P

(n)
e → 0 exists for the channel. Furthermore, we obtain (3.2)–

(3.6) by applying Fourier-Motzkin elimination [57, 59, 66] on (3.11)–(3.12), (3.17)–

(3.19), R21 ≥ 0 and R22 ≥ 0. Therefore, the rate region R(p) is achievable for a

fixed joint probability distribution p(·) ∈ P, and Theorem 3.1 follows.
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�

Remark 3.1 The proposed coding scheme exploits three coding methods to achieve

any rate pair in the rate region, R. The first method is cooperation that is realized

by applying the superposition relationship between w and x2 via p(x2|u, v, w, q).

The second one is collaboration, by which we mean that sender 2 separates its own

message into two parts, i.e., w2 = (w21, w22), and encodes w21 at a possibly low rate

such that receiver 1 can decode it. By doing so, the effective interference caused by

the signals carrying the information from sender 2 may be reduced. The third one

is Gel’fand-Pinsker coding [61], which we apply to encode both messages, w21 and

w22, from sender 2 by treating the codeword w as known interference. This perhaps

allows receiver 2 to be able to decode the messages from sender 2 at the same rate

as if the interference caused by sender 1 was not present.

3.4 Relating With Some Existing Rate Regions

In this section, we will show that Theorem 3.1 includes the achievable rate regions

presented in [49, 50]. To demonstrate it, we first compromise the advantages of the

coding scheme developed in Section 3.3 to obtain the two subregions of R.

3.4.1 A Subregion of R

Let P∗ denote the set of all joint probability distributions p(·) that factor in the

form of

p(q, w, x1, u, v, x2, y1, y2) = p(q)p(x1, w|q)p(u|q)p(v|w, q)

· p(x2|u, w, q)p(y1, y2|x1, x2). (3.20)

Note that the joint distribution (3.20) differs from (3.1) in the way that U is now

independent of any other auxiliary random variables conditioned on Q.
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Let Rsim(p) denote the set of all non-negative rate pairs (R1, R2) such that

R1 ≤ I(W ; Y1|U, Q), (3.21)

R2 ≤ I(U, V ; Y2|Q)− I(V ; W |Q), (3.22)

R1 + R2 ≤ I(W, U ; Y1|Q) + I(V ; Y2|U, Q)− I(V ; W |Q); (3.23)

0 ≤ I(V ; Y1|U, Q)− I(V ; W |Q), (3.24)

for a joint probability distribution p(·) ∈ P∗. Furthermore, let

Rsim :=
⋃

p(·)∈P∗

Rsim(p).

Theorem 3.2 The rate region Rsim is achievable for the discrete memoryless IC-

DMS, i.e., Rsim ⊆ R ⊆ C.

Proof: The proof can be devised from the proof of Theorem 3.1 by customizing

the original coding scheme for the new joint distribution (3.20). We change the

encoding and decoding method for the message w21 (corresponding to U), i.e.,

the Gel’fand-Pinsker coding used in the proof of Theorem 3.1 is replaced by con-

ventional random coding. Specifically, we generate 2nR21 independent codewords

U(k1), k1 ∈ {1, . . . , 2nR21}, according to
∏n

i=1 p(ui|qi). The encoding and decoding

are then adapted to the new codebook accordingly. Evaluating the probability of

error in the same way as was done in the proof of Theorem 3.1, we can obtain

R1 ≤ I(W ; Y1|U, Q), (3.25)

R1 + R21 ≤ I(W, U ; Y1|Q); (3.26)

R21 ≤ I(U ; Y2|V, Q), (3.27)

R22 ≤ I(V ; Y2|U, Q)− I(W ; V |Q), (3.28)

R21 + R22 ≤ I(U, V ; Y2|Q)− I(W ; V |Q). (3.29)

Again, for the purpose of simplification, substitute R21 with R2 − R22 in the
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group of (3.25)–(3.29). By applying Fourier-Motzkin elimination on the resulting

inequalities to remove R22, and adding the constraints that ensure the respective

rates R1, R21 and R22 are non-negative, we can obtain (3.21)–(3.24). Therefore,

the region Rsim(p) is achievable for a given p(·) ∈ P∗, and the theorem follows. �

Remark 3.2 Note that simultaneous decoding (simultaneous joint typicality) is ap-

plied at both decoders. The advantage of simultaneous decoding over successive

decoding is well demonstrated on the interference channel by Han and Kobayashi

in [28]. We next modify the coding scheme by applying successive decoding instead

of simultaneous decoding at both decoders to derive a subregion of Rsim, which, of

course, is also a subregion of the achievable rate region R.

3.4.2 A Subregion of Rsim

Let Rsuc(p) denote the set of all achievable rate pairs (R1, R2) such that

R1 ≤ I(W ; Y1|U, Q), (3.30)

R2 ≤ min{I(U ; Y1|Q), I(U ; Y2|Q)}+ I(V ; Y2|U, Q)− I(V ; W |Q), (3.31)

0 ≤ I(V ; Y1|U, Q)− I(V ; W |Q), (3.32)

for a fixed joint probability distribution p(·) ∈ P∗. Define

Rsuc :=
⋃

p(·)∈P∗

Rsuc(p).

Theorem 3.3 The rate region Rsuc is achievable for the discrete memoryless IC-

DMS, i.e., Rsuc ⊆ Rsim ⊆ R ⊆ C.

Proof: The codebook generation, encoding and transmission remain the same as

those used to prove Theorem 3.2. The changes are made to the decoding at both

decoders. Both decoders try to decode w21 first, and then try to decode w1 and
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w22 respectively. We can easily arrive

R21 ≤ I(U ; Y1|Q), (3.33)

R1 ≤ I(W ; Y1|U, Q), (3.34)

R21 ≤ I(U ; Y2|Q), (3.35)

R22 ≤ I(V ; Y2|U, Q)− I(W ; V |Q). (3.36)

From (3.33)–(3.36), it is straightforward to obtain (3.30)–(3.32). Therefore, the

region Rsuc(p) is achievable, and the theorem follows immediately. �

Remark 3.3 Note that (3.33) is only necessary when successive decoding is applied.

This is because every decoding step in a successive decoding scheme is expected to

have a vanishing probability of error.

In what follows, we further specialize the subregion Rsuc to obtain two more

achievable rate regions Rsp1 and Rsp2.

Let P∗
1 denote the set of all joint probability density distributions p(·) that

factor in the form of

p(q, w, x1, v, x2, y1, y2) = p(q)p(x1, w|q)p(v|w, q)p(x2|w, q)p(y1, y2|x1, x2). (3.37)

Let Rsp1(p) denote the set of all non-negative rate pairs (R1, R2) such that

R1 ≤ I(W ; Y1|Q), (3.38)

R2 ≤ I(V ; Y2|Q)− I(V ; W |Q), (3.39)

for a fixed joint distribution p(·) ∈ P∗
1. Define

Rsp1 :=
⋃

p(·)∈P∗
1

Rsp1(p).
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Corollary 3.1 The region Rsp1 is an achievable rate region for the discrete memo-

ryless IC-DMS, i.e., Rsp1 ⊆ Rsuc ⊆ Rsim ⊆ R ⊆ C.

Proof: Fixing the auxiliary random variable U as a constant, we reduce (3.30) and

(3.31) to (3.38) and (3.39), and the corollary follows immediately. �

Remark 3.4 The achievable rate region Rsp1 is identical to the region Rin reported

in [50, Theorem 3.1], which is the discrete memoryless counterpart of the region

given in [49, Theorem 4.1] and [50, Theorem 3.5]. It is shown in both [49] and

[50] that Rsp1 is the capacity region for the IC-DMS in the low-interference-gain

regime.

Let P∗
2 denote the set of all joint probability distributions p(·) that factor in the

form of

p(q, w, x1, u, x2, y1, y2) = p(q)p(x1, w|q)p(u|q)p(x2|u, w, q)p(y1, y2|x1, x2). (3.40)

Let Rsp2(p) denote the set of all non-negative rate pairs (R1, R2) such that

R1 ≤ I(W ; Y1|U, Q), (3.41)

R2 ≤ min{I(U ; Y1|Q), I(U ; Y2|Q)}, (3.42)

for a fixed joint distribution p(·) ∈ P∗
2. Define

Rsp2 :=
⋃

p(·)∈P∗
2

Rsp2(p).

Corollary 3.2 The region Rsp2 is an achievable rate region for the discrete memo-

ryless IC-DMS, i.e., Rsp2 ⊆ Rsuc ⊆ Rsim ⊆ R ⊆ C.

Proof: The proof can be devised from the proof of Theorem 3.3 easily by fixing V

as a constant. �
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Remark 3.5 The Gaussian counterpart of Rsp2 includes the set of achievable rate

pairs in [49, Lemma 4.2] as a subset.

3.5 Gaussian IC-DMS

In the preceding sections, we obtain achievable rate regions for the discrete memo-

ryless IC-DMS. We now extend these results to obtain achievable rate regions for

the Gaussian IC-DMS (GIC-DMS).

3.5.1 Channel Model of the GIC-DMS

With no loss of the information-theoretic optimality, any GIC-DMS can be con-

verted to the GIC-DMS in standard form through invertible transformations [49,

59, 46]. Hence, we only need to consider the GIC-DMS in standard form described

in the following

Y1 = X1 +
√

c21X2 + Z1,

Y2 = X2 +
√

c12X1 + Z2,

where Zi, i = 1, 2, is the additive white Gaussian noise with zero mean and unit

variance, and
√

c21 and
√

c12 are the normalized link gains in the GIC-DMS depicted

in Fig. 3.3.

1

1

x1(w1)

x2(w2, w1)

y1

y2

z1

z2

√
c12

√
c21

Figure 3.3: Gaussian interference channel with degraded message sets.
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The transmitted codeword xi := (xi1, . . . , xin), i = 1, 2, is subject to an average

power constraint given by n−1
∑n

t=1 ‖xit‖2 ≤ Pi, i = 1, 2. Furthermore, we restrict

our attention to the Gaussian codewords Xn
i , i = 1, 2, for the convenience of

evaluation and comparison with existing results.

3.5.2 Achievable Rate Regions for the GIC-DMS

3.5.2.1 Gaussian Extension of R

Generally speaking, the achievable regions in Theorem 3.1, Corollary 3.1, and

Corollary 3.2 can be extended to the discrete time Gaussian memoryless case by

quantizing the channel inputs and outputs [67, Chapter 7]. In particular, the

Gaussian extension of the rate region Rsp1 in Corollary 3.1 has been given in [49,

Theorem 4.1] and [50, Theorem 3.5]. We next outline how to extend R to its Gaus-

sian counterpart, while the Gaussian extension of Rsp2 can be obtained in a similar

manner. We first map the random variables involved in the joint distribution (3.1)

to a set of Gaussian random variables with the following customary constraints:

P1) W , distributed according to N(0, 1),

P2) X1 =
√

P1W ,

P3) Ũ , distributed according to N(0, αβP2),

P4) Ṽ , distributed according to N(0, αβ̄P2),

P5) U = Ũ + λ1W ,

P6) V = Ṽ + λ2W ,

P7) X2 = Ũ + Ṽ +
√

ᾱP2W ,

where α, β ∈ [0, 1], α + ᾱ = 1, β + β̄ = 1, and λ1, λ2 ∈ [0, +∞). The variables

W , Ũ , and Ṽ are assumed to be mutually statistically independent. The mappings

P3)–P6) are used to extend the Gel’fand-Pinsker coding to the Gaussian case. The

coefficient λ1 (or λ2) determines the degree of correlation between the Gaussian
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random variables W and U (or V ), which plays the same role as the variable α in

[68]. The input-output relationship of the GIC-DMS can now be described by

Y1 =
(

√

P1 +
√

c21ᾱP2

)

W +
√

c21Ũ +
√

c21Ṽ + Z1, (3.43)

Y2 = Ũ + Ṽ +
(

√

ᾱP2 +
√

c12P1

)

W + Z2. (3.44)

We fix the time sharing random variable Q as a constant. The issue of how this

time-sharing random variable affects the achievable rate region is well addressed

in [47]. The rate region R can be extended to its Gaussian counterpart, G, by

evaluating the respective mutual information terms in (3.2)–(3.6) with respect to

the mappings defined by P1)–P7), (3.43), and (3.44). The evaluation can be readily

done with the following two covariance matrices:

ΣWUY1 :=













E{W 2} E{WU} E{WY1}

E{WU} E{U2} E{UY1}

E{WY1} E{UY1} E{Y 2
1 }













=













1 λ1 η1

λ1 αβP2 + λ2
1

√
c21αβP2 + η1

η1
√

c21αβP2 + η1 η2
1 + c21αP2 + 1













,

ΣUV Y2 :=













E{U2} E{UV } E{UY2}

E{UV } E{V 2} E{V Y2}

E{UY2} E{V Y2} E{Y 2
2 }













=













αβP2 + λ2
1 λ1λ2 αβP2 + λ1η2

λ1λ2 αβ̄P2 + λ2
2 αβ̄P2 + λ2η2

αβP2 + λ1η2 αβ̄P2 + λ2η2 αP2 + η2
2 + 1













,
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3.5 Gaussian IC-DMS

where

η1 :=
√

P1 +
√

c21ᾱP2,

η2 :=
√

ᾱP2 +
√

c12P1,

and E{·} denotes the expectation of a random variable.

3.5.2.2 Gaussian Extension of Rsuc

For illustration and comparison purpose, we next show how to obtain the Gaussian

counterpart of Rsuc in detail. Following the first step in the previous derivation,

we also map the random variables involved in (3.20) to the Gaussian ones with the

following constraints:

M1) W , distributed according to N(0, 1),

M2) X1 =
√

P1W ,

M3) U , distributed according to N(0, αβP2),

M4) Ṽ , distributed according to N(0, αβ̄P2),

M5) V = Ṽ + λW ,

M6) X2 = U + Ṽ +
√

ᾱP2W ,

where α, β ∈ [0, 1], α + ᾱ = 1, β + β̄ = 1, λ ∈ [0, +∞), and W , U and Ṽ are

mutually independent. Using the mappings defined by M1)–M6), we express the

input-output relationship for the GIC-DMS as:

Y1 =
(

√

P1 +
√

c21ᾱP2

)

W +
√

c21U +
√

c21Ṽ + Z1, (3.45)

Y2 = U + Ṽ +
(

√

ᾱP2 +
√

c12P1

)

W + Z2. (3.46)
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Let Gsuc(α, β) denote the set of all non-negative rate pairs (R1, R2) such that

R1 ≤
1

2
log2

(

1 +

(√
P1 +

√
c21ᾱP2

)2

c21αβ̄P2 + 1

)

, (3.47)

R2 ≤
1

2
log2(1 + αβ̄P2) + min

{

1

2
log2

(

1 +
c21αβP2

(√
P1 +

√
c21ᾱP2

)2
+ c21αβ̄P2 + 1

)

,

1

2
log2

(

1 +
αβP2

αβ̄P2 +
(√

ᾱP2 +
√

c12P1

)2
+ 1

)}

.

(3.48)

Define

Gsuc :=
⋃

α,β∈[0,1]

Gsuc(α, β).

Theorem 3.4 The region Gsuc is an achievable rate region for the GIC-DMS in

standard form.

Proof: It suffices to prove that Gsuc(α, β) is achievable for any given α, β ∈ [0, 1].

Since this region Gsuc is extended from Rsuc, we need evaluate the mutual infor-

mation terms in (3.30) and (3.31). The righthand side of (3.47) can be readily

obtained through a straightforward evaluation of I(W ; Y1|U, Q) in (3.30). Recall

that Q is a constant. It is also fairly straightforward to compute I(U ; Y1|Q) and

I(U ; Y2|Q) in (3.31) to obtain the second term (the term involved in the minimum

operation) in the righthand side of (3.48). We next evaluate the only remaining

term I(V ; Y2|U, Q)− I(V ; W |Q) for a constant Q. Defining

Ỹ2 := Ṽ +
(

√

ᾱP2 +
√

c12P1

)

W + Z2,

we have

I(V ; Y2|U)− I(V ; W ) = h(Y2|U)− h(Y2|U, V )− I(V ; W )

= h(Ỹ2)− h(Ỹ2|V )− I(V ; W )
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= h(Ỹ2) + h(V )− h(Ỹ2, V )− I(V ; W ). (3.49)

With V = Ṽ + λW , we evaluate (3.49) as

I(V ; Y2|U)− I(V ; W )

=
1

2
log2

(

2πe

(

αβ̄P2 +
(

√

ᾱP2 +
√

c12P1

)2

+ 1

))

+
1

2
log2(2πe(αβ̄P2 + λ2))

− 1

2
log2

(

(2πe)2

[

(

αβ̄P2 +
(

√

ᾱP2 +
√

c12P1

)2

+ 1

)

(αβ̄P2 + λ2P1)

−
(

αβ̄P2 + λ
(

√

ᾱP2 +
√

c12P1

))2
])

− 1

2
log2

(

1 +
λ2

αβ̄P2

)

.

(3.50)

Now, by simple calculus, we can find that when

λ =
αβ̄P2

(√
ᾱP2 +

√
c12P1

)

αβ̄P2 + 1
, (3.51)

the term I(V ; Y |U)− I(V ; W ) can be maximized, and the maximum value is

max[I(V ; Y2|U)− I(V ; W )] =
1

2
log2(1 + αβ̄P2). (3.52)

This is in parallel with the result in [68].

Therefore, the rate region Gsuc(α, β) is achievable for any pair α, β ∈ [0, 1], and

the theorem follows. �

In the following, we obtain two corollaries by setting β = 0 and β = 1 in

Theorem 3.4, respectively.

Corollary 3.3 The rate region Gsp1 is an achievable rate region for the GIC-DMS

in standard form with

Gsp1 :=
⋃

α∈[0,1]

Gsuc(α, 0),
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i.e., Gsp1 is the union of the sets of non-negative rate pairs (R1, R2) satisfying

R1 ≤
1

2
log2

(

1 +

(√
P1 +

√
c21ᾱP2

)2

c21αP2 + 1

)

,

R2 ≤
1

2
log2(1 + αP2),

over all α ∈ [0, 1].

Corollary 3.4 The rate region Gsp2 is an achievable rate region for the GIC-DMS

in standard form with

Gsp2 :=
⋃

α∈[0,1]

Gsuc(α, 1),

i.e., Gsp2 is the union of the sets of non-negative rate pairs (R1, R2) satisfying

R1 ≤
1

2
log2

(

1 +
(

√

P1 +
√

c21ᾱP2

)2
)

,

R2 ≤ min

{

1

2
log2

(

1 +
c21αP2

(√
P1 +

√
c21ᾱP2

)2
+ 1

)

,

1

2
log2

(

1 +
αP2

(√
ᾱP2 +

√
c12P1

)2
+ 1

)

}

,

over all α ∈ [0, 1].

Remark 3.6 Corollaries 3.3 and 3.4 correspond to the Gaussian extensions of Corol-

laries 3.1 and 3.2 respectively. Particularly, the rate region depicted by Corollary

3.3 is the same as the rate regions given in [49, Theorem 4.1] and [50, Theorem

3.5]. It has been proven in both [49] and [50] that the rate region Gsp1 is indeed the

capacity region for the GIC-DMS in the low interference gain regime, i.e., c21 ≤ 1.

In addition, Corollary 3.4 also implies Lemma 4.2 of [49].

3.5.3 Numerical Examples

We next provide several numerical examples to illustrate the improvements of our

achievable rate regions over the previously known results in [43, 49, 50]. We denote
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Figure 3.4: Achievable rate regions for GIC-DMS with setting: P1 = P2 = 6,
c21 = 0.3, c12 = 0. (i) gives the rate region Gdmt1; (ii) gives the rate region Gdmt2;
(iii) gives our rate region Gsp1.

the achievable rate regions obtained in [43, Theorem 1] and [43, Corollary2] by

Gdmt1 and Gdmt2 respectively.

Comparing with Rate Regions in [43]: Fig. 3.4 compares the rate regions Gdmt1,

Gdmt2, and Gsp1 for an extreme case in which receiver 2 does not experience any

interference from sender 1, i.e., c12 = 0. As can be seen from Fig. 3.4, the rate

region Gsp1 strictly includes Gdmt1, as well as Gdmt2 which is obtained through time-

sharing between Gdmt1 and the fully-cooperative rate point. The coding scheme

used to establish Gdmt1 incurs certain rate loss due to the fact that sender 2 does

not use its power to help sender 1’s transmissions even though it has complete

and non-causal knowledge about the message being transmitted by sender 1. In

contrast, our proposed coding scheme allows sender 2 to use superposition coding

to help sender 1, and thus yields an improved rate region.
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Comparing with Rate Regions in [49, 50]: Fig. 3.5 compares the Gaussian

extensions of rate regions R, Rsp1, and Rsp2 in the high-interference-gain regime,

i.e., c21 > 1. Note that the Gaussian counterpart of Rsp2 includes the set of

achievable rate pairs in [49, Lemma 4.2] as a subset. As can be observed in Fig.

3.5, our achievable rate region in Theorem 3.1 offers considerable improvements

over the rate regions in [49] and [50] under two different parameter settings.
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2
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Figure 3.5: Achievable rate regions for the GIC-DMS two different settings: (I)
P1 = 6, P2 = 6, c21 = 2, c12 = 0.3; (II) P1 = 6, P2 = 1, c21 = 2, c12 = 0.3. (i)
gives the rate regions, G, Gaussian counter part of Theorem 3.1; (ii) gives the rate
regions Rsp1; (iii) gives the rate regions Rsp2.

3.6 Conclusions

In this chapter, we have investigated the IC-DMS from an information theoretic

perspective. We have developed a coding scheme that combines the advantages of

cooperative coding, collaborative coding, and Gel’fand-Pinsker coding. With this

coding scheme, we have derived a new achievable rate region for such a channel,
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which not only includes two existing results as special cases, but also exceeds them

in the high-interference-gain regime.
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Chapter 4

Discrete Memoryless Interference

Channels With Perfect Feedback

In this chapter, we investigate the ICF, in which the receivers are able to send the

received channel outputs to their respective pairing sender perfectly. We develop

a block Markov coding scheme which exploits the perfect feedback at each sender

in order to achieve cooperation between the two senders. We also derive a corre-

sponding achievable rate region for the ICF by analyzing the probabilities of error

of the proposed coding scheme, and both the implicit and explicit descriptions of

the achievable rate region are presented.

4.1 Introduction

Since Gaarder and Wolf revealed in [69] that feedback can increase the capacity

region of a class of MACs, the information-theoretic study of multi-terminal net-

works with feedback has attracted considerable attention, and many results have

been obtained for feedback settings of MACs [10, 9, 70], BCs [71], RCs[21, 72] and

ICs [73, 74]. However, the capacity regions for those channels with feedback in

general settings remains open except for some special cases, such as the Gaussian

MAC with perfect feedback [9] and the degraded BC with perfect feedback [75].

For the IC, feedback has been considered mostly for the Gaussian case [73, 74],
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while there were few achievable rate results obtained for the discrete memoryless

case prior to the work in this chapter.

We first review some well-known information-theoretic results on the genetic

IC without feedback. The to date best achievable result for the IC was obtained

by Han and Kobayashi in [28], which is recently simplified by Chong, Motani, and

Garg in [48]. Their result is attributable to Carleial’s notion [46] that each receiver

is allowed to crossly observe partial information from non-pairing senders, given

that the entire codebook is exposed to every receiver. One can interpret their

coding schemes in [28, 48] as a type of collaborative coding (in contrast with the

correlation induced cooperative coding) in the sense that, the senders sperate the

information to transmit into two parts and encode each differently such that each

receiver can decode the two part of information from its pairing sender and one of

the two parts from the other sender. Being able to decode part of the information

from the interference signal, each receiver can obtain a channel with weakened

effective interference for the intended information from its pairing sender. The

coding scheme is also sometimes termed as the rate splitting.

Without feedback, the current best achievable rate region for the IC is obtained

with the collaborative coding scheme described above. Now, we consider the dis-

crete memoryless ICF. When it has access to the channel output of its pairing

receiver, each sender is naturally more capable of decoding the crossly observable

information from the other sender than the its own pairing receiver, because the

sender knows what it transmitted as additional side information. Due to this, each

sender can now send the part of information, which is crossly observable, at a high

rate such that, the corresponding intended receiver is not able to decode at the end

of transmission of the current block but the other sender can. In the next block,

after decoding from the perfect feedback the crossly observable information trans-

mitted by the other sender, the two senders can cooperate to help the two receivers

to resolve the remaining uncertainty in the previous block. A block Markov coding

scheme can be developed for the discrete memoryless ICF based on this idea.
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4.2 Channel Model and Preliminaries

A generic two-user discrete memoryless ICF is characterized by two finite input

alphabets, X1 and X2; two finite output alphabets, Y1 and Y2; and the conditional

probabilities p(y1, y2|x1, x2) on (y1, y2) ∈ Y1 × Y2 given (x1, x2) ∈ X1 × X2. The

channel is memoryless in the sense that

p(y1,t, y2,t|x1,t, x2,t, x1,t−1, x2,t−1, ...) = p(y1,t, y2,t|x1,t, x2,t) (4.1)

for every discrete time instant t in a synchronous transmission. Each receiver is

assumed to feed back its received signal to the pairing sender in a causal and

noiseless manner.

As shown in Figure 4.1, sender i, i = 1, 2, wishes to transmit a message (message

index), wi ∈Wi = {1, ..., Mi}, to receiver i. The message Wi is independently and

uniformly generated over its index set Wi.

Decoders

Delay

Encoders

Delay

Channel

w1

w2

xn
1

xn
2

yn
1

yn
2

ŵ1

ŵ2

p(y1y2|x1x2)

f1

f2

g1

g2

Figure 4.1: Interference channel with perfect feedback.

Definition 4.1 We claim that an (M1, M2, n, P
(n)
e ) feedback code exists for the dis-
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crete memoryless ICF, if and only if there exists a collection of encoding functions

f1,t : W1 × {Y1,1, ..., Y1,t−1} → X1,t,

f2,t : W2 × {Y2,1, ..., Y2,t−1} → X2,t,

where t = 1, ..., n; and two decoding functions

g1 : Yn
1 → Ŵ1, g2 : Yn

2 → Ŵ2,

such that max{P (n)
e,1 , P

(n)
e,2 } ≤ P

(n)
e , where P

(n)
e,i , i = 1, 2, denotes the average decod-

ing error probability of decoder i, and is computed by one of the following:

P
(n)
e,1 =

1

M1M2

∑

w1w2

Pr(ŵ1 6= w1|(w1, w2) were sent),

P
(n)
e,2 =

1

M1M2

∑

w1w2

Pr(ŵ2 6= w2|(w1, w2) were sent).

Definition 4.2 A non-negative rate pair (R1, R2) is achievable for the discrete mem-

oryless ICF, if there exists a sequence of (2nR1, 2nR2, n, P
(n)
e ) codes such that P

(n)
e →

0 as n→∞.

Definition 4.3 The capacity region for the discrete memoryless ICF is defined as

the closure of the set of all the achievable rate pairs, while an achievable rate region

for the channel is a subset of the capacity region.

4.3 An Achievable Rate Region for the ICF

As mentioned in Section 4.1, we apply rate splitting at both senders, i.e., we let

w1 = (w12, w11), w12 ∈ {1, ..., 2nR12}, w11 ∈ {1, ..., 2nR11}; and w2 = (w21, w22),

w21 ∈ {1, ..., 2nR21}, w22 ∈ {1, ..., 2nR22}. We also follow Carleial’s notion that the

receivers are allowed to crossly observe partial information from the non-pairing

senders; and in our setting receiver 1 will be able to decode (w12, w11) as well as

w21, while receiver 2 will be able to decode (w21, w22) as well as w12 similarly. If the
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receivers can successfully decode (w12, w11) and (w21, w22) respectively with high

probability, we can claim that (R1, R2) = (R12 + R11, R21 + R22) is achievable for

the discrete memoryless ICF. We present our main result as follows.

Denote by P∗ the set of joint probability distributions p(·) that can factor in

the form

p(u0, u1, u2, x1, x2, y1, y2) = p(u0)p(u1|u0)p(u2|u0)

· p(x1|u1, u0)p(x2|u2, u0)p(y1, y2|x1, x2), (4.2)

where u0, u1 and u2 are realizations of three auxiliary random variables U0, U1 and

U2 defined on arbitrary finite sets U0, U1 and U2.

Next, denote by R
(1)
fm(p) the set of all non-negative quadruples (R12, R11, R21, R22)

such that

R21 ≤ I(U2; Y1|X1, U1, U0), (4.3)

R11 ≤ I(X1; Y1|U1, U2, U0), (4.4)

R12 + R11 ≤ min{I(U0; Y1), I(U0; Y2)}+ I(U1X1; Y1|U2, U0), (4.5)

R11 + R21 ≤ min{I(U0; Y1), I(U0; Y2)}+ I(U2, X1; Y1|U1, U0), (4.6)

R12 + R11 + R21 ≤ min{I(U0; Y1), I(U0; Y2)}+ I(U2, U1, X1; Y1|U0), (4.7)

for a fixed joint probability distribution p(·) ∈ P∗. Similarly, we denote by R
(2)
fm(p)

the set of all non-negative quadruples (R12, R11, R21, R22) such that inequalities

(4.3)–(4.7) with subscripts 1 and 2 swapped everywhere are satisfied for a fixed

joint probability distribution p(·) ∈ P∗. We define Rf (p) as the set of all rate pairs

(R1, R2) such that (R1, R2) = (R12 + R11, R21 + R22) and

(R12, R11, R21, R22) ∈ R
(1)
fm(p) ∩ R

(2)
fm(p), (4.8)

for a given p(·) ∈ P∗.
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4.3 An Achievable Rate Region for the ICF

Theorem 4.1 The rate region

Rf :=
⋃

p(·)∈P∗

Rf(p)

is an achievable rate region for the discrete memoryless ICF.

Proof: To prove the entire region Rf is achievable, it is sufficient to prove the

region Rf(p) is achievable for some fixed joint distribution p(·) ∈ P∗. Let us fix

a joint distribution p(·) that factors in the form of (4.2). We construct a block

Markov coding scheme as follows. The coding scheme consists of B + 1 blocks of

transmissions, with each block consisting of n channel uses. We first generate two

statistically independent codebooks, by repeating the codebook generation process

described below twice. The two codebooks are used in an alternative manner such

that the error events that may happen during the decoding in two consecutive

blocks are independent of each other.

[Codebook Generation.] First, generate 2nR0 independent codewords U0(i), i ∈

{1, ..., 2nR0}, according to
∏n

t=1 p(u0,t). At encoder 1, for each codeword u0(i), i ∈

{1, ..., 2nR0}, generate 2nR12 independent codewords U1(i, j), j ∈ {1, ..., 2nR12} ac-

cording to
∏n

t=1 p(u1,t|u0,t). Subsequently, for each pair of codewords (u0(i),u1(i, j)),

i ∈ {1, ..., 2nR0}, j ∈ {1, ..., 2nR12}, generate 2nR11 independent codewords X1(i, j, k),

k ∈ {1, ..., 2nR11}, according to
∏n

t=1 p(x1,t|u1,t, u0,t). Similarly at encoder 2, for each

codeword u0(i), i ∈ {1, ..., 2nR0}, generate 2nR21 independent codewords U2(i, l),

l ∈ {1, ..., 2nR21} according to
∏n

t=1 p(u2,t|u0,t). Subsequently, for each codeword

pair (u0(i),u2(i, l)), i ∈ {1, ..., 2nR0}, l ∈ {1, ..., 2nR21}, generate 2nR22 independent

codewords X2(i, l, m), m ∈ {1, ..., 2nR22}, according to
∏n

t=1 p(x2,t|u2,t, u0,t).

Note that the above codebook generation process is repeated twice.

Next, uniformly distribute the 2n(R12+R21) index pairs (j, l) into 2nR0 bins. The

entire codebook is then revealed to both receivers.

[Encoding and transmission.] Assume that transmission of block b − 1 is just

finished. Before the transmission of the next block, bth block, sender 1 will try
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to decode the message w
(b−1)
21 sent from sender 2 in the (b − 1)th block from the

feedback y
(b−1)
1 , by looking for a unique ŵ

(b−1)
21 such that

(u0(̂i
(b−2)),u1(̂i

(b−2), w
(b−1)
12 ),x1(̂i

(b−2), w
(b−1)
12 , w

(b−1)
11 ),

u2(̂i
(b−2), ŵ

(b−1)
21 ),y

(b−1)
1 ) ∈ A(n)

ǫ . (4.9)

If successful, sender 1 decodes w
(b−1)
21 = ŵ

(b−1)
21 ; otherwise, an error is declared.

Sender 1 then looks for the index i(b−1) of the bin which contains the index pair

(w
(b−1)
12 , w

(b−1)
21 ).

Similarly, sender 2 needs to decode the message from sender 1, w
(b−1)
12 , and

obtain the same bin index i(b−1) in a symmetrical manner.

Assume that (w
(b)
12 , w

(b)
11 ) and (w

(b)
21 , w

(b)
22 ) are the messages to be transmitted in

the bth block. Sender 1 will transmit x1(i
(b−1), w

(b)
12 , w

(b)
11 ), and sender 2 will transmit

x2(i
(b−1), w

(b)
21 , w

(b)
22 ). The transmissions are assumed to be perfectly synchronized.

[Decoding.] At the end of the bth block transmission, receiver 1 tries to decode

the bin index i(b−1) from the channel output of current block y
(b)
1 first. Receiver 1

declares i(b−1) = î(b−1) if there exists a unique bin index î(b−1) such that we have

(u0(̂i
(b−1)),y

(b)
1 ) ∈ A(n)

ǫ ,

where A
(n)
ǫ is the typical set [40]. Otherwise, an error is declared.

Next, receiver 1 will decode (w
(b−1)
12 , w

(b−1)
11 ) = (ŵ12, ŵ11) if there exists a unique

triple (ŵ12, ŵ11, ŵ21) such that (ŵ12, ŵ21) are from bin with index i(b−1) and

(u0(i
(b−2)),u1(i

(b−2), ŵ12),x1(i
(b−2), ŵ12, ŵ11),u2(i

(b−2), ŵ21),y
(b−1)
1 ) ∈ A(n)

ǫ ; (4.10)

otherwise, a decoding error is declared. Note that the bin index i(b−2) is assumed

to have been decoded successfully at the end of the (b− 1)th block transmission.

In a similar manner, receiver 2 will first decode the bin index i(b−1) and then

decode the messages (w
(b−1)
21 , w

(b−1)
22 ).
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[Evaluation of probability of error.] Assume that there is no decoding error

made by both senders and receivers at the end of transmission of the bth block,

i.e., sender 1 decodes w
(1)
21 , ..., w

(b−1)
21 and obtains i(1), ..., i(b−1), and sender 2 decodes

w
(1)
12 , ..., w

(b−1)
12 and obtains i(1), ..., i(b−1), correctly; receiver 1 decodes i(1), ..., i(b−2)

and (w
(1)
12 , w

(1)
11 , w

(1)
21 ), ..., (w

(b−2)
12 , w

(b−2)
11 , w

(b−2)
21 ), and receiver 2 decodes i(1), ..., i(m−2)

and (w
(1)
21 , w

(1)
22 , w

(1)
12 ), ..., (w

(b−2)
21 , w

(b−2)
22 , w

(b−2)
12 ), correctly. Since the channel is sym-

metric, we can analyze the probability of error made by sender 1 and receiver 1

only. Similarly due to the symmetry of the codebook generation, the probabil-

ity of error is codeword independent. We further assume that the message vector

(w
(b−1)
12 , w

(b−1)
11 , w

(b−1)
21 , w

(b−1)
22 ) = (1, 1, 1, 1) was encoded and sent through (b− 1)th

block, and we assume that (w
(b−1)
12 , w

(b−1)
21 ) = (1, 1) are in bin 1, i.e., i(b−1) = 1.

Before we proceed, we define the following events:

F b
j,l := (j, l) ∈ bin b,

Ej,k,l :=

(U0(i
(b−2)),U1(i

(b−2), j),X1(i
(b−2), j, k),U2(i

(b−2), l),Y
(b−1)
1 ) ∈ A(n)

ǫ .

At the end of the transmission of the bth block, sender 1 needs to decode w
(b)
21

correctly to sustain the block transmission. Decoding error occurs when one of the

following two events happens: 1) the codewords transmitted are not jointly typical

with the channel output sequence, i.e.,

(u0(1),u1(1, w
(b)
12 ),x1(1, w

(b)
12 , w

(b)
11 ),u2(1, w

(b)
21 ),y

(b)
1 ) /∈ A(n)

ǫ ;

2) sender 1 finds another ŵ
(b)
21 6= w

(b)
21 such that

(u0(1),u1(1, w
(b)
12 ),x1(1, w

(b)
12 , w

(b)
11 ),u2(1, ŵ

(b)
21 ),y

(b)
1 ) ∈ A(n)

ǫ .

According to the asymptotic equipartition property (AEP), when the code length

n is sufficiently large, the probability of event 1 becomes arbitrarily small. The
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probability of event 2 also becomes arbitrarily small, when the code length n is

sufficiently large and the following is satisfied:

R21 ≤ I(U2; Y1|X1, U1, U0).

Similarly, a constraint on the rate R12:

R12 ≤ I(U1; Y2|X2, U2, U0),

also needs to be satisfied such that sender 2 is able to decode w
(b)
12 correctly.

Receiver 1 first tries to decode the bin index i(b−1) from y
(b)
1 and then de-

codes (w
(b−1)
12 , w

(b−1)
11 , w

(b−1)
21 ) from y

(b−1)
1 . Recall that we assume that (w

(b−1)
12 , w

(b−1)
11 ,

w
(b−1)
21 ) = (1, 1, 1, 1) and i(b−1) = 1. An error may be made by receiver 1 when one

of the following two situation occurs: 1) the transmitted codewords are not jointly

typical with the channel output sequence, i.e.,

(u0(1),y
(b)
1 ) /∈ A(n)

ǫ ;

2) receiver 1 finds another î(b−1) 6= 1 such that (u0(̂i
(b−1)),y

(b)
1 ) ∈ A

(n)
ǫ . According

to AEP, when the code length n is sufficiently large, the probability of situation 1

becomes arbitrarily small. To drive the probability of situation 2 also arbitrarily

small, the following rate constraint needs to be satisfied:

R0 ≤ I(U0; Y1).

Similarly, the rate constraint:

R0 ≤ I(U0; Y2),

also need to be satisfied for decoder 2 to successfully decode i(b−1).

Next, receiver 1 tries to decode (w
(b−1)
12 , w

(b−1)
11 , w

(b−1)
21 ) from the receiver output
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y
(b−1)
1 . An error is made if one of the following two situation occurs: 1) the trans-

mitted codewords are not jointly typical with the received channel output sequence,

i.e.,

(u0(i
(b−2)),u1(i

(b−2), 1),x1(i
(b−2), 1, 1),u2(i

(b−2), 1),y
(b−1)
1 ) /∈ A(n)

ǫ ;

2) there exists another message vector (ŵ
(b−1)
12 , ŵ

(b−1)
11 , ŵ

(b−1)
21 ) 6= (1, 1, 1) such that

the two events

F 1

ŵ
(b−1)
12 ŵ

(b−1)
21

and E
ŵ

(b−1)
12 ŵ

(b−1)
11 ŵ

(b−1)
21

,

happen simultaneously. When code length n is sufficiently large, the probability

of situation 1 can be made arbitrarily small. The probability of situation 2 can be

bounded as follows:

Pr(situation 2)

= Pr







⋃

(ŵ
(b−1)
12 ,ŵ

(b−1)
11 ,ŵ

(b−1)
21 )6=(1,1,1)

(

F 1

ŵ
(b−1)
12 ŵ

(b−1)
21

∩E
ŵ

(b−1)
12 ŵ

(b−1)
11 ŵ

(b−1)
21

)







≤ 2nR12Pr(F 1
2,1)Pr(E2,1,1) + 2nR11Pr(E1,2,1) + 2nR21Pr(F 1

1,2)Pr(E1,1,2)

+ 2n(R12+R11)Pr(F 1
2,1)Pr(E2,2,1) + 2n(R11+R21)Pr(F 1

1,2)Pr(E1,2,2)

+ 2n(R12+R21)Pr(F 1
2,2)Pr(E2,1,2) + 2n(R12+R11+R21)Pr(F 1

2,2)Pr(E2,2,2). (4.11)

Since the index pairs (j, l) are uniformly distributed into 2nR0 bins, we have

Pr(F 1
1,2) = Pr(F 1

2,1) = Pr(F 1
2,2) = 2−nR0. (4.12)

We next evaluate E2,1,1, E1,2,1, E1,1,2, E2,2,1, E1,2,2, E2,1,2, and E2,2,2 by repeatedly

applying Theorem 14.2.3 in [40], and then substitute the results into inequality

(4.11). It follows that

Pr(situation 2) ≤ 2nR122−nR02−nI(U1,X1;Y1|U2,U0) + 2nR112−nI(X1;Y1|U1,U2,U0)
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+ 2nR212−nR02−nI(U2;Y1|X1,U1,U0) + 2n(R12+R11)2−nR02−nI(U1,X1;Y1|U2,U0)

+ 2n(R11+R21)2−nR02−nI(U2,X1;Y1|U1,U0) + 2n(R12+R21)2−nR02−nI(U1,X1,U2;Y1|U0)

+ 2n(R12+R11+R21)2−nR02−nI(U1,X1U2;Y1|U0). (4.13)

It is then straightforward to verify that when inequalities (4.7)–(4.3) are satisfied

and code length n is sufficiently large, Pr(situation 2) → 0. The same analysis is

applied to receiver 2 similarly.

Therefore, we can conclude that the region Rf(p) is achievable for some fixed

joint distribution p(·) ∈ P∗, and the theorem follows. �

The description of the achievable rate region given in Theorem 4.1 is in an

implicit form where R1 or R2 are not present explicitly. Nevertheless, an explicit

region can be obtained from the implicit one as follows.

Theorem 4.2 The rate region

Rf :=
⋃

p(·)∈P∗

Rf(p)

is an achievable rate region for the discrete memoryless ICF, where Rf(p) is the

set of all rate pairs (R1, R2) such that

R1 ≤ C0 + I(U1, X1; Y1|U2, U0), (4.14)

R1 ≤ I(U1; Y2|X2, U2, U0) + I(X1; Y1|U2, U1, U0), (4.15)

R2 ≤ C0 + I(U2, X2; Y2|U1, U0), (4.16)

R2 ≤ I(U2; Y1|X1, U1, U0) + I(X2; Y2|U1U2, U0), (4.17)

R1 + R2 ≤ C0 + I(U1, U2, X2; Y2|U0) + I(X1; Y1|U1, U2, U0), (4.18)

R1 + R2 ≤ C0 + I(U2, U1, X1; Y1|U0) + I(X2; Y2|U2, U1, U0), (4.19)

R1 + R2 ≤ 2C0 + I(U1, X2; Y2|U2, U0) + I(U2, X1; Y1|U1, U0), (4.20)

R1 + R2 ≤ C0 + I(X2; Y2|U2, U1, U0) + I(U1; Y2|X2, U2, U0)

+ I(U2, X1; Y1|U1, U0), (4.21)
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R1 + R2 ≤ C0 + I(X1; Y1|U1, U2, U0) + I(U2; Y1|X1, U1, U0)

+ I(U1, X2; Y2|U2, U0), (4.22)

R1 + 2R2 ≤ 2C0 + I(X2; Y2|U2, U1, U0) + I(U1, U2, X2; Y2|U0)

+ I(U2, X1; Y1|U1, U0), (4.23)

2R1 + R2 ≤ 2C0 + I(X1; Y1|U1, U2, U0) + I(U2, U1X1; Y1|U0)

+ I(U1, X2; Y2|U2, U0), (4.24)

C0 := min{I(U0; Y1), I(U0; Y2)} (4.25)

for a fixed joint distribution p(·) ∈ P∗.

Proof: The main task is to apply Fourier-Motzkin elimination to the following list

of inequalities:

R21 ≤ I(U2; Y1|X1, U1, U0), (4.26)

R11 ≤ I(X1; Y1|U1, U2, U0), (4.27)

R12 + R11 ≤ C0 + I(U1, X1; Y1|U2, U0), (4.28)

R11 + R21 ≤ C0 + I(U2, X1; Y1|U1, U0), (4.29)

R12 + R11 + R21 ≤ C0 + I(U2, U1, X1; Y1|U0); (4.30)

R12 ≤ I(U1; Y2|X2, U2, U0), (4.31)

R22 ≤ I(X2; Y2|U2, U1, U0), (4.32)

R21 + R22 ≤ C0 + I(U2, X2; Y2|U1, U0), (4.33)

R22 + R12 ≤ C0 + I(U1, X2; Y2|U2, U0), (4.34)

R21 + R22 + R12 ≤ C0 + I(U1, U2, X2; Y2|U0); (4.35)

R1 −R12 − R21 ≤ 0, (4.36)

R2 −R21 − R22 ≤ 0, (4.37)

−R12 ≤ 0, (4.38)

−R11 ≤ 0, (4.39)
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−R21 ≤ 0, (4.40)

−R22 ≤ 0, (4.41)

where C0 = min{I(U0; Y1), I(U0; Y2)}.

Specifically, the elimination takes four major steps to remove R12, R21, R11 and

R22, respectively and successively. The first step is to remove R12. We exhaustively

combine (sum) any inequality with term +R12 with any one with −R12, and keep

the resulting new inequalities and the inequalities which does not contain R12. The

second step operates on the remaining inequalities from the first step, and removes

R21 in the same way as step one does. The rest is done similarly. Finally, the

resulting inequalities become (4.14)–(4.24), and the theorem follows. Interested

readers can refer to Section 1 of Appendix A.3 for a detailed procedure of the

Fourier-Motzkin elimination applied on the implicit achievable rate region for the

ICC. �

Remark 4.1 The achievable rate region Rf is convex due to the existence of U0,

therefore time-sharing is not necessary. Moreover, Rf includes the Han-Kobayashi

or Chong-Motani-Garg region for the IC as a special case.

4.4 Conclusions

In this chapter, we have investigated the discrete memoryless ICF. We have devel-

oped a block Markov coding scheme for the channel, which allows each sender to

partially decode certain information from the other such that cooperation can be

induced. We have also obtained a corresponding achievable rate region in its the

implicit form. Moreover, we have also obtained an explicit description of this rate

region by applying the Fourier-Motzkin elimination on the implicit rate region.
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Chapter 5

Relay Channels With Generalized

Feedback

This chapter considers the three-node relay channel with generalized feedback. In

particular, two generalized feedback configurations are investigated. In the first

configuration, the source operates in full duplex mode, thereby being able to receive

signals. The received signals at the source can be considered to be a form of

generalized feedback. In the second configuration, the destination operates in full

duplex mode, thereby being able to transmit signals. The transmitted signals from

the destination can be considered to be a form of generalized feedback. For both

configurations, coding schemes that are based on the ideas of decode-and-forward

and compress-and-forward, are developed to exploit the feedback in their respective

forms, and corresponding achievable rates are derived. It is shown that the derived

achievable rates include some existing results for perfect feedback settings as special

cases.

5.1 Introduction

Information theoretic study of the relay channel was initiated by van der Meulen

[4], and was further expanded upon by many others [21, 24, 23, 72]. In particular,

in the late 1970s Cover and El Gamal [21] developed two well-known coding strate-
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gies for the three-node relay channel: decode-and-forward (DF) and compress-and-

forward (CF), which are named according to the specific operations at the relay.

Both strategies involve block Markov coding. In the DF strategy, at the end of a

transmission block, the relay decodes the source message, and in the subsequent

transmission block, the relay forwards the decoded message to the destination;

knowing what the relay intends to transmit to the destination, the source coop-

erates with the relay to help the destination to resolve the uncertainty about the

message delivered in the present block. Such cooperation is not possible in the

CF strategy, as neither the source nor the relay knows what the other node will

transmit in the next block. In the CF strategy, at the end of a transmission block,

the relay compresses its channel output sequence instead of trying to decode any

information from it. The relay then forwards the compressed sequence to the desti-

nation in the subsequent transmission block. By providing the compressed channel

output sequence as side information for the destination to decode the source mes-

sage, the relay facilitates the transmission of the message. This approach is called

facilitation in contrast to cooperation. A hybrid coding strategy that combines the

DF and CF strategies was proposed in [21, Theorem 7].

After many years of relative quiescence, there has been considerable recent

interest in the relay channel, primarily due to the emergence of cooperative com-

munication networks [24, 23]. Another topic that has received considerable recent

attention is communication with feedback [75, 10, 72], as it has been demonstrated

that feedback can be used to improve information throughput in various commu-

nication scenarios such as in multi-user networks. As an intersection of these two

topics, the relay channel with feedback was first investigated in [21], where com-

plete and causal knowledge about the channel output at the destination is assumed

to be available at both the relay and the source. Capacity is shown to be achieved

in this situation with the DF strategy. Such a feedback setting describes one of

the possible feedback configurations for the relay channel. Two other feedback

configurations for the relay channel were investigated in [72], including cases of
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perfect causal feedback from the relay to the source and perfect causal feedback

from the destination to the source. Several coding strategies based on DF and CF

were developed in [72], which shows improvements in the achievable rates for the

relay channel with partial feedback over the relay channel without feedback.

In this chapter, we consider the three-node relay channel with generalized feed-

back, in which the feedback is obtained in the same way as the intended information

is delivered, rather than assuming ‘perfect’ feedback to be causally available at the

source or the relay. In particular, we investigate two generalized feedback config-

urations. In the first configuration, the source is able to receive signals, while in

the second configuration the destination is able to transmit signals. Although they

have not been explicitly investigated in literature, these two settings can be con-

sidered to be component settings or partial configurations of the fully cooperative

broadcast relay channel [76] or the two-way relay channel [77, 78]. By extending

the respective results in [76, 77, 78] to the two feedback configurations investigated

in this chapter, we can obtain corresponding achievability results. However, the

results obtained in this way are the same as the achievable rates for the generic

relay channel [21], because the feedback is not exploited in the respective proposed

coding strategies of [76, 77, 78]. Aiming to improve the achievable rates by exploit-

ing the feedback at/from the respective nodes, new coding schemes are developed

based on the existing DF and CF strategies, which are the main contributions of

this chapter.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 5.2, we introduce

our channel models and related definitions. We also present three lemmas for

strong typicality, which are frequently applied in our proofs. In Sections 5.3, we

present our main results regarding the first feedback configuration, including three

achievable rates. We show that our results generalizes some existing results. In

Section 5.4, we present two achievable rates for the second feedback configuration.

Last, we conclude this chapter in Section 5.5.
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5.2 Channel Models and Preliminaries

5.2 Channel Models and Preliminaries

In this section, we introduce two models of the three-node relay channel with

generalized feedback, in both of which the relay operates in full duplex mode. We

define the existence of codes and achievable rates for the channels. As preliminaries,

we discuss the notion of strong typicality and list several important lemmas which

will be used frequently in our proofs.

5.2.1 Relay Channel With Generalized Feedback at the

Source

With reference to Fig. 5.1, a discrete memoryless relay channel with generalized

feedback available at the source consists of a source (node 0), a relay (node 1), and a

destination (node 2). The channel is defined by a tuple (X0×X1, p(y0, y1, y2|x0, x1), Y0×

Y1 × Y2) with Xt, t = 0, 1, denoting the channel input alphabet of node t, Yt, t =

0, 1, 2, denoting the channel output alphabet of node t, and p(y0, y1, y2|x0, x1) denot-

ing the collections of probabilities of the channel outputs (y0, y1, y2) ∈ Y0×Y1×Y2

being received conditioned on channel inputs (x0, x1) ∈ X0×X1 being transmitted.

The channel is assumed to be memoryless in the sense that the channel outputs,

y0,k, y1,k and y2,k, in one channel use depend only on the channel inputs, x0,k, and

x1,k, i.e.,

p(y0,k, y1,k, y2,k|xk
0, x

k
1, y

k−1
0 , yk−1

1 , yk−1
2 ) = p(y0,k, y1,k, y2,k|x0,k, x1,k), k = 1, ..., n,

where xk
t := (xt,1, xt,2, ..., xt,k), t = 1, 2, and yk

t := (yt,1, yt,2, ..., yt,k), t = 0, 1, 2.

Through such a channel, the source wishes to send a message w ∈W := {1, ..., M}

to the destination. The message is further assumed to be generated uniformly over

its range. Let us denote this channel as CSFB.

Definition 5.1 An (M, n, P
(n)
e ) code exists for CSFB if there exist
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Relay

Source

Node 0

Node 1

Node 2

Destination
w ŵ

X1

X0

Y0

Y1

Y2
p(y0, y1, y2|x0, x1)

Figure 5.1: Three-node relay channel with generalized feedback available at the
source.

1. a set of encoding functions at the source

f0,k : M× Yk−1
0 7→ X0, k = 1, ..., n,

2. a set of relaying functions at the relay

f1,k : Yk−1
1 7→ X1, k = 1, ..., n,

3. and a decoding function at the destination

g2 : Yn
2 7→W,

such that the probability of decoding error is computed as

P (n)
e =

1

M

∑

w∈W

Pr(g2(Y
n
2 ) 6= w|W = w).

Definition 5.2 A non-negative rate R is achievable for CSFB if there exists a se-

quence of codes (2nR, n, P
(n)
e ) such that P

(n)
e approaches 0, as n→∞.
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5.2.2 Relay Channel With Generalized Feedback from the

Destination

Fig. 5.2 depicts the second feedback configuration that will be studied in the

chapter: the discrete memoryless relay channel with generalized feedback from the

destination. The channel is defined by a tuple (X0×X1×X2, p(y1, y2|x0, x1, x2), Y1×

Y2) with definitions analogous to those in CSFB. The channel is also assumed to

be memoryless. Via this channel, the source wishes to send a message ẇ ∈ Ẇ :=

{1, ..., Ṁ} to the destination. The message is assumed to be generated uniformly

over its range. We denote a channel with this feedback configuration by CDFB.

Relay

Source

Node 0

Node 1

Node 2

Destination
w′ ŵ′

X2

X1

X0

Y1

Y2

p(y1, y2|x0, x1, x2)

Figure 5.2: Three-node relay channel with generalized feedback from the destina-
tion.

Definition 5.3 An (Ṁ, n, P
(n)
e ) code exists for CDFB if there exist

1. an encoding function at the source

ḟ0 : Ẇ 7→ Xn
0 , (5.1)

2. a set of relaying functions at the relay

ḟ1,k : Yk−1
1 7→ X1, k = 1, ..., n,

3. a set of feedback functions at the destination

ḟ2,k : Yk−1
2 7→ X2, k = 1, ..., n.
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4. and a decoding function at the destination

ġ2 : Yn
2 7→ Ẇ,

such that the probability of decoding error is computed as

P (n)
e =

1

Ṁ

∑

ẇ∈Ẇ

Pr(ġ2(Y
n
2 ) 6= ẇ|Ẇ = ẇ).

Definition 5.4 A non-negative rate Ṙ is achievable for CDFB if there exists a se-

quence of codes (2nṘ, n, P
(n)
e ) such that P

(n)
e approaches 0, as n→∞.

5.2.3 Strong Typicality

In this chapter, we will frequently use the notion of strong typicality [40, Section

13.6]. As preliminaries, some basic results concerning strong typicality are given

as follows.

Let {Z1, Z2, ..., Zm} denote a finite collection of discrete random variables with

some fixed joint distribution p(z1, z2, ..., zm) for (z1, z2, ..., zm) ∈ Z1×Z2× ...×Zm.

Let S denote an arbitrary ordered subset of these random variables, and consider

a set S of n independent copies of S, i.e.,

Pr(S = s) =

n
∏

t=1

Pr(St = st), s ∈ Sn,

where S is the alphabet of random variable S.

Define N(s; s) as the number of indices t ∈ {1, 2, ..., n} such that St = s. By

the law of large numbers, for all s ∈ S, we have

1

n
N(s; s)→ p(s), (5.2)
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and

−1

n
log p(s1, s2, ..., sn) = −1

n

n
∑

t=1

log p(st)→ H(S). (5.3)

Convergence in (5.2) and (5.3) occurs simultaneously with probability one for all

subsets of the random variables S ⊆ {Z1, Z2, ..., Zm}.

Definition 5.5 The set A
(n)
ǫ of ǫ-typical n-sequences (z1, z2, ..., zm) is defined by

A(n)
ǫ (Z1, Z2, ..., Zm) := A(n)

ǫ :=
{

(z1, z2, ..., zm) :

∣

∣

∣

∣

1

n
N(z1, z2, ..., zm; z1, z2, ..., zm)− p(z1, z2, ..., zm)

∣

∣

∣

∣

<
ǫ

‖Z1 × Z2 × ...× Zm‖
,

∀ (z1, z2, ..., zm) ∈ Z1 × Z2 × ...× Zm

}

,

where ‖Z‖ denotes the cardinality of the set Z.

For each non-empty subset S ⊆ {Z1, Z2, ..., Zm}, the set A
(n)
ǫ (S) of ǫ-typical

n-sequences s can be similarly defined with respect to their individual joint dis-

tributions. The following lemmas present some important properties of A
(n)
ǫ (S),

which will be frequently used in our proofs.

Lemma 5.1 For any ǫ > 0, there exists an integer n such that

1. Pr(A
(n)
ǫ (S)) ≥ 1− ǫ,

2. 2−n(H(S)+ǫ) ≤ Pr(S = s) ≤ 2−n(H(S)−ǫ),

3. (1− ǫ)2n(H(S)−ǫ) ≤ ‖A(n)
ǫ (S)‖ ≤ 2n(H(S)+ǫ), and

4. if S1, S2 ⊆ {Z1, Z2, ..., Zm}, and (s1, s2) ∈ A
(n)
ǫ (S1 ∪ S2), then we have

2−n(H(S1|S2)+2ǫ) ≤ Pr(S1 = s1|S2 = s2) ≤ 2−n(H(S1|S2)−2ǫ).
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Lemma 5.2 Let S1, S2, and S3 be three non-empty subsets of the set of random

variables {Z1, Z2, ..., Zm}. Let S
′

1 and S
′

2 be conditionally independent given S3

with the marginal distributions

Pr(S
′

1 = s1|S3 = s3) =
∑

s2

p(s1, s2, s3)/p(s3), and

Pr(S
′

2 = s2|S3 = s3) =
∑

s3

p(s1, s2, s3)/p(s3).

Let (S
′

1,S
′

2,S
′

3) be generated according to
∏n

t=0 p(s3)p(s1,t|s3,t)p(s2,t|s3,t), with s
′

i :=

(si,1, si,2, ..., si,n), i = 1, 2, 3. For sufficiently large n, we have

(1− ǫ)2−n(I(S1;S2|S3)+7ǫ) ≤ Pr
(

(S
′

1,S
′

2,S
′

3) ∈ A(n)
ǫ (S1, S2, S3)

)

≤ 2−n(I(S1;S2|S3)−7ǫ).

Lemma 5.3 (Markov Lemma, [65, Lemma 4.1]) Let S1, S2, and S3 form a Markov

chain, i.e., S1 → S2 → S3. Let (S1,S2) be generated according to
∏n

t=1 p(s1,t, s2,t)

with p(s1, s2) =
∑

s3
p(s1, s2, s3). Given (S2, s3) ∈ A

(n)
ǫ (S2, S3), we have

Pr
(

(S1,S2, s3) ∈ A(n)
ǫ (S1, S2, S3)

)

> 1− ǫ,

for sufficiently large n.

5.3 Achievable Rates for CSFB

In this section, we present our achievablility results for the first feedback configu-

ration depicted in Fig. 5.1, in which the source operates in full duplex mode. It

can be observed that the feedback received at the source consists of signals from

itself and from the relay. Obviously, only the information contained in the signal

from the relay is useful to the source, as the source knows its own transmitted mes-

sage. Therefore, what the relay transmits determines whether the feedback can be

exploited and how the feedback can be used at the source.
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As mentioned earlier, the relay in a generic relay channel can perform either

DF or CF to aid the transmission between the source and destination via either

cooperation or facilitation. When the DF strategy is applied, the relay transmits

information sent by the source, and thus its transmission is known to the source.

Therefore, if we merely apply DF at the relay, the source can only obtain from the

feedback information which it already knows. As a result, the feedback is wasted

in the sense that the source is able to obtain the information contained in the

feedback in the absence of the feedback.

On the contrary, if we apply the CF strategy, what the relay transmits contains

certain information that the source is unable to obtain without exploiting the

feedback. This makes the feedback potentially useful to the source. We know that

in the generic relay channel, we can only achieve facilitation rather than cooperation

under the CF strategy [21], due to the fact that the source does not know which

codeword (carrying the compressed version of the channel output) the relay wishes

to send. Nevertheless, in the current feedback figuration, the source may decode

which codeword the relay wants to transmit, and thus cooperation between the two

nodes in transmitting this compressed information becomes possible.

5.3.1 Rates Achieved by Decode-and-Forward / Partially-

Decode-and-Forward

Based on the above discussion, we next present our first coding scheme in which

the source acts as a DF relay in the way that it decodes which codeword, as the

compressed version of the received sequence, the relay wishes to send, and then

cooperates with the relay to forward this information to the destination. The

destination then performs joint decoding over its own received sequence and the

compressed version of the received sequence at the relay to obtain the message sent

by the source. The following achievable rate can be established with such a coding

scheme.

Let U and Ŷ1 be auxiliary random variables defined over arbitrary finite alpha-
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bets U and Ŷ1, respectively. Let P0 denote the set of joint distributions p(·) that

factor as follows

p(u, x0, x1, y0, y1, y2, ŷ1) = p(u)p(x0|u)p(x1|u)p(y0, y1, y2|x0, x1)p(ŷ1|y1, x1, u).

(5.4)

Theorem 5.1 For the discrete memoryless relay channel with generalized feedback

at the source, CSFB, the following rate is achievable:

RSFB0 := sup
p(·)∈P0

I(X0; Y2, Ŷ1|X1, U),

subject to the following two constraints

I(Ŷ1; Y1|X1, U) ≤ I(X1; Y0|X0, U) + I(Ŷ1; Y0, X0|X1, U), and (5.5)

I(Ŷ1; Y1|X1, U) ≤ I(Ŷ1, X1, U ; Y2). (5.6)

Proof: We consider a block Markov superposition coding scheme consisting of

regular encoding and sliding window decoding [79]. Block Markov superposition

refers to the relation between two consecutive coding blocks with the later one

depending on the other, i.e., the later block is generated by superimposing the new

information onto the previous block, and all the encoded blocks form a Markov

chain. Sliding window decoding refers to the decoding method, where we apply a

window which takes three consecutive blocks of channel outputs, and perform the

decoding over these three blocks. After the decoding over the current window is

finished, we slide the window forward by one block, and so on and so forth.

Under our proposed coding scheme, the successive transmissions consist of B+2

blocks, each of which is of length n. In each of the first B blocks, a message

w ∈ [1, 2nRSFB0] will be sent to the destination with probability of error approaching

0. The average rate of transmission is thus RSFB0B/(B + 2), which is arbitrarily
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close to RSFB0 as B →∞.

A random coding argument is applied to show the achievability of RSFB0. First,

fix a joint distribution p(·) ∈ P0.

Random codebook generation: Generate three statistically independent

codebooks, namely codebook 1, codebook 2, and codebook 3, by repeating the

following procedures three times.

1. Generate 2nR0 independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) codewords

U(i), i ∈ [1, 2nR0], according to the joint distribution
∏n

t=1 p(ut).

2. For each U(i), i ∈ [1, 2nR0], generate 2nRSFB0 i.i.d. codewords X0(i, j), j ∈

[1, 2nRSFB0 ], according to
∏n

t=1 p(x0,t|ut(i)).

3. For each U(i), i ∈ [1, 2nR0], generate 2nR0 i.i.d. codewords X1(i, k), k ∈

[1, 2nR0], according to
∏n

t=1 p(x1,t|ut(i)).

4. For each codeword pair (U(i),X1(i, k)), i, k ∈ [1, 2nR0], generate 2nR0 i.i.d.

codewords Ŷ1(i, k, l), l ∈ [1, 2nR0], according to
∏n

t=1 p(ŷ1,t|ut(i), x1,t(i, k)).

Encoding and transmission: We use the three codebooks in a periodic man-

ner such that any adjacent three blocks are encoded using the three different code-

books respectively, i.e., we use codebook 1 to encode block 1, codebook 2 to encode

block 2, codebook 3 to encode block 3, and codebook 1 to encode block 4, and so

on. By doing so, the mutual independence of the error events among any three

consecutive blocks can be ensured [24].

Assume that the transmission of block b−1 has just ended, and the message w(b)

is to be transmitted in the current block, block b. Also assume that the following

information (the set of message indices) is now available at the respective nodes:

1. At the source: l(1), l(2), ..., l(b−3); w(1), w(2), ..., w(b).

2. At the relay: l(1), l(2), ..., l(b−2).
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Table 5.1: Codewords transmitted in each block to achieve RSFB0.

Block 1 Block 2 Block 3 ... Block b ...

U(i) u(1) u(2) u(l(1)) ... u(l(b−2)) ...

X0(i, j) x0(1, w
(1)) x0(2, w

(2)) x0(l
(1), w(3)) ... x0(l

(b−2), w(b)) ...

X1(i, k) x1(1, 2) x1(2, l
(1)) x1(l

(1), l(2)) ... x1(l
(b−2), l(b−1)) ...

Ŷ1(i, k, l) ∅ ŷ1(1, 2, l
(1)) ŷ1(2, l

(1), l(2)) ... ŷ1(l
(b−3), l(b−2), l(b−1)) ...

[Source.] If the source decodes l(b−2), the index of the compressed version of the

channel output sequence y
(b−2)
1 , the source transmits the codeword x0(l

(b−2), w(b))

with n channel uses in block b; otherwise it transmits x0(1, w
(b)).

[Relay.] The relay first needs to compress the newly received channel output

sequence y
(b−1)
1 by applying Wyner-Ziv coding [21]. If the relay successfully finds

a codeword of index l(b−1) as the compressed version of y
(b−1)
1 , then it transmits

x1(l
(b−2), l(b−1)) with n channel uses in block b; otherwise, it transmits x1(l

(b−2), 1).

Table 5.1 lists the codewords transmitted in each block.

Decoding: [Source.] The source first needs to decode l(b−2) (or ŷ1(l
(b−4), l(b−3), l(b−2))),

the compressed version of the channel output sequence y
(b−2)
1 , from its channel out-

put sequence y
(b−1)
0 received in block b− 1, by looking for an index l̂(b−2) such that

(u(l(b−3)),x0(l
(b−3), w(b−1)),x1(l

(b−3), l̂(b−2)),y
(b−1)
0 ) ∈ A(n)

ǫ , and

(ŷ1(l
(b−4), l(b−3), l̂(b−2)),y

(b−2)
0 ,u(l(b−4)),x0(l

(b−4), w(b−2)),x1(l
(b−4), l(b−3))) ∈ A(n)

ǫ .

If the index found is unique, the source declares l(b−2) = l̂(b−2); otherwise, an error

is declared. The probability of error can be shown to approach 0 for sufficiently

large n, when

R0 ≤ I(X1; Y0|X0, U) + I(Ŷ1; Y0, X0|X1, U). (5.7)

[Relay.] The relay first needs to compress the newly received channel output

sequence y
(b−1)
1 by applying Wyner-Ziv coding. To do so, the relay looks for an
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index (not necessarily unique) l̂(b−1) such that

(ŷ1(l
(b−3), l(b−2), l̂(b−1)),y

(b−1)
1 ,u(l(b−3)),x1(l

(b−3), l(b−2))) ∈ A(n)
ǫ .

If any such index is found, the relay declares l(b−1) = l̂(b−1); otherwise, an error is

declared. When n is sufficiently large, the probability of error approaches 0 if the

following constraint is satisfied:

R0 ≥ I(Ŷ1; Y1|X1, U), (5.8)

which follows from [65, Lemma 2.1.3] directly.

[Destination.] We now describe the decoding procedure at the end of block b.

Assume that at this instant, the destination has already successfully decoded the

following information: 1) w(1), w(2), ..., w(b−3); and 2) l(1), l(2), ..., l(b−3).

Before decoding the message w(b−2), the destination first needs to decode l(b−2)

(equivalently, ŷ1(l
(b−4), l(b−3), l(b−2)), the compressed version of y

(b−2)
1 ), from its

channel output sequences received in the last three blocks, y
(b−2)
2 , y

(b−1)
2 , and y

(b)
2 .

The destination declares l(b−2) = l̂(b−2) if there exists a unique index l̂(b−2) such that

the following three events happen simultaneously

(u(l̂(b−2)),y
(b)
2 ) ∈ A(n)

ǫ ,

(u(l(b−3)),x1(l
(b−3), l̂(b−2)),y

(b−1)
2 ) ∈ A(n)

ǫ , and

(ŷ1(l
(b−4), l(b−3), l̂(b−2)),y

(b−2)
2 ,u(l(b−4)),x1(l

(b−4), l(b−3))) ∈ A(n)
ǫ ;

otherwise, an error is declared. The probability of error in this step can be shown

to approach 0 for sufficiently large n, when the following holds:

R0 ≤ I(U ; Y2) + I(X1; Y2|U) + I(Ŷ1; Y2|X1, U). (5.9)

The destination lastly decodes the message w(b−2) from ŷ1(l
(b−4), l(b−3), l(b−2))
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and y
(b−2)
2 . It is declared that w(b−2) = ŵ(b−2) if ŵ(b−2) is the unique message index

such that

(u(l(b−4)),x0(l
(b−4), ŵ(b−2)),x1(l

(b−4), l(b−3)), ŷ1(l
(b−4), l(b−3), l(b−2)),y

(b−2)
2 ) ∈ A(n)

ǫ .

The decoding error probability of this step can be readily shown to approach 0 for

sufficiently large n, when

RSFB0 ≤ I(X0; Y2, Ŷ1|X1, U). (5.10)

Analysis of probabilities of error: We first list all the events that possibly

happen in the decoding process at the respective nodes as follows:

At the source:

1. E1: (u(l(b−3)),x0(l
(b−3), w(b−1)),x1(l

(b−3), l(b−2)),y
(b−1)
0 ) /∈ A

(n)
ǫ .

2. E2: (ŷ1(l
(b−4), l(b−3), l(b−2)),y

(b−2)
0 ,u(l(b−4)),x0(l

(b−4), w(b−2)),x1(l
(b−4), l(b−3)))

/∈ A
(n)
ǫ .

3. E3(
ˆ̂
l(b−2)): (u(l(b−3)),x0(l

(b−3), w(b−1)),x1(l
(b−3),

ˆ̂
l(b−2)),y

(b−1)
0 ) ∈ A

(n)
ǫ .

4. E4(
ˆ̂
l(b−2)): (ŷ1(l

(b−4), l(b−3),
ˆ̂
l(b−2)),y

(b−2)
0 ,u(l(b−4)),x0(l

(b−4), w(b−2)),x1(l
(b−4),

l(b−3))) ∈ A
(n)
ǫ .

At the relay:

1. E5(
ˆ̂
l(b−1)): (ŷ1(l

(b−3), l(b−2),
ˆ̂
l(b−1)),y

(b−1)
1 ,u(l(b−3)),x1(l

(b−3), l(b−2))) ∈ A
(n)
ǫ .

At the destination:

1. E6: (u(l(b−2)),y
(b)
2 ) /∈ A

(n)
ǫ .

2. E7: (u(l(b−3)),x1(l
(b−3), l(b−2)),y

(b−1)
2 ) /∈ A

(n)
ǫ .

3. E8: (ŷ1(l
(b−4), l(b−3), l(b−2)),y

(b−2)
2 ,u(l(b−4)),x1(l

(b−4), l(b−3))) /∈ A
(n)
ǫ .

4. E9(
ˆ̂
l(b−2)): (u(

ˆ̂
l(b−2)),y

(b)
2 ) ∈ A

(n)
ǫ .
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5. E10(
ˆ̂
l(b−2)): (u(l(b−3)),x1(l

(b−3),
ˆ̂
l(b−2)),y

(b−1)
2 ) ∈ A

(n)
ǫ .

6. E11(
ˆ̂
l(b−2)): (ŷ1(l

(b−4), l(b−3),
ˆ̂
l(b−2)),y

(b−2)
2 ,u(l(b−4)),x1(l

(b−4), l(b−3))) ∈ A
(n)
ǫ .

7. E12: (u(l(b−4)),x0(l
(b−4), w(b−2)),x1(l

(b−4), l(b−3)), ŷ1(l
(b−4), l(b−3), l(b−2)),y

(b−2)
2 )

/∈ A
(n)
ǫ .

8. E13( ˆ̂w(b−2)): (u(l(b−4)),x0(l
(b−4), ˆ̂w(b−2)),x1(l

(b−4), l(b−3)), ŷ1(l
(b−4), l(b−3), l(b−2)),

y
(b−2)
2 ) ∈ A

(n)
ǫ .

Note that
ˆ̂
(·) denotes an estimate of (·), e.g.

ˆ̂
l(b−2) is an estimate of l(b−2).

[Source.] When decoding l(b−2), the source may make a decoding error, which

must fall into one or more of the following three error events: 1) E1 happens; 2) E2

happens; 3) there exists
ˆ̂
l(b−2) 6= l(b−2) such that E3(

ˆ̂
l(b−2)) and E4(

ˆ̂
l(b−2)) happen

simultaneously. Hence, we have the probability of error at the source expressed

and bounded as

Pe(source) = Pr
{

E1

⋃

E2

⋃

∪ˆ̂
l(b−2) 6=(l(b−2))

(

E3(
ˆ̂
l(b−2)) ∩E4(

ˆ̂
l(b−2))

)

}

(a)

≤ Pr(E1) + Pr(E2) + 2nR0Pr(E3(
ˆ̂
l(b−2)))Pr(E4(

ˆ̂
l(b−2))), (5.11)

where (a) follows from the union bound and the statistical independence between

the two events E3(
ˆ̂
l(b−2)) and E4(

ˆ̂
l(b−2)).

It follows from Lemma 5.1 that

Pr(E1) ≤ ǫ, (5.12)

for sufficiently large n. For E2, we have

(y
(b−2)
0 ,u(l(b−4)),x0(l

(b−4), w(b−2)),x1(l
(b−4), l(b−3))) ∈ A(n)

ǫ

by Lemma 5.1, and

(ŷ1(l
(b−4), l(b−3), l(b−2)),u(l(b−4)),x1(l

(b−4), l(b−3))) ∈ A(n)
ǫ
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according to the encoding scheme at the relay. Applying Lemma 5.3 (Markov

Lemma) to the case of S1 = (Y0, X0), S2 = (U, X1), and S3 = Ŷ1, we have

Pr(E2) ≤ ǫ, (5.13)

when n is sufficiently large.

Next, applying Lemma 5.2 to the case of S
′

1 = X1, S
′

2 = (Y0, X0), and S
′

3 = U ,

we obtain

Pr(E3(
ˆ̂
l(b−2))) ≤ 2−n(I(X1;Y0,X0|U)−7ǫ) (b)

= 2−n(I(X1;Y0|X0,U)−7ǫ), (5.14)

where (a) follows from I(X1; X0|U) = 0 which is due to the Markov chain rela-

tionship X1 → U → X0. Similarly, applying Lemma 5.2 to the case of S
′

1 = Ŷ1,

S
′

2 = (Y0, X0), and S
′

3 = (U, X1), we have

Pr(E4(
ˆ̂
l(b−2))) ≤ 2−n(I(Ŷ1;Y0,X0|X1,U)−7ǫ). (5.15)

Applying the upper bounds (5.12)–(5.15) to the corresponding probability terms

in (5.11), we have

Pe(source) ≤ ǫ + ǫ + 2nR02−n(I(X1;Y0|X0,U)−7ǫ)2−n(I(Ŷ1;Y0,X0|X1,U)−7ǫ) ≤ 3ǫ,

when R0 satisfies the constraint (5.7) and n is sufficiently large.

[Relay.] Now consider the relay. An error will be declared at the relay when for

all
ˆ̂
l(b−1) ∈ [1, 2nR0], event Ec

5(
ˆ̂
l(b−1)) happens, where (·)c denotes the complement

of a set. We express and upper-bound the probability of error at the relay in the
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following:

Pe(relay) = Pr{∩ˆ̂
l(b−1)

Ec
5(

ˆ̂
l(b−1))}

= (1− Pr{E5(
ˆ̂
l(b−1))})2nR0

(c)

≤ (1− 2−n(I(Ŷ1;Y1|U,X1)+7ǫ))2nR0

= e2nR0 ln(1−2−n(I(Ŷ1;Y1|U,X1)+7ǫ))

(d)

≤ e2nR02−n(I(Ŷ1;Y1|U,X1)+7ǫ)

,

where (c) follows from Pr{E5(
ˆ̂
l(b−1))} ≥ 2−n(I(Ŷ1;Y1|U,X1)+7ǫ); (d) follows from the

Mercator series of ln(1 + x) with x = −2−n(I(Ŷ1;Y1|U,X1)+7ǫ) being a negative real

number that approaches 0. Note that the same argument was used in [65, Lemma

2.1.3]. Hence, we conclude that we have

Pe(relay) ≤ ǫ,

for sufficiently large n, as long as R0 satisfies the constraint (5.8).

[Destination.] The destination may make an error when it tries to decode l(b−2),

and also when it tries to decode w(b−2). By following the lines of the analysis of

Pe(Source), the probability of error can be expressed and upper-bounded as follows

Pe(destination)

≤ Pe(decoding l(b−2)) + Pe(decoding w(b−2))

= Pr
{

E6

⋃

E7

⋃

E8

⋃

∪ˆ̂
l(b−2) 6=l(b−2)

(

E9(
ˆ̂
l(b−2)) ∩ E10(

ˆ̂
l(b−2) ∩E11(

ˆ̂
l(b−2))

)

}

+ Pr
{

E12

⋃

∪ ˆ̂w(b−2) 6=w(b−2)E13( ˆ̂w(b−2))
}

≤ 4ǫ + 2nR0Pr{E9(
ˆ̂
l(b−2))}Pr{E10(

ˆ̂
l(b−2))}Pr{E11(

ˆ̂
l(b−2))}

+ 2nRSFB0Pr{E13( ˆ̂w(b−2))}. (5.16)
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Applying Lemma (5.2) repeatedly, we have

Pr{E9(
ˆ̂
l(b−2))} ≤ 2−n(I(U ;Y2)−7ǫ), (5.17)

Pr{E10(
ˆ̂
l(b−2))} ≤ 2−n(I(X1;Y2|U)−7ǫ), (5.18)

Pr{E11(
ˆ̂
l(b−2))} ≤ 2−n(I(Ŷ1;Y2|X1,U)−7ǫ), and (5.19)

Pr{E13(
ˆ̂
l(b−2))} ≤ 2−n(I(X0;Y2,Ŷ1|X1,U)−7ǫ). (5.20)

By substituting (5.17)–(5.20) into (5.16), we can conclude that when R0 satisfies

the constraint (5.9), and the information rate RSFB0 satisfies (5.10), the probability

of error at the destination can be made arbitrarily small, i.e.,

Pe(destination) ≤ 5ǫ,

as long as n is sufficiently large.

Therefore, any rate RSFB0 ≤ I(X0; Y2, Ŷ1|X1, U) is achievable subject to con-

straints (5.7), (5.8), and (5.9) for a fixed joint distribution p(·) ∈ P0. This completes

the proof of the theorem. �

Remark 5.1 In the above, constraint (5.5) is applied such that the source is able

to fully decode Ŷ1, the compressed version of the channel output sequence Y1.

Similarly, constraint (5.6) needs to be satisfied such that the destination is able to

decode Ŷ1 as well. Following [21, Theorem 6], with both its own channel output

sequence Y2 and the compressed version of the channel output sequence at the relay,

Ŷ1, the destination can achieve rate I(X0; Y2, Ŷ1|X1, U).

Remark 5.2 It is easily observed that when constraint (5.6) dominates constraint

(5.5), i.e.,

I(Ŷ1, X1, U ; Y2) ≤ I(X1; Y0|X0, U) + I(Ŷ1; Y0, X0|X1, U),
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we have RSFB0 achievable subject to the single constraint

I(Ŷ1; Y1|X1, U) ≤ I(Ŷ1, X1, U ; Y2) = I(X1, U ; Y2) + I(Ŷ1; Y2|X1, U). (5.21)

Hence, the achievable rate RSFB0 is potentially larger than the one in [21, Theorem

6], since our constraint (5.21) is more relaxed than the constraint in [21, Theorem

6]:

I(Ŷ1; Y1|X1) ≤ I(X1; Y2) + I(Ŷ1; Y2|X1). (5.22)

Specifically, the relaxation is mainly due to the relationship I(X1, U ; Y2) ≥ I(X1; Y2).

Having the uncertainty carried by (X1, U) or X1 resolved, the amount of remaining

uncertainty about Ŷ1 that we can extract from Y2 should be the same for our coding

scheme and the one in [21, Theorem 6], i.e., I(Ŷ1; Y2|X1, U) = I(Ŷ1; Y2|X1). Note

that U is the auxiliary random variable introduced to induce the cooperation between

the source and the relay in sending the codeword Ŷ1.

However, when the feedback channel from the relay and the source is weak such

that constraint (5.6) is dominated by constraint (5.5), the advantage of CF at the

relay would be undermined due to the requirement of fully decoding the codeword Ŷ1

at the source. This is because in such a weak feedback situation, the pure CF strategy

without requiring the source to decode the compressed version of the channel output

sequence at the relay can enjoy a more relaxed constraint (5.22). This is similar to

the problem of the DF strategy when it is applied in a generic relay channel. When

the link from the source to the relay is weak, the rate achievable with DF could be

less than the capacity of the direct link from the source to the destination.

To overcome this problem, we propose an extended coding scheme of the one in

Theorem 5.1 to compress each received channel output sequence at the relay into

two different versions of different rates. One version will be sent via relaying by

the source in the manner of Theorem 5.1, while the other version will be sent solely

through the direct link from the relay to the destination in the same manner as in
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[21, Theorem 6]. This coding scheme establishes an improved achievable rate in

Theorem 5.2.

With a slight abuse of notation, we reuse some of the auxiliary random variable

names in each of the theorems in the rest of this chapter. Let U , V , Ŷ1, and Y̌1 be

auxiliary random variables defined over arbitrary finite alphabets U, V, Ŷ1, and Y̌1,

respectively. Let P1 denote the set of joint distributions p(·) that factor as follows

p(u, v, x0, x1, y0, y1, y2, ŷ1, y̌1) = p(u)p(x0|u)p(v|u)p(x1|v)

· (y0, y1, y2|x0, x1)p(ŷ1|y1, u, v)p(y̌1|y1, x1, u, v).

Theorem 5.2 For the discrete memoryless relay channel with generalized feedback

at the source, CSFB, the following rate is achievable

RSFB1 := sup
p(·)∈P1

I(X0; Y2, Ŷ1, Y̌1|X1, U, V ), (5.23)

subject to the following three constraints:

I(Ŷ1; Y1|U, V ) ≤ I(V ; Y0|X0, U) + I(Ŷ1; Y0, X0|U, V ), (5.24)

I(Ŷ1; Y1|U, V ) ≤ I(Ŷ1, U, V ; Y2), and (5.25)

I(Y̌1; Y1|X1, U, V ) ≤ I(Y̌1, X1; Y2|U, V ). (5.26)

Proof: An outline of the proof is provided in Appendix B.1, based on which the

detailed proof can be obtained by following the lines in the proof of Theorem 5.1.

�

Remark 5.3 It can be observed that Ŷ1 serves as one compressed version of the

channel output sequence at the relay, Y1, and it is sent to the destination with

the aid of the source. On the other hand, being the other compressed version of

the channel output sequence at the relay, Y̌1 is sent to the destination through
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the link from the relay to the destination directly. With this coding flexibility, the

transmission of the compressed codeword Y̌1 will not be bottle-necked even when

the feedback link from the relay to the source is weak. At the same time, the coding

scheme allows the source to cooperate with the relay in transmitting Ŷ1 to the

destination, which exploits the feedback at the source in the same manner as in

Theorem 5.1.

Remark 5.4 It is evident that when we set Y̌ to a constant, and choose V = X1,

Theorem 5.2 reduces to Theorem 5.1, i.e., RSFB0 ≤ RSFB1.

Remark 5.5 The coding scheme developed in Theorem 5.1 can be considered as

a fully-decode-and-forward scheme applied at the source with respect to the com-

pressed codewords Ŷ1, while the coding scheme in Theorem 5.2 can be considered

as a partially-decode-and-forward one with respect to the compressed codewords

(Ŷ1, Y̌1).

5.3.2 A Rate Achieved by Compress-and-Forward

In contrast with the two DF-alike coding schemes developed above, a coding scheme

similar to the CF coding strategy can also be developed at the source to exploit the

feedback and facilitate the relay in forwarding the compressed version of the channel

output sequence at the relay to the destination. An achievable rate established with

such a coding scheme is presented as follows.

Let U , Ŷ0, and Ŷ1 be auxiliary random variables defined over arbitrary finite

alphabets U, Ŷ0, and Ŷ1, respectively. Let P2 denote the set of joint distributions

p(·) that factor as follows

p(u,x0, x1, y0, y1, y2, ŷ0, ŷ1) = p(u)p(x0|u)p(x1)p(y0, y1, y2|x0, x1)p(ŷ0|y0, u)p(ŷ1|y1, x1).

Theorem 5.3 For the discrete memoryless relay channel with generalized feedback
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at the source, CSFB, the following rate RSFB2 is achievable:

RSFB2 := sup
p(·)∈P2

I(X0; Y2, Ŷ1, Ŷ0|X1, U),

subject to the following constraints

I(Ŷ0; Y0|U) ≤ I(U ; Y2) + I(Ŷ0; Y2|U), and (5.27)

I(Ŷ1; Y1|X1) ≤ I(X1; Y2, Ŷ0|U) + I(Ŷ1; Y2, Ŷ0, U |X1). (5.28)

Proof: An outline of the proof is presented in Appendix B.2. �

Remark 5.6 The source acts as a CF relay that compresses the channel output

sequence Y0 at the source to obtain Ŷ0, and then forwards the compressed ver-

sion to the destination. The destination decodes Ŷ1, the compressed version of

the channel output sequence at the relay, from both Y2 and Ŷ0. Lastly, the des-

tination decodes the source messages from its channel output sequence Y2, and

the two compressed channel output sequences, Ŷ1 and Ŷ0, which achieves the rate

I(X0; Y2, Ŷ1, Ŷ0|X1, U).

Remark 5.7 In this coding scheme, the link from the relay to the source will not be-

come a bottleneck, since the source only needs to compress whatever it has received,

which does not impose any constraint on the rate of the compressed channel output

sequences at the relay.

5.3.3 Special Cases

By the definition of CSFB, p(y0, y1, y2|x0, x1), the feedback at the source Y0 is ar-

bitrarily correlated with Y1 and Y2. It is therefore natural for us to consider the

following two special cases: 1) Y0 = Y2, i.e., the feedback is the same as the channel

output at the destination; and 2) Y0 = Y1, i.e., the feedback is the same as the

channel output at the relay. These two cases are in fact the two perfect feedback
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cases studied in [72]. In what follows, we show that Theorem 5.1 implies the results

in Theorems 1 and 2 of [72].

Consider the first case of Y0 = Y2. We specialize the result in Theorem 5.1 by

substituting Y0 with Y2 the corresponding terms, and we have an achievable rate

for this special case obtained as follows.

Let PD
0 denote the set of joint distributions p(·) that factor as follows:

p(u, x0, x1, y1, y2, ŷ1) = p(u)p(x0|u)p(x1|u)p(y1, y2|x0, x1)p(ŷ1|y1, x1, u).

Corollary 5.1 ([72, Theorem 1]) For the discrete memoryless relay channel with

perfect feedback from the destination to the source, i.e., CSFB with Y0 = Y2, the

following rate is achievable:

RD
SFB0 := sup

p(·)∈PD
0

I(X0; Y2, Ŷ1|X1, U),

subject to the following two constraints

I(Ŷ1; Y1|X1, U) ≤ I(X1; Y2|X0, U) + I(Ŷ1; Y2, X0|X1, U), and (5.29)

I(Ŷ1; Y1|X1, U) ≤ I(Ŷ1, X1, U ; Y2). (5.30)

Remark 5.8 First note that there is a slight difference between the notation used in

this chapter and that in [72]: we use X0 and X1 to denote the inputs at the source

and relay respectively, while [72] uses X1 and X2. Also note that constraints (5.29)

and (5.30) are equivalent to the corresponding two constraints in [72, Theorem

1]. We demonstrate this by transforming these two constraints as follows. For
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constraint (5.29), we have

I(X1; Y2|X0, U) ≥ I(Ŷ1; Y1|X1, U)− I(Ŷ1; Y2, X0|X1, U)

≥ −H(Ŷ1|Y1, X1, U) + H(Ŷ1|Y2, X0, X1, U)

(d)
= −H(Ŷ1|Y1, Y2, X0, X1, U) + H(Ŷ1|Y2, X0, X1, U)

= I(Ŷ1; Y1|Y2, X0, X1, U),

where (d) follows from the conditional independence between Ŷ1 and (Y2, X0) given

(Y1, X1, U) such that H(Ŷ1|Y1, Y2, X0, X1, U) = H(Ŷ1|Y1, X1, U). Similarly, for con-

straint (5.30) we have

I(Ŷ1, X1, U ; Y2) ≥ I(Ŷ1; Y1|X1, U)←→

I(X1, U ; Y2) ≥ I(Ŷ1; Y1|X1, U)− I(Ŷ1; Y2|X1, U)

= −H(Ŷ1|Y1, X1, U) + H(Ŷ1|Y2, X1, U)

= −H(Ŷ1|Y1, Y2, X1, U) + H(Ŷ1|Y2, X1, U)

= I(Ŷ1; Y1|Y2, X1, U).

We now consider the second case of Y0 = Y1. By substituting Y0 with Y1 and

letting U = X1 in Theorem 5.1, we have the following achievable rate for this case.

Let PR
0 denote the set of joint distributions p(·) that factor as follows:

p(x0, x1, y1, y2, ŷ1) = p(x1)p(x0|x1)p(y1, y2|x0, x1)p(ŷ1|y1, x1).

Corollary 5.2 ([72, Theorem 2]) For the discrete memoryless relay channel with

perfect feedback from the relay to the source, i.e., CSFB with Y0 = Y1, the following

rate is achievable:

RR
SFB0 := sup

p(·)∈PR
0

I(X0; Y2, Ŷ1|X1, U),
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subject to the following constraint

I(Ŷ1; Y1|X1) ≤ I(Ŷ1, X1; Y2). (5.31)

Remark 5.9 Note that the constraint (5.31) is equivalent to the corresponding one

in [72, Theorem 2], which can be shown by following the lines in Remark 5.8.

Remark 5.10 It has been shown in [72] that with perfect feedback, both achievable

rates RD
SFB0 and RR

SFB0 strictly improve the various achievable rates for the generic

relay channel under some specific settings. Since our result in Theorem 5.1 in-

cludes both RD
SFB0 and RR

SFB0 as special cases, we can claim that our coding scheme

in Theorem 5.1 indeed exploits the feedback, and can also achieve improved in-

formation rates over those for the generic relay channel under the same channel

settings. Note that Theorem 5.1 is included as a special case of Theorem 5.2.

5.4 Achievable Rates for CDFB

In this section, we consider the second feedback setting, CDFB, in which the desti-

nation works in full duplex mode whereas the source can only transmit signals but

not receive them. This feedback configuration can be considered as a generalization

of the perfect feedback case investigated in [21]. It has been shown in [21] that

when the feedback is perfect, i.e., the relay has perfect causal knowledge of Y2, the

channel output at the destination Y2 can be considered to be a degraded version of

the channel output pair available at the relay, (Y1, Y2). Hence, this perfect feedback

configuration can be considered to be a degraded relay channel [21]. Consequently,

the capacity for the relay channel with perfect causal feedback from the destination

to the relay can be achieved by solely applying the DF strategy.

In our current feedback configuration CDFB, the destination may not be able to

send the perfect channel output Y2 to the relay, which depends on the condition
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of the channel from the destination to the relay. However, it is natural to apply

the CF strategy at the destination to send the compressed version of its channel

output sequence to the relay, and let the relay perform DF in the next block. We

present an achievable rate established by this coding scheme as follows.

Let Ŷ2 be an auxiliary random variable defined over an arbitrary finite alphabet

Ŷ2. Let P∗
1 denote the set of all the joint distributions p(·) that factor in the form

p(x0, x1, x2, y1, y2, ŷ2) = p(x1)p(x0|x1)p(x2)p(y1, y2|x0, x1, x2)p(ŷ2|y2, x2).

Theorem 5.4 For the discrete memoryless relay channel with generalized feedback

transmitted from the destination, CDFB, the rate RDFB1 is achievable:

RDFB1 := sup
p(·)∈P∗

1

min{I(X0, X1; Y2|X2), I(X0; Y1, Ŷ2|X1, X2)},

subject to the constraint

I(Ŷ2; Y2|X2) ≤ I(X2; Y1|X1) + I(Ŷ2; Y1, X1|X2). (5.32)

Proof: By setting U = X0 in Theorem 5.5, the theorem follows immediately. A

detailed proof can be obtained by following similar steps in the proof of Theorem

5.5 provided in Appendix B.3. �

Remark 5.11 When the channel from the destination to the relay is strong enough

such that the following inequality holds:

H(Y2|X2) ≤ I(X2; Y1|X1) + I(Y2; Y1, X1|X2),

it follows that the channel output sequence of the destination Y2 can be sent to

the relay without compression. Then, the rate RDFB1 reduces to the capacity re-

sult in [21, Theorem 3] for the relay channel with perfect causal feedback from the
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destination to the relay.

Remark 5.12 On the other hand, when the channel from the source to the relay

and the channel from the destination to the relay are both weak, i.e., Y1 and Ŷ2

are both ‘noisy’ such that the term I(X0; Y1, Ŷ2|X1, X2) is limited, requiring the

relay to fully decode the message from the source would result in a bottleneck for

the achievable rate RDFB1. One possible way to overcome this is to let the relay

perform partially-decode-and-forward, and we have an extended result as follows.

Let U and Ŷ2 be two auxiliary random variables defined over arbitrary finite

alphabets U and Ŷ2. Let P∗
2 denote the set of all the joint distributions p(·) that

factor in the form

p(u, x0, x1, x2, y1, y2, ŷ2) = p(x1)p(u|x1)p(x0|u)p(x2)p(y1, y2|x0, x1, x2)p(ŷ2|y2, x2).

(5.33)

Theorem 5.5 For the discrete memoryless relay channel with generalized feedback

sent from the destination, CDFB, the following rate RDFB2 is achievable:

RDFB2 := sup
p(·)∈P∗

2

min{I(U, X0, X1; Y2|X2), I(U ; Y1, Ŷ2|X2, X1) + I(X0; Y2|X2, X1, U)},

subject to the constraint

I(Ŷ2; Y2|X2) ≤ I(X2; Y1|X1) + I(Ŷ2; Y1, X1|X2). (5.34)

Proof: An outline of the proof is provided in Appendix B.3. �

Remark 5.13 In both Theorems 5.4 and 5.5, the destination compresses its chan-

nel output sequence to obtain Ŷ2 and sends it to the relay. The relay hence can

decode more information from both Y1 and Ŷ2 than it can decode from Y1 only.

This allows more information to be sent to the destination through the cooperation

between the source and the relay, which improves the achievable rate.
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5.5 Concluding Remarks

5.5 Concluding Remarks

In this chapter, we have derived achievable rates for the discrete memoryless relay

channel with generalized feedback, in which either the source or the destination

operates in full duplex mode. We have further shown that the derived achievable

rate results include several previously known results as special cases.

Node 2

Destination

Relay

Node 1

Source

Node 0

w ŵ

X2

X1

X0

Y1

Y2

Y0

p(y0, y1, y2|x0, x1, x2)

Figure 5.3: Three-node relay channel in which all nodes are in full duplex mode.

An interesting problem, as a natural extension of the two configurations, is the

relay channel with all three nodes operating in full duplex mode, as illustrated in

Fig. 5.3. We can directly extend the coding schemes developed in this chapter

to this problem, but apparently the resultant coding scheme and achievable rate

would be rather complicated. It is hence interesting future work to develop new

and simpler coding schemes which can exploit the generalized feedback.
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Chapter 6

Summary of Contributions and

Future Work

Aiming to tackle the three challenging issues in wireless networks, correlated sources,

interference, and feedback, we investigated four different multi-nodal communica-

tion scenarios in the domain of wireless networks from an information theoretic

perspective. The first three scenarios or channel models can be considered as

variants of the IC: 1) ICC, 2) IC-DMS, and 3) the ICF. The last one that we in-

vestigated is the relay channel with generalized feedback, for which two different

feedback configurations are considered. In the following sections, we summarize

our contributions on each of these four channel models, and we also point out some

of the possible future work as extensions of our work in this thesis.

6.1 Summary of Contributions

We first investigated the ICC, in which two senders wish to transmit to their re-

spective receivers some private information as well as some common information.

We proposed a superposition coding scheme that consists of cascaded superposi-

tion encoding at the sender side and simultaneous decoding at the receiver side.

This coding scheme allows the common information to be transmitted to the re-

ceivers in a fully cooperative manner, upon which the private information is sent
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using the rate splitting technique. We derived a new achievable rate region for the

discrete memoryless ICC, which is shown to include a number of existing results

as special cases. We also extended our rate region to two special cases, a class of

ICCs in which one sender has no private information to transmit, and a class of

DICCs. We found that our achievable rate region is the capacity for this class of

deterministic channels, as we were able to establish the corresponding converse.

We further extended our result from the discrete memoryless case to the Gaussian

case. Moreover, we showed that our rate region strictly improves an existing result

using a Gaussian example.

We then investigated the IC-DMS (also termed as the cognitive radio channel),

in which two senders wish to send some private information (without common

information) to their respective receivers, whereas one sender (sender 2) is assumed

to have the a priori knowledge of the information that the other one wishes to

send. In such a channel, two different types of interference are involved: 1) receiver

1 suffers the first type of interference from the sender 2’s transmissions of its own

information; 2) receiver 2 suffers the other type of interference, as the interference

is non-casually known at the sender 2. We proposed a new coding scheme for this

channel. In this coding scheme, sender 1 encodes its message independently, while

sender 2 first performs rate splitting, and then applies Gel’fand-Pinsker coding

to encode the two sub-messages by treating the codeword to be transmitted by

sender 1 as known interference. Receiver 1 is required to perform a joint decoding

of the intended message from sender 1 and a sub-message from sender 1, whereas

receiver 2 only needs to decode the two intended sub-messages from sender 2. We

derived a new achievable rate region for the discrete memoryless IC-DMS with the

proposed coding scheme. We showed that our rate region includes two existing

results as special cases. We also extended our rate region to the Gaussian case,

and we further demonstrated that our rate region offers strict improvements over

the existing ones in the high-interference-gain regime using Gaussian examples.

We then considered the discrete memoryless ICF. This channel model is ob-
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6.2 Future Work

tained by assuming that in an IC, the channel outputs of the receivers are made

causally and perfectly available at the respective senders. We proposed a block

Markov coding scheme for the channel based on partially DF strategy and rate

splitting. The coding scheme allows the two senders to partially decode the infor-

mation sent by each other from the feedback such that, the two senders can then

cooperate with each other to resolve the remaining uncertainty at the receivers.

We derived a corresponding new achieved rate region for the discrete memoryless

ICF, for which both the implicit and explicit descriptions were presented.

We lastly investigated the relay channel with generalized feedback. Two differ-

ent feedback configurations were considered. In the first configuration, the source

is assumed to be able to operate in the full duplex mode, i.e., both the source and

the relay can receive and transmit signals simultaneously. We proposed to let the

relay perform CF strategy, such that the source can extract new information from

the feedback in order to exploit the feedback. We proposed three coding strategies

for this feedback configuration, by allowing the source node to act as a relay to

the original relay in the channel. The resultant achievable rates were shown to

include existing results for the relay channel with perfect feedback as special cases.

In the second configuration, both the relay and the destination are assumed to

operate in the full duplex mode, but not the source. Our proposed scheme for this

channel allows the destination node to perform CF, which facilitates the relay to

decode more information from the source. The relay then performs DF or partial

DF to cooperate with the source to resolve the remaining uncertainty at the desti-

nation about earlier block transmissions. We demonstrated that the corresponding

achievable rates are asymptotically optimal for the extreme case.

6.2 Future Work

We note that the IC-DMS contains the BC as a special case, but our achievable rate

region for the IC-DMS does not include the best achievable rate region, Marton’s

region [13], for the BC as a special case. This problem is mainly due to the fact that
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6.2 Future Work

we are still viewing the IC-DMS as a variant of IC, and thus we have applied the

coding technique invented for the IC, the rate splitting technique. This problem

also suggests that there is certain room for us to improve our current coding scheme.

A further investigation of the IC-DMS under the BC framework could potentially

lead to a new or better achievable rate region. Trying to integrate both the IC and

BC frameworks may result in an even better result.

To the other end, we also suspect our achievable result for the IC-DMS could

be optimal for a certain class of channels in the high-interference-gain regime. This

requires us to investigate the outer bounds of the IC-DMS, or derive new outer

bounds for the channel. This could be another possible direction of extension for

our current work on the IC-DMS.

It can be observed that our achievable rates derived for the relay channel with

generalized feedback all involve multiple auxiliary random variables such that, it

becomes very hard to perform evaluation of the respective rate region’s Gaussian

counterpart. We may wish to construct simpler coding schemes, which can also ex-

ploit the generalized feedback but involve fewer auxiliary random variables. Also,

as mentioned in Section 5.5 of Chapter 5, the relay channel with three full duplex

nodes would be an interesting extension of our work on the two feedback config-

urations. However, direct extension of our current coding schemes could lead to

much more complex coding schemes for the setting with three full duplex nodes.

This still urges us to seek for simpler coding schemes that can help to exploit the

generalized feedback at/from each node.
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Appendix A

Appendices to Chapter 2

A.1 Proof of Lemma 2.2

As the following lemma will be frequently used, we state it before the proof of

Lemma 2.2.

Lemma A.1 ([40, Theorem 14.2.3]) Let A
(n)
ǫ denote the typical set for the proba-

bility distribution p(s1, s2, s3), and let

Pr(S′
1 = s1,S

′
2 = s2,S

′
3 = s3) =

n
∏

i=1

p(s1i|s3i)p(s2i|s3i)p(s3i),

then Pr{(S′
1,S

′
2,S

′
3) ∈ A

(n)
ǫ } .

= 2−n(I(S1;S2|S3)±6ǫ).

Proof of Lemma 2.2: [Codebook Generation.] Let us fix a joint distribution

p(·) that factors in the form of (2.1). We first generate 2nR0 independent codewords

U0(i), i ∈ {1, ..., 2nR0}, according to
∏n

t=1 p(u0,t). At encoder 1, for each codeword

u0(i), generate 2nR12 independent codewords U1(i, j), j ∈ {1, ..., 2nR12}, accord-

ing to
∏n

t=1 p(u1,t|u0,t). Subsequently, for each pair of codewords (u0(i),u1(i, j)),

generate 2nR11 independent codewords X1(i, j, k), k ∈ {1, ..., 2nR11}, according to
∏n

t=1 p(x1,t|u1,t, u0,t). Similarly at encoder 2, for each codeword u0(i), generate

2nR21 independent codewords U2(i, l), l ∈ {1, ..., 2nR21}, according to
∏n

t=1 p(u2,t|u0,t).

Subsequently, for each codeword pair (u0(i),u2(i, l)), generate 2nR22 independent
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A.1 Proof of Lemma 2.2

codewords X2(i, l, m), m ∈ {1, ..., 2nR22}, according to
∏n

t=1 p(x2,t|u2,t, u0,t). The

entire codebook consisting of all the codewords u0(i), u1(i, j), x1(i, j, k), u2(i, l)

and, x2(i, l, m) with i ∈ {1, ..., 2nR0}, j ∈ {1, ..., 2nR12}, k ∈ {1, ..., 2nR11}, l ∈

{1, ..., 2nR21}, and, m ∈ {1, ..., 2nR22} is revealed to both receivers.

[Encoding & Transmission.] Suppose that the source message vector gener-

ated at the two senders is (n0, n1, l1, n2, l2) = (i, j, k, l, m). Sender 1 transmits code-

word x1(i, j, k) with n channel uses, while sender 2 transmits codeword x2(i, l, m)

with n channel uses. The transmissions are assumed to be perfectly synchronized.

[Decoding.] Each receiver accumulates an n-length channel output sequence,

y1 (receiver 1) or y2 (receiver 2). Let A
(n)
ǫ denote the typical sets of the respective

joint distributions. Decoder 1 declares that (̂i, ĵ, k̂) is received, if (̂i, ĵ, k̂) is the

unique message vector such that (u0(̂i),u1(̂i, ĵ),x1(̂i, ĵ, k̂),u2(̂i, l),y1) ∈ A
(n)
ǫ for

some l; otherwise declare an error. Similarly, decoder 2 looks for a unique message

vector (̂i, l̂, m̂) such that (u0(̂i),u2(̂i, l̂),x2(̂i, l̂, m̂), u1(̂i, j),y2) ∈ A
(n)
ǫ for some j;

otherwise declare an error.

[Analysis of the Probability of Decoding Error.] Because of the sym-

metry of the codebook generation, the probability of error does not depend on

which message vector is encoded and transmitted. Since the messages are uni-

formly generated over their respective ranges, the average error probability over

all the possible messages is equal to the probability of error incurred when any

message vector is encoded and transmitted. We hence only analyze the proba-

bility of error at decoder 1 in details, since the same analysis can be performed

for decoder 2. Without loss of generality, we assume that a source message vec-

tor (n0, nl, l1, n2, l2)=(1, 1, 1, 1, 1) is encoded and transmitted for the subsequent

analysis. We first define the event

Eijkl := {(U0(i),U1(i, j),X1(i, j, k),U2(i, l),Y1) ∈ A(n)
ǫ }.

The possible error events can be grouped into two classes: 1) the codewords

transmitted are not jointly typical, i.e., Ec
1111 happens; 2) there exist some (i, j, k) 6=
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A.1 Proof of Lemma 2.2

(1, 1, 1) such that Eijkl happens (l may not be 1). Thus the probability of error at

decoder 1 can be expressed as

P
(n)
e,1 = Pr(Ec

1111

⋃

∪(i,j,k)6=(1,1,1)Eijkl). (A.1)

By applying the union bound, we can upper-bound (A.1) as

P
(n)
e,1 ≤ Pr(Ec

1111) + Pr(∪(i,j,k)6=(1,1,1)Eijkl)

≤ Pr(Ec
1111) +

∑

i6=1

Pr(Ei111) +
∑

i6=1,l 6=1

Pr(Ei11l) +
∑

j 6=1

Pr(E1j11)

+
∑

j 6=1,l 6=1

Pr(E1j1l) +
∑

k 6=1

Pr(E11k1) +
∑

k 6=1,l 6=1

Pr(E11kl) +
∑

i6=1,j 6=1

Pr(Eij11)

+
∑

i6=1,j 6=1,l 6=1

Pr(Eij1l) +
∑

i6=1,k 6=1

Pr(Ei1k1) +
∑

i6=1,k 6=1,l 6=1

Pr(Ei1kl)

+
∑

j 6=1,k 6=1

Pr(E1jk1) +
∑

j 6=1,k 6=1,l 6=1

Pr(E1jkl) +
∑

i6=1,j 6=1,k 6=1

Pr(Eijk1)

+
∑

i6=1,j 6=1,k 6=1,l 6=1

Pr(Eijkl). (A.2)

Due to the asymptotic equipartition property (AEP) [40], Pr(Ec
1111) in (A.2) can

be made arbitrarily small as long as n is sufficiently large. The rest of the fourteen

probability terms in (A.2) can be evaluated through a standard procedure, which

is demonstrated as follows. To evaluate Pr(Ei111), we apply Lemma A.1 by letting

S′
1 = (U0(i),U1(i, 1),X1(i, 1, 1),U2(i, 1)), S′

2 = Y1, and S′
3 = ∅ with ∅ denoting

the empty set. Since the assumption of Lemma 3 on the joint distribution of S′
1,

S′
2, and S′

3 is satisfied, we have

Pr(Ei111) ≤ 2−n(I(U0,U1,X1,U2;Y1)−6ǫ) (a)
= 2−n(I(U0,X1,U2;Y1)−6ǫ).

Note that (a) follows from the fact that I(U1; Y1|U0, U2, X2) = 0, which is because

U1, (U0, U2, X1), and Y1 forms a Markov chain U1 → (U0, U2, X1) → Y1. Since

the case with S′
3 = ∅ seems not archetypal, we evaluate one more probability

term, P (E1jk1). Again, we use Lemma A.1 by letting S′
1 = (U1(1, j),X1(1, j, k)),
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S′
2 = Y1, and S′

3 = (U0(1),U2(1, 1)) to obtain

Pr(E1jk1) ≤ 2−n(I(U1,X1;Y1|U0,U2)−6ǫ).

By repeatedly applying Lemma A.1, we obtain upper-bounds of the remaining

twelve probability terms. Further, we employ these bounds to derive an upper-

bound of the probability of error at decoder 1 as

P
(n)
e,1 ≤ǫ + 2nR02−n(I(U0,X1,U2;Y1)−6ǫ) + 2n(R0+R21)2−n(I(U0,X1,U2;Y1)−6ǫ)

+ 2nR122−n(I(X1;Y1|U0,U2)−6ǫ) + 2n(R12+R21)2−n(I(X1,U2;Y1|U0)−6ǫ)

+ 2nR112−n(I(X1;Y1|U0,U1,U2)−6ǫ) + 2n(R11+R21)2−n(I(X1,U2;Y1|U0,U1)−6ǫ)

+ 2n(R0+R12)2−n(I(U0,X1,U2;Y1)−6ǫ) + 2n(R0+R12+R21)2−n(I(U0,X1,U2;Y1)−6ǫ)

+ 2n(R0+R11)2−n(I(U0,X1,U2;Y1)−6ǫ) + 2n(R0+R11+R21)2−n(I(U0,X1,U2;Y1)−6ǫ)

+ 2n(R12+R11)2−n(I(X1;Y1|U0,U2)−6ǫ) + 2n(R12+R11+R21)2−n(I(X1,U2;Y1|U0)−6ǫ)

+ 2n(R0+R12+R11)2−n(I(U0,X1,U2;Y1)−6ǫ)

+ 2n(R0+R12+R11+R21)2−n(I(U0,X1,U2;Y1)−6ǫ). (A.3)

It is now easy to check that when (2.2)–(2.6) hold and n is sufficiently large, we

have P
(n)
e,1 ≤ 15ǫ. By symmetry, we have P

(n)
e,2 ≤ 15ǫ for decoder 2, when (2.7)–

(2.11) hold and n is sufficiently large. Hence, max{P (n)
e,1 , P

(n)
e,2 } ≤ 15ǫ, and Lemma

2 readily follows. �

A.2 Proof of the Convexity of Rm

Let (R1
0, R

1
12, R

1
11, R

1
21, R

1
22) and (R2

0, R
2
12, R

2
11, R2

21, R
2
22) be two arbitrary rate quin-

tuples belonging to Rm. It suffices to show that for given any α ∈ [0, 1], (αR1
0+

(1−α)R2
0, αR1

12+(1−α)R2
12, αR1

11+(1−α)R2
11, αR1

21+(1−α)R2
21, αR1

22+(1−α)R2
22) ∈

Rm. Note that the rate region Rm is the union of regions Rm(p) over all p(·) ∈ P∗.

Thus, there must exist two sets of auxiliary random variables, namely (U1
0 , U1

1 , U1
2 )
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and (U2
0 , U2

1 , U2
2 ) such that their joint distributions p1(·) and p2(·) factor as

p1(u
1
0, u

1
1, u

1
2, x1, x2, y1, y2) = p(u1

0)p(u1
1|u1

0)p(u1
2|u1

0)

· p(x1|u1
1, u

1
0)p(x2|u1

2, u
1
0)p(y1, y2|x1, x2),

p2(u
2
0, u

2
1, u

2
2, x1, x2, y1, y2) = p(u2

0)p(u2
1|u2

0)p(u2
2|u2

0)

· p(x1|u2
1, u

2
0)p(x2|u2

2, u
2
0)p(y1, y2|x1, x2).

Let T be the independent random variable, taking the value 1 with probability α

and 2 with probability 1 − α. We define a new set of auxiliary random variables

(U0, U1, U2) such that U0 = (UT
0 , T ), U1 = UT

1 , and U2 = UT
2 , and then their joint

distribution p3(·) can factor

p3(u0, u1, u2, x1, x2, y1, y2) = p(u0)p(u1|u0)p(u2|u0)

· (x1|u1, u0)p(x2|u2, u0)p(y1, y2|x1, x2).

Since p3(·) ∈ P∗, we have Rm(p3) ⊆ Rm. It is easy to show that (αR1
0 + (1 −

α)R2
0, αR1

12+(1−α)R2
12, αR1

11 +(1−α)R2
11, αR1

21 +(1−α)R2
21, αR1

22 +(1−α)R2
22) ∈

Rm(p3) by following the steps used to prove the convexity of the capacity region for

the MACC in Appendix A of [56]. Therefore, we conclude (αR1
0+(1−α)R2

0, αR1
12+

(1−α)R2
12, αR1

11+(1−α)R2
11, αR1

21+(1−α)R2
21, αR1

22+(1−α)R2
22) ∈ Rm(p3) ⊆ Rm,

which proves the convexity.

A.3 Proof of Corollary 2.1

1. Fourier-Motzkin Elimination

We next show in details, how to apply Fourier-Motzkin elimination to obtain the

explicit rate region depicted by (2.12)–(2.24).
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Step 1: By defining

a1 := I(X1; Y1|U0, U1, U2),

b1 := I(X1; Y1|U0, U2),

c1 := I(X1, U2; Y1|U0, U1),

d1 := I(X1, U2; Y1|U0),

e1 := I(U0, X1, U2; Y1),

a2 := I(X2; Y2|U0, U2, U1),

b2 := I(X2; Y2|U0, U1),

c2 := I(X2, U1; Y2|U0, U2),

d2 := I(X2, U1; Y2|U0),

e2 := I(U0, X2, U1; Y2),

and substituting R11 with R1 − R12 and R22 with R2 − R21, we can rewrite the

implicit rate region (2.2)–(2.11) for a fixed joint distribution p(·) ∈ P∗ as

R1 − R12 ≤ a1, (A.4)

R1 ≤ b1, (A.5)

R1 − R12 + R21 ≤ c1, (A.6)

R1 + R21 ≤ d1, (A.7)

R0 + R1 + R21 ≤ e1; (A.8)

R2 − R21 ≤ a2, (A.9)

R2 ≤ b2, (A.10)

R2 − R21 + R12 ≤ c2, (A.11)

R2 + R12 ≤ d2, (A.12)

R0 + R2 + R12 ≤ e2; (A.13)
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−R12 ≤ 0, (A.14)

−R1 + R12 ≤ 0, (A.15)

−R21 ≤ 0, (A.16)

−R2 + R21 ≤ 0, (A.17)

Categorize (A.4)–(A.17) into the following three groups such that the inequali-

ties in group 1 do not contain the R12 term, those in group 2 contain the negative

R12 term, and those in group 3 contain the positive R12 term.

R1 ≤ b1, (A.18)

R1 + R21 ≤ d1, (A.19)

R0 + R1 + R21 ≤ e1; (A.20)

R2 − R21 ≤ a2, (A.21)

R2 ≤ b2, (A.22)

−R21 ≤ 0, (A.23)

−R2 + R21 ≤ 0; (A.24)

and

R1 − R12 ≤ a1, (A.25)

R1 − R12 + R21 ≤ c1, (A.26)

−R12 ≤ 0; (A.27)

and

R2 − R21 + R12 ≤ c2, (A.28)

R2 + R12 ≤ d2, (A.29)

R0 + R2 + R12 ≤ e2, (A.30)

−R1 + R12 ≤ 0. (A.31)

Step 2: By adding each inequality from (A.25)–(A.27) and each one from
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(A.28)–(A.31), we eliminate R12 and obtain the following new inequalities

R1 + R2 −R21 ≤ a1 + c2, (A.32)

R1 + R2 ≤ a1 + d2, (A.33)

R0 + R1 + R2 ≤ a1 + e2, (A.34)

0 ≤ a1; (A.35)

R1 + R2 ≤ c1 + c2, (A.36)

R1 + R2 + R21 ≤ c1 + d2, (A.37)

R0 + R1 + R2 + R21 ≤ c1 + e2, (A.38)

R21 ≤ c1; (A.39)

R2 −R21 ≤ c2, (A.40)

R2 ≤ d2, (A.41)

R0 + R2 ≤ e2, (A.42)

−R1 ≤ 0. (A.43)

Observing that (A.35) always holds, we exclude it first. It is straightforward

to verify that (A.41) is implied by (A.22), and (A.40) is implied by (A.21). We

therefore also exclude both (A.41) and (A.40). We then categorize the remaining

inequalities in (A.18)–(A.24) and (A.32)–(A.43) into the following three groups

according to the different involvement of R21:

R1 ≤ b1, (A.44)

R2 ≤ b2, (A.45)

R1 + R2 ≤ a1 + d2, (A.46)

R1 + R2 ≤ c1 + c2, (A.47)

R0 + R1 + R2 ≤ a1 + e2, (A.48)

−R1 ≤ 0, (A.49)
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R0 + R2 ≤ e2; (A.50)

and

R2 − R21 ≤ a2, (A.51)

−R21 ≤ 0, (A.52)

R1 + R2 − R21 ≤ a1 + c2; (A.53)

and

R1 + R21 ≤ d1, (A.54)

R0 + R1 + R21 ≤ e1, (A.55)

−R2 + R21 ≤ 0; (A.56)

R1 + R2 + R21 ≤ c1 + d2, (A.57)

R0 + R1 + R2 + R21 ≤ c1 + e2, (A.58)

R21 ≤ c1. (A.59)

Step 3: By adding each inequality from (A.51)–(A.53) and each one from

(A.54)–(A.59), we eliminate R21 and obtain the following new inequalities

R1 + R2 ≤ a2 + d1, (A.60)

R0 + R1 + R2 ≤ a2 + e1, (A.61)

0 ≤ a2, (A.62)

R1 + 2R2 ≤ a2 + c1 + d2, (A.63)

R0 + R1 + 2R2 ≤ a2 + c1 + e2, (A.64)

R2 ≤ a2 + c1; (A.65)

R1 ≤ d1, (A.66)

R0 + R1 ≤ e1 (A.67)

−R2 ≤ 0, (A.68)

R1 + R2 ≤ c1 + d2, (A.69)

R0 + R1 + R2 ≤ c1 + e2, (A.70)
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0 ≤ c1; (A.71)

2R1 + R2 ≤ a1 + c2 + d1, (A.72)

R0 + 2R1 + R2 ≤ a1 + c2 + e1, (A.73)

R1 ≤ a1 + c2, (A.74)

2R1 + 2R2 ≤ a1 + c2 + c1 + d2, (A.75)

R0 + 2R1 + 2R2 ≤ a1 + c2 + c1 + e2, (A.76)

R1 + R2 ≤ a1 + c2 + c1. (A.77)

We now group (A.44)–(A.50) and (A.60)–(A.77) together, and we can observe

that: i) (A.62) and (A.71) always hold, ii) (A.66) is implied by (A.44), iii) (A.69)

is implied by (A.46), iv) (A.77) is implied by (A.47), v) (A.75) is implied by (A.46)

and (A.47), vi) (A.70) is implied by (A.48), and vii) (A.76) is implied by (A.47)

and (A.48). By removing the redundant inequalities and reordering the remaining

ones, we have

R1 ≤ b1, (A.78)

R1 ≤ a1 + c2, (A.79)

R2 ≤ b2, (A.80)

R2 ≤ a2 + c1, (A.81)

R0 + R1 ≤ e1, (A.82)

R0 + R2 ≤ e2, (A.83)

R1 + R2 ≤ c1 + c2, (A.84)

R1 + R2 ≤ a1 + d2, (A.85)

R0 + R1 + R2 ≤ a1 + e2, (A.86)

R1 + R2 ≤ a2 + d1, (A.87)

R0 + R1 + R2 ≤ a2 + e1, (A.88)
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2R1 + R2 ≤ a1 + c2 + d1, (A.89)

R0 + 2R1 + R2 ≤ a1 + c2 + e1, (A.90)

R1 + 2R2 ≤ a2 + c1 + d2, (A.91)

R0 + R1 + 2R2 ≤ a2 + c1 + e2, (A.92)

−R1 ≤ 0, (A.93)

−R2 ≤ 0. (A.94)

Let R∗(p) denote the rate region defined by (A.78)–(A.94) for a fixed joint

distribution p(·) ∈ P∗, and let R∗ be defined as

R∗ :=
⋃

p(·)∈P∗

R∗(p).

Note that R∗(p) has two additional rate constraints (A.79) and (A.81), com-

pared with R(p) (explicitly given in Corollary 2.1). We next show that both (A.79)

and (A.81) are redundant by establishing the following equivalence:

R∗ =
⋃

p(·)∈P∗

R∗(p) ≡ R =
⋃

p(·)∈P∗

R(p). (A.95)

2. Equivalence between R and R∗

For any fixed joint distribution p(·) ∈ P∗, R∗(p) involves two additional rate con-

straints compared to R(p). It implies that R∗(p) ⊆ R(p) and
⋃

p(·)∈P∗ R∗(p) ⊆
⋃

p(·)∈P∗ R(p). To show the equivalence, we need prove
⋃

p(·)∈P∗ R(p) ⊆ ⋃p(·)∈P∗ R∗(p).

It is sufficient to show that for any given joint distribution p(·) ∈ P∗, we have

R(p) ⊆ R∗(p) ∪R∗(p1) ∪ R∗(p2), where p1(·) and p2(·) are defined as

p1(u0, u2, x1, x2, y1, y2) =
∑

u1∈U1

p(u0, u1, u2, x1, x2, y1, y2),

p2(u0, u1, x1, x2, y1, y2) =
∑

u2∈U2

p(u0, u1, u2, x1, x2, y1, y2).
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Without loss of generality, suppose that (R̃0, R̃1, R̃2) is a rate triple such that

(R̃0, R̃1, R̃2) ∈ R(p) and (R̃0, R̃1, R̃2) /∈ R∗(p) due to

I(X1; Y1|U0, U1, U2) + I(X2, U1; Y2|U0, U2) < R̃1, (A.96)

for the same given joint distribution p(·) ∈ P∗.

Since (R̃0, R̃1, R̃2) ∈ R(p), from (2.12), we have

R̃1 ≤ I(X1; Y1|U0, U2). (A.97)

From (2.17) and (A.96), we obtain

R̃2 < I(X2, U1; Y2|U0)− I(X2, U1; Y2|U0, U2)

= I(U2, X2, U1; Y2|U0)− I(X2, U1; Y2|U0, U2)

= I(U2; Y2|U0)

≤ I(U2, X2; Y2|U0)

= I(X2; Y2|U0). (A.98)

From (2.16) and (A.96), we have

R̃2 < I(X1, U2; Y1|U0, U1)− I(X1; Y1|U0, U1, U2)

= I(U2; Y1|U0, U1)

≤ I(X1, U2; Y1|U0, U1) + I(X2; Y2|U0, U2). (A.99)

From (2.14), we immediately have

R̃0 + R̃1 ≤ I(U0, U2, X1; Y1). (A.100)
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From (2.18) and (A.96), we obtain

R̃0 + R̃2 < I(U0, X1, U2; Y1)− I(X2, U1; Y2|U0, U2)

= I(U0, U1, X1, U2; Y1)− I(X2, U1; Y2|U0, U2)

= I(U0, U2; Y1)

≤ I(U0, U2, X2; Y1)

= I(U0, X2; Y1). (A.101)

From (2.21) and (A.96), we obtain

R̃1 + R̃2 < I(X1, U2; Y1|U0)

≤ I(X1, U2; Y1|U0) + I(X2; Y2|U0, U2). (A.102)

Similarly, from (2.22) and (A.96), we have

R̃0 + R̃1 + R̃2 < I(U0, X1, U2; Y1)

≤ I(U0, X1, U2; Y1) + I(X2; Y2|U0, U2). (A.103)

Setting U1 = ∅ in (A.78)–(A.94), we obtain R∗(p1) with (R0, R1, R2) satisfying

R1 ≤ I(X1; Y1|U0, U2),

R2 ≤ I(X2; Y2|U0),

R2 ≤ I(X2; Y2|U0, U2) + I(X1, U2; Y1|U0),

R0 + R1 ≤ I(U0, X1, U2; Y1),

R0 + R2 ≤ I(U0, X2; Y2),

R1 + R2 ≤ I(X1, U2; Y1|U0) + I(X2; Y2|U0, U2),

R0 + R1 + R2 ≤ I(U0, X1, U2; Y1) + I(X2; Y2|U0, U2).

Since the rate triple (R̃0, R̃1, R̃2) satisfies (A.97)–(A.103), we have (R̃0, R̃1, R̃2) ∈
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R∗(p1).

Similarly, if (R̃0, R̃1, R̃2) ∈ R(p) and I(X2; Y2|U0, U1, U2)+I(X1, U2; Y1|U0, U1) <

R̃2, i.e., (R̃0, R̃1, R̃2) /∈ R∗(p), then we have (R̃0, R̃1, R̃2) ∈ R∗(p2).

Hence, we have R(p) ⊆ R∗(p)∪R∗(p1)∪R∗(p2) and
⋃

p(·)∈P∗ R(p) ⊆ ⋃p(·)∈P∗ R∗(p).

The equivalence is thus proven.

A.4 Proof of the Converse Part of Theorem 2.4

1. Nondeterministic Codes and Deterministic Codes

In this part, we show that for any nondeterministic (or stochastic) (M0, M1, M2, n,

P ∗
e ) code for the ICC, there exists a deterministic (M0, M1, M2, n, Pe) code for the

same channel such that Pe ≤ P ∗
e , by applying the technique introduced in [80].

Assign each codeword xi ∈ Xn
i an index µi ∈ Ixi

= {1, 2, ..., |Xi|n}, i = 1, 2,

assign each channel output sequence yi ∈ Yn
i an index νi ∈ Iyi

= {1, 2, ..., |Yi|n},

i = 1, 2, and assign each message pair (w0, wi) an index ϑi ∈ Iwi
= {1, 2, ..., M0Mi},

i = 1, 2.

Consider one nondeterministic (M0, M1, M2, n, P ∗
e ) code with the encoders and

the decoders being defined by the following probability matrices

Encoder i : PEi
(µi|ϑi), i = 1, 2,

Decoder i : PDi
(ϑ̂i|νi), i = 1, 2.

We next show that there exist the following lists of random variables

AM0Mi

Ei
= (AEi

(1), AEi
(2), ..., AEi

(M0Mi)), i = 1, 2,

A
|Yi|n

Di
= (ADi

(1), ADi
(2), ..., ADi

(|Yi|n)), i = 1, 2,

such that the encoding and decoding functions of the nondeterministic (M0, M1, M2,
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n, P ∗
e ) code can be expressed as

µi = fi(ϑi, AEi
(ϑi)), i = 1, 2,

ϑ̂i = gi(νi, ADi
(νi)), i = 1, 2.

Let all the elements of AM0Mi

Ei
and A

|Yi|n

Di
, i = 1, 2, be independent of each other

and all other random variables, and uniformly distributed over the interval [0, 1).

With respect to encoder 1, for each ϑ1 ∈ Iwi
and each m ∈ Ix1 we define

BE1(ϑ1, m) =

m
∑

j=1

p(j|ϑ1), and BE1(ϑ1, 0) = 0.

Suppose that a message pair (w̃0, w̃1) indexed by ϑ̃1 is to be encoded. We let

f1(·) output µ1 = t, if AE1(ϑ̃1) falls into the interval [BE1(ϑ̃1, t − 1), BE1(ϑ̃1, t)).

Hence, we have

Pr
(

AE1(ϑ̃1) ∈
[

BE1(ϑ̃1, t− 1), BE1(ϑ̃1, t)
))

= p(t|ϑ̃1),

which means that the constructed encoding function f1(·) is equivalent to the orig-

inal encoding probability matrix PE1(µ1|ϑ1). Similar constructions can be done for

encoder 2 and the two decoders.

We define the random variable A := (AM0M1
E1

, AM0M2
E2

, A
|Y1|n

D1
, A

|Y2|n

D2
), which has

a joint probability distribution p(a) over range A.

The probabilities of error in decoding the given nondeterministic (M0, M1, M2,

n, P ∗
e ) code can now be expressed as

Pe,i = Pr((Ŵ0, Ŵi) 6= (W0, Wi))

=

∫

a∈A

Pr((Ŵ0, Ŵi) 6= (W0, Wi)|a)da, i = 1, 2.
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Therefore, there always exists some a ∈ A such that

Pr((Ŵ0, Ŵi) 6= (W0, Wi)|a) ≤ max{P (n)
e,1 , P

(n)
e,2 }, i = 1, 2. (A.104)

Let Pe = max{P (n)
e,1 , P

(n)
e,2 }. From (A.104), we have a deterministic (M0, M1, M2,

n, Pe) code. By the definition of the (M0, M1, M2, n, P ∗
e ) code, we have

max{P (n)
e,1 , P

(n)
e,2 } ≤ P ∗

e ,

and thus the claim follows immediately.

2. A Converse Based on Deterministic Codes

Based on the discussion in the previous section, it suffices to show that for any

deterministic (2nR0 , 2nR1, 2nR2, n, Pe) code with Pe → 0, the rate triple (R0, R1, R2)

must satisfy (2.38)–(2.50) for some joint distribution p(v0)p(x1|v0)p(x2|v0), to es-

tablish the converse.

Consider a deterministic (2nR0, 2nR1, 2nR2 , n, Pe) code with Pe → 0. Note that

Pe → 0 implies P
(n)
e,1 → 0 and P

(n)
e,2 → 0. Applying Fano-inequality [40] for decoder

1, we obtain

H(W0, W1|Y n
1 ) ≤ n(R0 + R1)P

(n)
e,1 + h(P

(n)
e,1 ) := nǫ1n,

where h(·) is the binary entropy function. Note that ǫ1n → 0 as P
(n)
e,1 → 0. It easily

follows that

H(W1|Y n
1 , W0) ≤ H(W0, W1|Y n

1 ) ≤ nǫ1n. (A.105)

By symmetry, we also have

H(W2|Y n
2 , W0) ≤ H(W0, W2|Y n

2 ) ≤ nǫ2n. (A.106)
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We now expand the entropy term H(Y n
1 , V n

2 |W0, W1) as

H(Y n
1 , V n

2 |W0, W1)
(a)
= H(Y n

1 , V n
2 |Xn

1 , W0, W1)

(b)
= H(V n

2 |Xn
1 , W0, W1) + H(Y n

1 |V n
2 , Xn

1 , W0, W1)

(c)
= H(Y n

1 |Xn
1 , W0, W1) + H(V n

2 |Y n
1 , Xn

1 , W0, W1),

where (a) follows from the fact that Xn
1 = f1(W0, W1) is a deterministic func-

tion of W0 and W1 for a given (2nR0, 2nR1, 2nR2, n, Pe) code, and both (b) and

(c) are based on the chain rule. Since Y1 is a deterministic function of X1 and

V2, H(Y n
1 |V n

2 , Xn
1 , W0, W1) = 0. Similarly, due to V2 = h1(Y1, X1), we have

H(V n
2 |Y n

1 , Xn
1 , W0, W1) = 0. Hence, we obtain the following

H(V n
2 |Xn

1 , W0, W1) = H(Y n
1 |Xn

1 , W0, W1),

H(V n
2 |W0, W1)

(a)
= H(Y n

1 |W0, W1),

H(V n
2 |W0)

(b)
= H(Y n

1 |W0, W1), (A.107)

where (a) follows from the deterministic relation between Xn
1 and (W0, W1), and

(b) follows from the conditional independence between V n
2 and W1 given W0. Anal-

ogously, we have

H(V n
1 |W0) = H(Y n

2 |W0, W2). (A.108)

Before proceeding to the main part of the converse, we need show the following

two inequalities

I(W1; Y
n
1 |W0) ≤ I(W1; Y

n
1 , V n

1 |V n
2 , W0), (A.109)

I(W2; Y
n
2 |W0) ≤ I(W2; Y

n
2 , V n

2 |V n
1 , W0). (A.110)
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Inequality (A.109) can be derived as follows:

I(W1; Y
n
1 |W0) = H(W1|W0)−H(W1|Y n

1 , W0)

(a)

≤ H(W1|V n
2 , W0)−H(W1|Y n

1 , V n
2 , W0)

(b)

≤ H(W1|V n
2 , W0)−H(W1|Y n

1 , V n
1 , V n

2 , W0)

= I(W1; Y
n
1 , V n

1 |V n
2 , W0),

where (a) follows from the facts that H(W1|W0) = H(W1|V n
2 , W0) which is due

to the conditional independence between W1 and V n
2 given W0, and “conditioning

reduces entropy”, i.e., H(W1|Y n
1 , V n

2 , W0) ≤ H(W1|Y n
1 , W0), and (b) follows from

“conditioning reduces entropy” as well. Similarly, we can obtain (A.110).

We now prove each of (2.38)–(2.50) by using (A.105)–(A.110).

For (2.38), we have

nR1 = H(W1) = H(W1|W0)

(a)
= H(W1|W0, V

n
2 )

= I(W1; Y
n
1 |W0, V

n
2 ) + H(W1|Y n

1 , W0, V
n
2 )

(b)

≤ H(Y n
1 |W0, V

n
2 )−H(Y n

1 |W0, W1, V
n
2 ) + nǫ1n

(c)
= H(Y n

1 |W0, V
n
2 ) + nǫ1n

≤
n
∑

i=1

H(Y1i|V2i, W0) + nǫ1n, (A.111)

where (a) follows from the fact that W1 and V n
2 are conditionally independent given

W0, (b) follows from H(W1|Y n
1 , W0, V

n
2 ) ≤ H(W1|Y n

1 , W0) ≤ nǫ1n, and (c) follows

from H(Y n
1 |W0, W1, V

n
2 ) = H(Y n

1 |Xn
1 , V n

2 , W0, W1) = 0.

Analogously, for (2.39) we have

nR2 ≤
n
∑

i=1

H(Y2i|V1iW0) + nǫ2n. (A.112)
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Regarding (2.40), we have

n(R0 + R1) = H(W0, W1)

= I(W0, W1; Y
n
1 ) + I(W0, W1|Y n

1 )

(a)

≤ I(W0, W1; Y
n
1 ) + nǫ1n

≤ H(Y n
1 ) + nǫ1n

≤
n
∑

i=1

H(Y1i) + nǫ1n, (A.113)

where (a) follows from (A.105).

Similarly, for (2.41) we have

n(R0 + R2) ≤
n
∑

i=1

H(Y2i) + nǫ2n. (A.114)

With respect to (2.42), we have

n(R1 + R2) = H(W1) + H(W2)

= H(W1|W0) + H(W2|W0)

= I(W1; Y
n
1 |W0) + H(W1|Y n

1 , W0) + I(W2; Y
n
2 |W0) + H(W2|Y n

2 , W0)

(a)

≤ H(Y n
1 |W0)−H(Y n

1 |W0, W1) + H(Y n
2 |W0)−H(Y n

2 |W0, W2) + n(ǫ1n + ǫ2n)

(b)
= H(Y n

1 |W0)−H(V n
2 |W0) + H(Y n

2 |W0)−H(V n
1 |W0) + n(ǫ1n + ǫ2n)

≤ H(Y n
1 , V n

1 |W0)−H(V n
1 |W0) + H(Y n

2 , V n
2 |W0)−H(V n

2 |W0) + n(ǫ1n + ǫ2n)

= H(Y n
1 |V n

1 , W0) + H(Y n
2 |V n

2 , W0) + n(ǫ1n + ǫ2n)

≤
n
∑

i=1

H(Y1i|V1i, W0) +
n
∑

i=1

H(Y2i|V2i, W0) + n(ǫ1n + ǫ2n), (A.115)

where (a) follows from inequalities (A.105) and (A.106), and (b) follows from equal-

ities (A.107) and (A.108).
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Regarding (2.43), we have

n(R1 + R2) = H(W1|W0) + H(W2|W0)

(a)

≤ I(W1; Y
n
1 |W0) + I(W2; Y

n
2 |W0) + n(ǫ1n + ǫ2n)

(b)

≤ I(W1; Y
n
1 |W0) + I(W2; Y

n
2 , V n

2 |V n
1 , W0) + n(ǫ1n + ǫ2n)

= I(W1; Y
n
1 |W0) + I(W2; V

n
2 |V n

1 , W0) + I(W2; Y
n
2 |V n

1 , V n
2 , W0) + n(ǫ1n + ǫ2n)

≤ H(Y n
1 |W0)−H(Y n

1 |W0W1) + H(V n
2 |V n

1 , W0)−H(V n
2 |V n

1 , W2, W0)

+ H(Y n
2 |V n

1 , V n
2 , W0)−H(Y n

2 |V n
1 , V n

2 , W2, W0) + n(ǫ1n + ǫ2n)

(c)
= H(Y n

1 |W0) + H(Y n
2 |V n

1 , V n
2 , W0) + n(ǫ1n + ǫ2n)

≤
n
∑

i=1

H(Y1i|W0) +

n
∑

i=1

H(Y2i|V1i, V2i, W0) + n(ǫ1n + ǫ2n), (A.116)

in which (a) follows from (A.105) and (A.106), (b) follows from (A.109), and

(c) follows from H(Y n
1 |W0, W1) = H(V n

2 |V n
1 , W0), H(V n

2 |V n
1 , W2, W0) = 0 which

is because V n
2 is determined by Xn

2 and Xn
2 is determined by (W0, W2), and

H(Y n
2 |V n

1 , V n
2 , W2, W0) = H(Y n

2 |Xn
2 , V n

1 , V n
2 , W2, W0) = 0.

Similarly, we have

n(R1 + R2) ≤
n
∑

i=1

H(Y2i|W0) +
n
∑

i=1

H(Y1i|V1i, V2i, W0) + n(ǫ1n + ǫ2n), (A.117)

which corresponds to (2.45).

For (2.44), we obtain

n(R0 + R1 + R2) = H(W0, W1) + H(W2|W0)

(a)

≤ I(W0, W1; Y
n
1 ) + I(W2; Y

n
2 |W0) + n(ǫ1n + ǫ2n)

(b)

≤ I(W0, W1; Y
n
1 ) + I(W2; Y

n
2 , V n

2 |V n
1 , W0) + n(ǫ1n + ǫ2n)

= I(W0, W1; Y
n
1 ) + I(W2; V

n
2 |V n

1 , W0) + I(W2; Y
n
2 |V n

1 , V n
2 , W0)

+ n(ǫ1n + ǫ2n)
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≤ H(Y n
1 )−H(Y n

1 |W0W1) + H(V n
2 |V n

1 , W0)−H(V n
2 |V n

1 , W2, W0)

+ H(Y n
2 |V n

1 , V n
2 , W0)−H(Y n

2 |V n
1 , V n

2 , W2, W0) + n(ǫ1n + ǫ2n)

(c)
= H(Y n

1 ) + H(Y n
2 |V n

1 , V n
2 , W0) + n(ǫ1n + ǫ2n)

≤
n
∑

i=1

H(Y1i) +

n
∑

i=1

H(Y2i|V1i, V2i, W0) + n(ǫ1n + ǫ2n), (A.118)

where (a), (b), and (c) follow from the same arguments for (A.116). Note that the

proof for (A.118) and the one for (A.116) only differ in the first few steps, and the

rest follows from the same set of arguments and procedures.

Instead of expressing n(R0+R1+R2) as H(W0, W1)+H(W2|W0), we set n(R0+

R1 + R2) = H(W0|W1) + H(W0, W2). Following the similar steps used in deriving

(A.118), we obtain

n(R0 + R1 + R2) ≤
n
∑

i=1

H(Y2i) +
n
∑

i=1

H(Y1i|V1i, V2i, W0) + n(ǫ1n + ǫ2n), (A.119)

which corresponds to (2.46).

Now for (2.47), we have

n(2R1 + R2) = H(W1|W0) + H(W1|W0) + H(W2|W0)

(a)

≤ I(W1; Y
n
1 |W0) + I(W1; Y

n
1 |W0) + I(W2; Y

n
2 |W0) + n(2ǫ1n + ǫ2n)

(b)

≤ I(W1; Y
n
1 |W0) + I(W1; Y

n
1 , V n

1 |V n
2 , W0) + I(W2; Y

n
2 |W0)

+ n(2ǫ1n + ǫ2n)

= I(W1; Y
n
1 |W0) + I(W1; V

n
1 |V n

2 W0) + I(W1; Y
n
1 |V n

1 , V n
2 , W0)

+ I(W2; Y
n
2 |W0) + n(2ǫ1n + ǫ2n)

= H(Y n
1 |W0)−H(Y n

1 |W0, W1) + H(V n
1 |V n

2 , W0)−H(V n
1 |V n

2 , W0, W1)

+ H(Y n
1 |V n

1 , V n
2 , W0)−H(Y n

1 |V n
1 , V n

2 , W0, W1) + H(Y n
2 |W0)

−H(Y n
2 |W0, W2) + n(2ǫ1n + ǫ2n)
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(c)
= H(Y n

1 |W0)−H(Y n
1 |W0, W1) + H(Y n

1 |V n
1 , V n

2 , W0)

+ H(Y n
2 |W0) + n(2ǫ1n + ǫ2n)

(d)
= H(Y n

1 |W0)−H(V n
2 |W0) + H(Y n

1 |V n
1 , V n

2 , W0)

+ H(Y n
2 |W0) + n(2ǫ1n + ǫ2n)

≤ H(Y n
1 |W0)−H(V n

2 |W0) + H(Y n
1 |V n

1 , V n
2 , W0)

+ H(Y n
2 , V n

2 |W0) + n(2ǫ1n + ǫ2n)

= H(Y n
1 |W0) + H(Y n

1 |V n
1 , V n

2 , W0) + H(Y n
2 |V n

2 , W0)

+ n(2ǫ1n + ǫ2n)

≤
n
∑

i=1

H(Y1i|W0) +
n
∑

i=1

H(Y1i|V1i, V2i, W0) +
n
∑

i=1

H(Y2i|V2i, W0)

+ n(2ǫ1n + ǫ2n), (A.120)

where (a) follows from (A.105) and (A.106), (b) follows from (A.109), (c) follows

from the facts that H(V n
1 |V n

2 , W0) = H(V n
1 |W0) = H(Y n

2 |W0, W2), H(V n
1 |V n

2 , W0, W1) =

H(V n
1 |Xn

1 , V n
2 , W0, W1) = 0, and H(Y n

1 |V n
1 , V n

2 , W0, W1) = H(Y n
1 |V n

1 , Xn
1 , V n

2 , W0, W1) =

0, and (d) follows from H(V n
2 |W0) = H(Y n

1 |W0, W1). Following similar procedures,

we obtain

n(R1 + 2R2) ≤
n
∑

i=1

H(Y2i|W0) +

n
∑

i=1

H(Y2i|V1i, V2i, W0) +

n
∑

i=1

H(Y1i|V1i, W0)

+ n(ǫ1n + 2ǫ2n), (A.121)

n(R0 + 2R1 + R2) ≤
n
∑

i=1

H(Y1i) +

n
∑

i=1

H(Y1i|V1i, V2i, W0) +

n
∑

i=1

H(Y2i|V2i, W0)

+ n(2ǫ1n + ǫ2n), (A.122)

n(R0 + R1 + 2R2) ≤
n
∑

i=1

H(Y2i) +

n
∑

i=1

H(Y2i|V1i, V2i, W0) +

n
∑

i=1

H(Y1i|V1i, W0)

+ n(ǫ1n + 2ǫ2n), (A.123)

which correspond to (2.49), (2.48), and (2.50) respectively.

We have derived a number of inequalities (A.111)–(A.123) which upper bound
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the rate triple (R0, R1, R2) of a given code for the DICC channel. We now adopt

the technique which was used to prove the converse of the capacity region of the

MACC in [7] and [56]. Define V0 = W0, equivalently p(v0i) = p(w0), i.e., V0 or V0i is

an auxiliary random variable uniformly distributed over the common message set

W0 = {1, ..., M0}. Since X1 and X2 are conditionally independent given W0, i.e.,

p(x1i, x2i|w0) = p(x1i|w0)p(x2i|w0), we can write p(x1i, x2i|v0i) = p(x1i|v0i)p(x2i|v0i).

Due to the introduction of V0, the region inherits the convexity from the achievable

rate region for the general ICC. We now can conclude that the rate of the given code

(R0, R1, R2) is upper bounded by (2.38)–(2.50) for some choice of joint distribution

p(v0)p(x1|v0)p(x2|v0). This completes the proof of the converse.
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Appendix B

Appendices to Chapter 5

B.1 Proof of Theorem 5.2

To show the achievability of RSFB1, we develop a block Markov supposition coding

scheme consisting of regular encoding and sliding window decoding. The successive

transmissions consist of B + 2 blocks, and each of n symbols. In each of the

first B blocks, a message w ∈ [1, 2nRSFB1 ] is encoded and sent to the destination

with probability of error approaching 0. The average rate of transmission is thus

RSFB1B/(B + 2), which approaches RSFB1 as B →∞.

Let us fix a joint distribution p(·) ∈ P1.

[Random Codebook Generation.] Generate three statistically independent code-

books by repeating the following procedures for three times.

1. Generate 2nR̂0 i.i.d. codewords U(i), i ∈ [1, 2nR̂0], according to the joint

distribution
∏n

t=1 p(ut).

2. For each U(i), i ∈ [1, 2nR̂0], generate 2nRSFB1 i.i.d. codewords X0(i, j), j ∈

[1, 2nRSFB1 ], according to
∏n

t=1 p(x0,t|ut(i)).

3. For each U(i), i ∈ [1, 2nR̂0], generate 2nR̂0 i.i.d. codewords V(i, k), k ∈

[1, 2nR̂0], according to
∏n

t=1 p(vt|ut(i)).

4. For each V(i, k), i, k ∈ [1, 2nR̂0], generate 2n
ˆ̂
R0 i.i.d. codewords X1(i, k, l),
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B.1 Proof of Theorem 5.2

l ∈ [1, 2n
ˆ̂
R0], according to

∏n

t=1 p(x1,t|vt(i, k)).

5. For each codeword pair (U(i),V(i, k)), i, k ∈ [1, 2nR̂0], generate 2nR̂0 i.i.d.

codewords Ŷ1(i, k, m1), m1 ∈ [1, 2nR̂0], according to

n
∏

t=1

p(ŷ1,t|ut(i), vt(i, k)).

6. For each codeword triple (U(i),V(i, k),X1(i, k, l)), i, k ∈ [1, 2nR̂0], l ∈ [1, 2n
ˆ̂
R0],

generate 2n
ˆ̂
R0 i.i.d. codewords Y̌1(i, k, l, m2), m2 ∈ [1, 2n

ˆ̂
R0], according to

n
∏

t=1

p(y̌1,t|ut(i), vt(i, k), x1,t(i, k, l)).

[Encoding and Transmission.] We use the three codebooks in a periodic manner

such that any adjacent three blocks are encoded using the three different codebooks

respectively, to ensure the mutual independence of the error events among any

consecutive three blocks.

Assume that at the end of the transmission of block b− 1, a new message w(b)

is to be transmitted by the source in block b. Further assume that the following

messages are now available or have been decoded at the respective nodes:

1. At the source: m
(1)
1 , m

(2)
1 , ..., m

(b−3)
1 ; w(1), w(2), ..., w(b).

2. At the relay: m
(1)
1 , m

(2)
1 , ..., m

(b−2)
1 ; m

(1)
2 , m

(2)
2 , ..., m

(b−2)
2 .

The source first needs to decode m
(b−2)
1 (equivalently , ŷ1(m

(b−4)
1 , m

(b−3)
1 , m

(b−2)
1 )),

the compressed version of the channel output sequence y
(b−2)
1 , from its received

channel output sequence y
(b−1)
0 in block b−1. To do so, it looks for an index m̂

(b−2)
1

such that

(u(m
(b−3)
1 ),x0(m

(b−3)
1 , w(b−1)),v(m

(b−3)
1 , m̂

(b−2)
1 ),y

(b−1)
0 ) ∈ A(n)

ǫ , and

(ŷ1(m
(b−4)
1 , m

(b−3)
1 , m̂

(b−2)
1 ),y

(b−2)
0 ,u(m

(b−4)
1 ),x0(m

(b−4)
1 , w(b−2)),

v(m
(b−4)
1 , m

(b−3)
1 )) ∈ A(n)

ǫ .
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If the index found is unique, the source declares m
(b−2)
1 = m̂

(b−2)
1 ; otherwise, it

declares an error. The probability of error approaches 0 for sufficiently large n,

when the following constraint holds:

R̂0 ≤ I(V ; Y0|X0, U) + I(Ŷ1; Y0, X0|V, U). (B.1)

If the index m
(b−2)
1 is successfully found, the source transmits the codeword x0(m

(b−2)
1 ,

w(b)) in block b; otherwise, it sends x0(1, w
(b)).

The relay first needs to apply Wyner-Ziv coding twice to compress the newly

received channel output sequence y
(b−1)
1 into two different versions:

ŷ1(m
(b−3)
1 , m

(b−2)
1 , m

(b−1)
1 ), and y̌1(m

(b−3)
1 , m

(b−2)
1 , m

(b−2)
2 , m

(b−1)
2 ).

The relay looks for an index m̂
(b−1)
1 such that

(ŷ1(m
(b−3)
1 , m

(b−2)
1 , m̂

(b−1)
1 ),y

(b−1)
1 ,u(m

(b−3)
1 ),v(m

(b−3)
1 , m

(b−2)
1 )) ∈ A(n)

ǫ .

If such an index is found, the relay declares m
(b−1)
1 = m̂

(b−1)
1 ; otherwise, an error is

declared when there is no such index found. The probability of error tends to 0 for

sufficiently large n, as long as

R̂0 ≥ I(Ŷ1; Y1|V, U). (B.2)

The relay next looks for an index m̂
(b−1)
2 such that

(y̌1(m
(b−3)
1 , m

(b−2)
1 , m

(b−2)
2 , m̂

(b−1)
2 ),y

(b−1)
1 ,u(m

(b−3)
1 ),v(m

(b−3)
1 , m

(b−2)
1 ),

x1(m
(b−3)
1 , m

(b−2)
1 , m

(b−2)
2 )) ∈ A(n)

ǫ .

Similarly, if such an index is found, the relay declares m
(b−1)
2 = m̂

(b−1)
2 ; otherwise

an error is declared. The probability of this error tends to 0 when n is sufficiently
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large, as long as

ˆ̂
R0 ≥ I(Y̌1; Y1|X1, V, U). (B.3)

If both m
(b−1)
1 and m

(b−1)
2 are successfully determined, the relay transmits the code-

word x1(m
(b−2)
1 , m

(b−1)
1 , m

(b−1)
2 ) in block b; otherwise, it sends x1(m

(b−2)
1 , 1, 1).

In Table B.2, we list all the corresponding codewords being sent in each block

for the current coding scheme.

[Decoding.] Assume that the transmission of block b is just finished, and assume

that the destination has successfully decoded the message indices: 1) w(1), w(2),

..., w(b); 2) m
(1)
1 , m

(2)
1 , ..., m

(b−3)
1 ; and 3) m

(1)
2 , m

(2)
2 , ..., m

(b−3)
2 . To decode the

message w(b−2), the destination first needs to find the indices m
(b−2)
1 and m

(b−2)
2 .

Equivalently, it needs to determine the codewords ŷ1(m
(b−4)
1 , m

(b−3)
1 , m

(b−2)
1 ) and

y̌1(m
(b−4)
1 , m

(b−3)
1 , m

(b−3)
2 , m

(b−2)
2 ), which are the two compressed versions of y

(b−2)
1 ,

from the channel output sequences y
(b−2)
2 , y

(b−1)
2 , and y

(b)
2 .

The destination declares m
(b−2)
1 = m̂

(b−2)
1 if there exists a unique index m̂

(b−2)
1

such that the following three events happen simultaneously

(u(m̂
(b−2)
1 ),y

(b)
2 ) ∈ A(n)

ǫ ,

(u(m
(b−3)
1 ),v(m

(b−3)
1 , m̂

(b−2)
1 ),y

(b−1)
2 ) ∈ A(n)

ǫ , and

(ŷ1(m
(b−4)
1 , m

(b−3)
1 , m̂

(b−2)
2 ),y

(b−2)
2 ,u(m

(b−4)
1 ),v(m

(b−4)
1 , m

(b−3)
1 )) ∈ A(n)

ǫ .

Otherwise, an error is declared. The probability of error can be shown to approach

0 when

R̂0 ≤ I(U ; Y2) + I(V ; Y2|U) + I(Ŷ1; Y2|V, U), (B.4)

as n→∞.

Upon finding m
(b−2)
1 , the destination declares m

(b−2)
2 = m̂

(b−2)
2 if there exists a
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unique index m̂
(b−2)
2 such that the following two events happen simultaneously

(u(m
(b−3)
1 ),v(m

(b−3)
1 , m

(b−2)
1 ),x1(m

(b−3)
1 , m

(b−2)
1 , m̂

(b−2)
2 ),y

(b−1)
2 ) ∈ A(n)

ǫ , and

(y̌1(m
(b−4)
1 , m

(b−3)
1 , m

(b−3)
2 , m̂

(b−2)
2 ),y

(b−2)
2 ,u(m

(b−4)
1 ),v(m

(b−4)
1 , m

(b−3)
1 ),

x1(m
(b−4)
1 , m

(b−3)
1 , m

(b−3)
2 )) ∈ A(n)

ǫ .

Otherwise, an error is declared. The probability of error can be shown to approach

0 when

ˆ̂
R0 ≤ I(X1; Y2|U, V ) + I(Y̌1; Y2|X1, U, V ), (B.5)

as n→∞.

Finally, the destination decodes the message w(b−2) from the compressed ver-

sions of the channel output sequences at the relay and its own channel output

sequence: ŷ1(m
(b−4)
1 , m

(b−3)
1 , m

(b−2)
1 ), y̌1(m

(b−4)
1 , m

(b−3)
1 , m

(b−3)
2 , m

(b−2)
2 ), and y

(b−2)
2 .

It declares that w(b−2) = ŵ(b−2) if ŵ(b−2) is the unique message index such that

(u(m
(b−4)
1 ),x0(m

(b−4)
1 , ŵ(b−2)),v(m

(b−4)
1 , m

(b−3)
1 ),x1(m

(b−4)
1 , m

(b−3)
1 , m

(b−3)
2 ),

ŷ1(m
(b−4)
1 , m

(b−3)
1 , m

(b−2)
1 ), y̌1(m

(b−4)
1 , m

(b−3)
1 , m

(b−3)
2 , m

(b−2)
2 ),y

(b−2)
2 ) ∈ A(n)

ǫ ;

otherwise, an error is declared. For sufficiently large n, the decoding error proba-

bility of this step can be readily shown to approach 0 when

RSFB1 ≤ I(X0; Y2, Ŷ1, Y̌1|X1, V, U).

Therefore, any rate RSFB1 ≤ I(X0; Y2, Ŷ1|X1, U) is achievable subject to con-

straints (B.1)–(B.5) for a fixed joint distribution p(·) ∈ P1, and the theorem follows.

�
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B.2 Proof of Theorem 5.3

A block Markov coding scheme consisting B+2 block transmissions is developed to

achieve the rate RSFB2. Regular encoding and slide window decoding are applied.

Fix a joint probability distribution p(·) ∈ P2.

[Codebook Generation.] Generate three statistically independent codebooks by

repeating the following procedure for three times.

1. Generate 2nR0 i.i.d. codewords U(i), i ∈ [1, 2nR0], according to the joint

distribution
∏n

t=1 p(ut).

2. For each U(i), i ∈ [1, 2nR0], generate 2nRSFB2 i.i.d. codewords X0(i, j), j ∈

[1, 2nRSFB2 ], according to
∏n

t=1 p(x0,t|ut(i)).

3. For each codeword U(i), i ∈ [1, 2nR0], generate 2nR0 i.i.d. codewords ŷ0(i, k),

k ∈ [1, 2nR0], according to
∏n

t=1 p(ŷ0,t|ut(i)).

4. Generate 2nR
′

0 i.i.d. codewords X1(l), l ∈ [1, 2nR
′

0], according to the joint

distribution
∏n

t=1 p(x1,t).

5. For each X1(l), l ∈ [1, 2nR
′

0], generate 2nR
′

0 i.i.d. codewords Ŷ1(l, m), m ∈

[1, 2nR
′

0], according to
∏n

t=1 p(ŷ1,t|x1,t(l)).

[Encoding and Transmission.] Of the B + 2 blocks, any three adjacent blocks

are encoded using the three different codebooks in a periodic manner, to ensure

the mutual independence of the error events among any consecutive three blocks.

Consider the encoding procedure at the end of the transmission of block b− 1.

At the respective nodes, we assume that the following messages are available or

have been successfully decoded:

1. At the source: w(1), w(2), ..., w(b); k(1), k(2), ..., k(b−2).

2. At the relay: m(1), m(2), ..., m(b−2).

To encode w(b) and transmit the corresponding codeword, the source first needs

to compress its channel output sequence y
(b−1)
0 received during block b−1 to obtain
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Table B.1: Codewords transmitted in each block to achieve RSFB2.

Block 1 Block 2 Block 3 ... Block b ...

U(i) u(1) u(k(1)) u(k(2)) ... u(k(b−1)) ...

X0(i, j) x0(1, w
(1)) x0(k

(1), w(2)) x0(k
(2), w(3)) ... x0(k

(b−1), w(b)) ...

X1(l) x1(2) x1(m
(1)) x1(m

(2)) ... x1(m
(b−1)) ...

Ŷ0(i, k) ∅ ŷ0(1, k
(1)) ŷ0(k

(1), k(2)) ... ŷ0(k
(b−2), k(b−1)) ...

Ŷ1(l, m) ∅ ŷ1(2, m
(1)) ŷ1(m

(1), m(2)) ... ŷ1(m
(b−2), m(b−1)) ...

ŷ0(k
(b−2), k(b−1)). The source looks for an index k̂(b−1) such that

(ŷ0(k
(b−2), k̂(b−1)),y

(b−1)
0 ,u(k(b−2))) ∈ A(n)

ǫ .

If such an index is found, the source declares k(b−1) = k̂(b−1), and transmits the

codeword x0(k
(b−1), w(b)) through n channel uses; otherwise an error is declared,

and it sends the codeword x0(1, w
(b)). The probability of not being able to find

such an index approaches 0 as the code length n→∞, if the following holds:

R0 ≥ I(Ŷ0; Y0|U). (B.6)

The relay needs to compress its received channel output sequence y
(b−1)
1 as well.

It looks for an index m̂(b−1) such that

(ŷ1(m
(b−2), m̂(b−1)),y

(b−1)
1 ,x1(m

(b−2))) ∈ A(n)
ǫ .

If successful, the relay declares m(b−1) = m̂(b−1) and sends x1(m
(b−1)) with n channel

uses. The probability of not being able to find such an index m̂(b−1) approaches 0

for sufficiently large n, when R
′

0 satisfies

R
′

0 ≥ I(Ŷ1; Y1|X0). (B.7)

The codewords being sent in each block for this coding scheme is listed in Table

B.1.
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[Decoding.] At the end of transmission of block b, three-step successive sliding

window decoding is applied at the destination to determine the message w(b−2) sent

in block b−2 as follows. Assume that the destination has successfully decoded the

following information:1) w(1), w(2), ..., w(b−3); 2) k(1), k(2), ..., k(b−2); and 3) m(1),

m(2), ..., m(b−3).

The destination first looks for a unique index k̂(b−1) such that

(u(k̂(b−1)),y
(b)
2 ) ∈ A(n)

ǫ , and

(ŷ0(k
(b−2), k̂(b−1)),y

(b−1)
2 ,u(k(b−2))) ∈ A(n)

ǫ .

If successful, the destination declares k(b−1) = k̂(b−1); otherwise it declares an error.

The probability of this decoding error can be shown to approach 0 for sufficiently

large n, when the following is satisfied:

R0 ≤ I(U ; Y2) + I(Ŷ0; Y2|U). (B.8)

The destination next looks for a unique index m̂(b−2) such that

(x1(m̂
(b−2)),y

(b−1)
2 , ŷ0(k

(b−2), k(b−1)),u(k(b−2))) ∈ A(n)
ǫ and

(ŷ1(m
(b−3), m̂(b−2)),y

(b−2)
2 , ŷ0(k

(b−3), k(b−2)),x1(m
(b−3)),u(k(b−3))) ∈ A(n)

ǫ .

If successful, the destination declares m(b−2) = m̂(b−2), i.e., the codeword ŷ1(m
(b−3),

m̂(b−2)) is the compressed version of y
(b−2)
1 . Otherwise, an error is declared. As

n → ∞, the probability of error in this step approaches 0 when the following

inequality is satisfied:

R
′

0 ≤ I(X1; Y2, Ŷ0|U) + I(Ŷ1; Y2, Ŷ0, U |X1). (B.9)
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Lastly, the destination looks for a unique message index ŵ(b−2) such that

(x0(k
(b−3), ŵ(b−2)),y

(b−2)
2 , ŷ1(m

(b−3), m(b−2)), ŷ0(k
(b−3), k(b−2)),x1(m

(b−3)),

u(k(b−3))) ∈ A(n)
ǫ .

If such a message index is found and is unique, the destination declares w(b−2) =

ŵ(b−2); otherwise, an error is declared. It can be readily shown that when the

information rate satisfies

RSFB2 ≤ I(X1; Y2, Ŷ1, Ŷ0|X1, U),

the probability of decoding error approaches 0 as n→∞.

Therefore, any rate RSFB2 ≤ I(X1; Y2, Ŷ1, Ŷ0|X1, U) is achievable subject to the

constraints (B.6)–(B.9), and the theorem follows. �

B.3 Proof of Theorem 5.5

We also consider a block Markov supposition coding scheme consisting of regular

encoding and sliding window decoding. The successive transmissions again consist

of B+2 blocks, each of which has length n. In each of the first B blocks, a message

w = (wα, wβ), wα ∈ [1, 2nRα], wβ ∈ [1, 2nRβ ], such that Rα + Rβ = RDFB2, will be

sent to the destination with probability of error approaching 0. The average rate

of transmission is thus RDFB2B/(B + 2), which approaches RDFB2 as B →∞.

We apply a random coding argument to show the achievability of RDFB2. First

fix a joint distribution p(·) ∈ P∗
2.

[Random Codebook Generation.] Generate three statistically independent code-

books by repeating the following procedures three times.

1. Generate 2nRα i.i.d. codewords X1(i), i ∈ [1, 2nRα], according to
∏n

t=1 p(x1,t).

2. For each X1(i), i ∈ [1, 2nRα], generate 2nRα i.i.d. codewords U(i, j), j ∈

[1, 2nRα], according to
∏n

t=1 p(ut|x1,t(i)).
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3. For each U(i, j), i, j ∈ [1, 2nRα], generate 2nRβ i.i.d. codewords X0(i, j, k),

k ∈ [1, 2nRβ ], according to
∏n

t=1 p(x0,t|vt(i, j)).

4. Generate 2nR0 i.i.d. codewords X2(l), l ∈ [1, 2nR0], according to
∏n

t=1 p(x2,t).

5. For each X2(l), l ∈ [1, 2nR0], generate 2nR0 i.i.d. codewords Ŷ2(l, m), m ∈

[1, 2nR0], according to
∏n

t=1 p(ŷ2,t|x2,t(l)).

[Encoding and Transmission.] To ensure the mutual independence of the error

event among any consecutive three blocks, the three previously generated code-

books are applied in a periodic manner such that three adjacent blocks are encoded

with three independent codebooks.

Assume that at the end of the transmission of block b − 1, a source message

w(b) = (w
(b)
α , w

(b)
β ) is to be sent in block b. The source transmits the codeword

x0(w
(b−2)
α , w

(b)
α , w

(b)
β ) using n channel uses.

Assume that the relay has successfully decoded: w
(1)
α , w

(2)
α , ..., w

(b−3)
α ; m(1), m(2),

..., m(b−3). The relay first needs to decode m(b−2), or equivalently ŷ2(m
(b−3), m(b−2)),

the compressed version of the channel output sequence y
(b−2)
2 , from its own channel

output sequences accumulated during the previous two blocks, y
(b−2)
1 and y

(b−1)
1 . It

declares m(b−2) = m̂(b−2) if m̂(b−2) is the unique index such that the following two

joint typicality are satisfied simultaneously:

(x2(m̂
(b−2)),y

(b−1)
1 ,x1(w

(b−3)
α )) ∈ A(n)

ǫ , and

(ŷ2(m
(b−3), m̂(b−2)),y

(b−2)
1 ,x1(w

(b−4)
α ),x2(m

(b−3))) ∈ A(n)
ǫ ;

otherwise, an error is declared. The probability of error in this step approaches 0

for sufficiently large n, if the following constraint is satisfied:

R0 ≤ I(X2, Y1|X1) + I(Ŷ2; Y1, X1|X2). (B.10)
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Next, the relay determines w
(b−2)
α = ŵ

(b−2)
α if ŵ

(b−2)
α is the unique index such that

(u(w(b−4)
α , ŵ(b−2)

α ),x1(w
(b−4)
α ),y

(b−2)
1 , ŷ2(m

(b−3), m(b−2)),x2(m
(b−3))) ∈ A(n)

ǫ .

An error is declared if no such index found or the index found is not unique. As

n → ∞, the probability of decoding error approaches 0 when the following is

satisfied:

Rα ≤ I(U ; Y1, Ŷ2|X1, X2). (B.11)

If the message w
(b−2)
α is successfully decoded, the relay sends x1(w

(b−2)
α ) with n

channel uses in block b; otherwise x1(1) is sent.

The destination performs CF on its newly received channel output sequence,

y
(b−1)
2 . Assume that it has decoded the indices: m(1), m(2), ..., m(b−2). The desti-

nation first looks for some index m̂(b−1) such that

(ŷ2(m
(b−2), m̂(b−1)),y

(b−1)
2 ,x2(m

(b−2))) ∈ A(n)
ǫ ;

otherwise, an error is declared. As n→∞, the probability of finding such an index

approaches 1 when the following inequality holds:

R0 ≥ I(Ŷ2, Y2|X2). (B.12)

If one such index is found, the destination declares ŷ2(m
(b−2), m(b−1)) as the com-

pressed version of y
(b−1)
2 with m(b−1) = m̂(b−1), and sends x2(m

(b−1)); otherwise,

x2(1) is sent.

Table B.3 lists the codewords transmitted in each block using the current coding

scheme.

[Decoding.] The decoding procedures at the end of the transmission of block

are described in the following. Assume that the destination has the following

information available or decoded: 1) w
(1)
α , w

(2)
α , ..., w

(b−3)
α ; 2) w

(1)
β , w

(2)
β , ..., w

(b−3)
β ;
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and 3) m(1), m(2), ..., m(b−1).

The destination first decodes w
(b−2)
α = ŵ

(b−2)
α if there exists a unique index

ŵ
(b−2)
α such that we have

(x1(ŵ
(b−2)
α ),y

(b)
2 ,x2(m

(b−1))) ∈ A(n)
ǫ , and

(u(w(b−4)
α , ŵ(b−2)

α ),y
(b−2)
2 ,x1(w

(b−4)
α ),x2(m

(b−3))) ∈ A(n)
ǫ ;

otherwise, an error is declared. As n → ∞, the probability error of this step

approaches 0 when the following inequality holds:

Rα ≤ I(X1; Y2|X2) + I(U ; Y2|X1, X2). (B.13)

The destination next decodes w
(b−2)
β = ŵ

(b−2)
β if there exists a unique message

index ŵ
(b−2)
β such that

(x0(w
(b−4)
α , w(b−2)

α , ŵ
(b−2)
β ),u(w(b−4)

α , w(b−2)
α ),y

(b−2)
2 ,x1(w

(b−4)
α ),x2(m

(b−3))) ∈ A(n)
ǫ ;

otherwise, an error is declared. As n → ∞, the probability error of this step

approaches 0 when the following inequality is satisfied:

Rβ ≤ I(X0; Y2|X1, X2, U). (B.14)

Therefore, subject to constraint (B.10) and (B.12), the sub-rates Rα and Rβ

satisfying (B.11), (B.13), and (B.14) are achievable for a given joint distribution

p(·) ∈ P∗
2. The theorem follows. �
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Table B.2: Codewords transmitted in each block to achieve RSFB1.

Block 1 Block 2 Block 3 ... Block b ...

U(i) u(1) u(2) u(m
(1)
1 ) ... u(m

(b−2)
1 ) ...

X0(i, j) x0(1, w
(1)) x0(2, w

(2)) x0(m
(1)
1 , w(3)) ... x0(m

(b−2)
1 , w(b)) ...

V(i, k) v(1, 2) v(2, m
(1)
1 ) v(m

(1)
1 , m

(2)
1 ) ... v(m

(b−2)
1 , m

(b−1)
2 ) ...

X1(i, k, l) x1(1, 2, 3) x1(2, m
(1)
1 , m

(1)
2 ) x1(m

(1)
1 , m

(2)
1 , m

(2)
2 ) ... x1(m

(b−2)
1 , m

(b−1)
1 , m

(b−1)
2 ) ...

Ŷ1(i, k, m1) ∅ ŷ1(1, 2, m
(1)
1 ) ŷ1(2, m

(1)
1 , m

(2)
1 ) ... ŷ1(m

(b−3)
1 , m

(b−2)
1 , m

(b−1)
1 ) ...

Y̌1(i, k, l, m2) ∅ y̌1(1, 2, 3, m
(1)
2 ) y̌1(2, m

(1)
1 , m

(1)
2 , m

(2)
2 ) ... ŷ1(m

(b−3)
1 , m

(b−2)
1 , m

(b−2)
2 , m

(b−1)
2 ) ...

Table B.3: Codewords transmitted in each block to achieve RDFB2.

Block 1 Block 2 Block 3 ... Block b ...

X1(i) x1(1) x1(3) x1(w
(1)
α ) ... x1(w

(b−2)
α ) ...

U(i, j) u(1, w
(1)
α ) u(3, w

(2)
α ) u(w

(1)
α , w

(3)
α ) ... u(w

(b−2)
α , w

(b)
α ) ...

X0(i, j, k) x0(1, w
(1)
α , w

(1)
β ) x0(3, w

(2)
α , w

(2)
β ) x0(w

(1)
α , w

(3)
α , w

(3)
β ) ... x0(w

(b−2)
α , w

(b)
α , w

(b)
β ) ...

X2(l) x2(2) x2(m
(1)) x2(m

(2)) ... x2(m
(b−1)) ...

Ŷ2(l, m) ∅ ŷ2(2, m
(1)) ŷ2(m

(1), m(2)) ... ŷ2(m
(b−2), m(b−1)) ...
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